AGENDA FOR REGULAR MEETING
VILLAGE OF TINLEY PARK
PLAN COMMISSION
August 15, 2019 – 7:00 P.M.
Council Chambers
Village Hall – 16250 S. Oak Park Avenue
Regular Meeting Called to Order
Pledge of Allegiance
Roll Call Taken
Communications
Approval of Minutes: Minutes of the August 1, 2019 Regular Meeting
Item #1

PUBLIC HEARING: JAMES VROEGH/PARK OAKS COMMERCIAL CONDOMINIUM
ASSOCIATION BUILDING ADDITION, 17322 OAK PARK AVENUE –
SITE PLAN AND VARIATIONS
The Petitioner, James Vroegh (Authorized Agent), on behalf of Park Oaks Commercial Condominium
Association (Owner) is seeking the following Variations to permit the construction of a 376 sq. ft. 1story addition on an existing 3-story Park Oaks Condominium mixed-use development on the property
located at 17322 Oak Park Avenue in the DC (Downtown Core) Zoning District

Item #2

PUBLIC HEARING: LENNY’S GAS & WASH, 19420 HARLEM AVE –
REZONING, ANNEXATION AND SPECIAL USE
Consider the application of, Leonard McEnery, for a map amendment rezoning property located at
19420 Harlem Avenue, from R-1 (Single Family Residential) to B-3 (General Business and
Commercial District) with Special Uses to allow the continuation of the existing Automobile Service
Station and Automobile Car Wash.

Item #3

PUBLIC HEARING: RACINO ENTERTAINMENT COMPLEX USE ADDITION –
TEXT AMENDMENT
Consider Text Amendments amending Section II.B (Definitions) and Section V.B. (Schedule of
Regulations) of the Zoning Ordinance to incorporate a Racino Entertainment Complex use. The purpose
of this amendment is to add a definition and to modify the schedule of use regulations to allow a Racino
Entertainment Complex in the Office and Restricted Industrial District (ORI) as a Permitted Use.

Item #4

PUBLIC HEARING: ZONING CODE FEE CHANGES – TEXT AMENDMENT
Consider Text Amendments amending Section III-0-6-(2)-(C) (Outdoor Display Fees), Section IX.B.2.
(Sign Fees), and Section X (Administration and Enforcement) of the Zoning Ordinance to update fee
levels to cover initial upfront costs accrued by the Village while maintaining fees that are competitive
with nearby communities. The text amendment will also move fees currently locate in the Zoning Code
to a Comprehensive Fee Schedule containing all Village fees that will be located in the Village’s Code
of Ordinances.

Item #5

PUBLIC HEARING: MASONRY REQUIREMENTS FOR MULTI-FAMILY, COMMERCIAL
AND INDUSTRIAL ZONING DISTRICTS –
TEXT AMENDMENT
Consider Text Amendments amending Section V.C.4. (Elevations and Facades), Section V.C.7
(General Requirements/All Business & Commercial Districts) and Section V.C.10 (Site Development
Standards for Industrial Uses) of the Zoning Ordinance to incorporate masonry requirements for
residential, commercial and industrial zoning districts.

Good of the Order
Receive Comments from the Public
Adjourn Meeting
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MINUTES OF THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE
PLAN COMMISSION, VILLAGE OF TINLEY PARK,
COOK AND WILL COUNTIES, ILLINOIS
August 1, 2019

The Regular Meeting of the Plan Commission was held in the Council Chambers of Village Hall on August 1, 2019 at 7:00
p.m.
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
ROLL CALL
Plan Commissioners:

Garrett Gray, Chairman
Tim Stanton
Eduardo Mani
Lucas Engel
MaryAnn Aitchison
James Gaskill
Curt Fielder

Absent Plan Commissioner(s): Angela Gatto
Stephen Vick
Village Officials and Staff:

Kimberly Clarke, Community Development Director
Paula Wallrich, Planning Manager
Dan Ritter, Senior Planner
Douglas Spale, Village Attorney
Patrick Connelly, Village Attorney
Barbara Bennett, Commission Secretary

CALL TO ORDER
PLAN COMMISSION CHAIRMAN GRAY called to order the Regular Meeting of the Plan Commission for August 1,
2019 at 7:00 p.m.
COMMUNICATIONS
None
APPROVAL OF MINUTES
Minutes of the July 18, 2019 Regular Meeting of the Plan Commission were presented for approval. A Motion was made
by COMMISSIONER FIELDER, seconded by COMMISSIONER MANI, to approve the minutes as presented. The Motion
was approved by voice call. CHAIRMAN GRAY declared the Motion approved as presented.
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TO:

VILLAGE OF TINLEY PARK PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF TRUSTEES

FROM:

VILLAGE OF TINLEY PARK PLAN COMMISSION

SUBJECT:

MINUTES OF THE AUGUST 1, 2019 REGULAR MEETING

Item #1

PUBLIC HEARING: JAMES VROEGH/PARK OAKS COMMERCIAL CONDOMINIUM
ASSOCIATION BUILDING ADDITION, 17322 OAK PARK AVENUE – SITE PLAN AND
VARIATIONS
The Petitioner, James Vroegh (Authorized Agent), on behalf of Park Oaks Commercial Condominium
Association (Owner) is seeking the following Variations to permit the construction of a 376 sq. ft. 1-story
addition on an existing 3-story Park Oaks Condominium mixed-use development on the property located
at 17322 Oak Park Avenue in the DC (Downtown Core) Zoning District

Present were the following:
Plan Commissioners:

Garrett Gray, Chairman
Tim Stanton
Eduardo Mani
Lucas Engel
MaryAnn Aitchison
James Gaskill
Curt Fielder

Absent Plan Commissioner(s): Angela Gatto
Stephen Vick
Village Officials and Staff:

Kimberly Clarke, Community Development Director
Paula Wallrich, Planning Manager
Dan Ritter, Senior Planner
Douglas Spale, Village Attorney
Patrick Connelly, Village Attorney
Barbara Bennett, Commission Secretary

Guests:

Thomas Courtney, Petitioner’s Attorney
Dr. James Vroegh, Petitioner

A Motion was made by COMMISSIONER AITCHISON, seconded by COMMISSIONER GASKILL, to open the Public
Hearing for James Vroegh/Park Oaks Commercial Condominium Association Building Addition located at 17322 Oak Park
Avenue. The Motion was approved by voice call. CHAIRMAN GRAY declared the Motion approved.
CHAIRMAN GRAY noted that Village Staff provided confirmation that appropriate notice regarding the Public Hearing
was published in the local newspaper in accordance with State law and Village requirements.
CHAIRMAN GRAY requested anyone present in the audience, who wished to give testimony, comment, engage in crossexamination or ask questions during the Hearing stand and be sworn in.
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DAN RITTER, SENIOR PLANNER gave a presentation as noted in the Staff Report. The Petitioner, Dr. James Vroegh
(Authorized Agent), on behalf of Park Oaks Commercial Condominium Association (Owner) is seeking Variations to permit
the construction of a 376 sq. ft. 1-story addition of 23.5 feet by 16 feet in size on the existing patio area .of an existing 3story Park Oaks Condominium mixed-use development on the property located at 17322 Oak Park Avenue in the DC
(Downtown Core) Zoning District
Mr. Ritter noted the plans had not been updated since the workshop. The unit is the furthest south in the 1-story building
addition. This will continue the first-floor design of the Park Oaks building but is not proposed to match the existing
building in scale due to the difficulties of doing so with the building’s existing condo ownership. The Legacy Code’s height
and 50’ commercial depth requirements are in place to create an active consistent street wall along primary corridors to
create an intriguing urban environment. The Commission will need to consider any precedence that would be set by the
requested Variations and the effects on the goals of the Legacy Code and future development proposals.
Mr. Ritter went through the five Variations requested by the applicant:
1. A 2-story Variation from Section 2-A-9, Table 2.A.6 of the Legacy Code to permit a 1-story building addition on an
existing 3-story building where the minimum building height is 3-stories.
2. A 26.5 foot Variation from Section 2-A-4, Table 2.A.1 of the Legacy Code to permit a commercial space that only
has a depth of 23.5 feet instead of the required commercial space depth of 50 feet where street-level commercial is
permitted.
3. A Variation from Section 3-B-6-a of the Legacy Code to permit a building addition with less than the required 60
percent of the street-level façade to be glazed.
4. A Variation from Section 3-B-7 of the Legacy Code to permit the building addition to not have brick or masonry
where a new building or addition is required to consist of 75 percent brick, stone, or fiber cement siding.
5. A Variation from Section 3-B-8 of the Legacy Code to permit a building addition to be constructed that does not
comply with the required Architectural Guidelines including, “A consistent style of architectural composition should
be applied throughout a structure”.
The proposed 1-story addition will be added to an existing 3-story structure. The existing Park Oaks structure predominately
complies with the Legacy Code requirements for scale, location, and materials. The one exception to complying with the
current Legacy Code requirements is the use of paneling on the first floor where it would not be permitted. Since the
addition will not be meeting the existing building height and overall approved design, there are a number of Variations
required to meet approval. In order to be recommended for approval, these Variations must be found to meet the Standards
for a Variation outlined in the sections below as well as the additional Legacy Code Standards.

As with all Variation approvals, the Plan Commission must be aware of setting precedent for future similar requests in the
downtown area, especially as it relates to the Downtown Core which establishes a density and scale that is intended to
support the overall mission of the entire Legacy District. The burden is on the applicant to meet all three statutorily required
Findings of Fact and to prove this situation is unique thereby justifying each Variation from the Code requirement. As part
of their review, the Plan Commission will need to determine if condo ownership represents a unique situation and whether
it creates physical hardships warranting the Variation. If the Commission believes the type of ownership presents a burden,
the Commission must also consider whether this ownership was self-created by current or former owners of the property.
It should be noted that most structures in the Village can be converted to condominiums or single-ownership without prior
Village approval. It is recommended that the Plan Commission use these Standards for a Variation and Legacy Code
Standards as a guide for their review as well as the architectural guidelines outlined in the Legacy Code.
The use of the proposed space will be for the expansion of the Vroegh Eye care space to include an additional examination
room and employee break room. While the proposed use itself is not a concern, the Commission may wish to consider the
possible complications of ownership of the building addition which will continue to be owned by the Property Owner
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Association (POA) and retained as a “Limited Common Element” under the approved and recorded Condo Declarations.
This is of particular concern since the intent of the building addition is clearly privately owned.
Additionally, the Commission may wish to discuss possible future issues with the POA ownership of the building addition
without any formal sale or lease on the property. As proposed, the POA will remain the owner of the property thereby
permitting them to apply for future alterations or demo permits on the addition. Other concerns include a potential increased
tax burden on the POA due to a for-profit commercial use being located on the common area lot as well as insurance, legal
and future maintenance liability associated with the addition. The rights to use “limited common elements” such as the
existing patio area are transferable between unit owners. This means that this space can be sold to a different condo unit
owner and potentially leased separately. The Commission may wish to consider how this impacts the future of the site if a
building is constructed.
In review of the approvals and declarations for the project the subject area is referred to as a “patio space”. The Commission
may wish to consider whether the original intent of the property is an important factor in considering the proposal. If
approved the opportunities for any future use as a patio space is lost.
In discussions with the Village Attorney, staff has been informed that the ownership approval and Declaration Amendment
provides the authority to permit the Variation requests despite the future utilization of the site is impacted as discussed
above. While not legally required, the applicant has been encouraged to consider removing the subject area as a limited
common element, purchase the property from the POA, and consolidate the two parcels into one lot and PIN. This will
provide for a more transparent process for construction of the addition to the condo unit owners and avoid any possible
future ownership, control, or tax issues as described above.
There was no landscape plan submitted for the proposed addition. The parkway tree in front will have to be removed and
replaced. The Petitioner is required to complete all associated work at the existing and future street tree location.
Mr. Ritter noted all the open items as follows:
Open Item #1: Discuss the five requested Variations and the desirability of a 1-story building addition on a 3-story building
that does not comply with the code requirements. Discuss how this relates to the Standards for a Variation and Legacy Code
Standards that must be met to approve a Variation.
Open Item #2: Discuss the potential future consequences/effects of the proposed addition that is owned and controlled by
the POA.
Open Item #3: Discuss the space and effects of the property continuing to be considered as a “limited common element” in
the approved and recorded Condominium Declarations when only accessed and controlled by a single property owner. The
space can also be sold in whole or part to other unit owners.
Open Item #4: Due to the ability for the space to be used by a separate tenant or unit in the future, discuss the effects and
quality of potential future tenants in a unit that has a depth of 23.5 feet and is 376 sq. ft. in size.
Open Item #5: Discuss removing the patio area as a “limited common element” in the Declarations, purchased from the
POA by the owner of the 17322 unit, and the two parcels be consolidated into one lot and PIN.
Open Item #6: Discuss the requirement that the parkway tree location is moved to a more suitable location along the Oak
Park Avenue street frontage in accordance with the Legacy Code requirements, Public Works Department recommendations,
and the downtown streetscape plan.
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Open Item #7: Submittal of a plan for the required parkway tree replacement and sidewalk work is required.
Open Item #8: Submittal of a landscape plan showing the existing and proposed landscaping is required.
Open Item #9: Discuss whether to incorporate a white or brown/tan color cornice.
Open Item #10: Discuss the proposed architectural appearance of a 1-story addition on a 3-story building and the possibility
of setting a precedent for other notable building downtown sites.
Open Item #11: Discuss the proposed site layout and the resulting five-foot unlit and non-landscaped alleyway that will be
present between the buildings.
Open Item #12: Plans will need to be revised based on final staff review comments.
Open Item #13: Discuss the potential signage impact of any future tenant changes and the possibility of a condition
prohibiting an exterior sign from being placed on the addition.
The consensus of Plan Commission was not supportive of the aesthetics of the one-story addition on the existing threestory mixed-use building. The Commission vocalized the addition is not consistent with the Legacy Code requirements and
the addition did not appear balanced on the existing structure and looked “tacked-on”. While there are other examples of
one-story structures nearby that exist prior to the Legacy Code, Staff stressed that the Legacy Code and Plan focuses on
avoiding these type of non-compliant additions.
There were also many concerns expressed about how this would affect and set a precedent for other existing and proposed
buildings in the Downtown area and along Oak Park Avenue in the future. Ownership issues due to the retained ownership
of the Commercial Property Owners Association was another concern expressed by the Commission due to the potential
future issues with property control, taxes, and maintenance costs of the space. The Commission was appreciative of the
Petitioner looking to expand their location but recommended that the Petitioner work with the residential condominium
owners to propose a three-story addition, expand within the current building’s footprint or find another location in the
downtown area that provides them more space.
The Petitioner has not provided revised plans or correspondence since the Plan Commission workshop meeting and all
open items remain. Conditions are in the motion to address these open items in the event the requests are approved.
CHAIRMAN GRAY asked for comments from the Commissioners.
COMMISSIONER ENGEL noted he looked at the open patio area that is not being used makes sense for an addition. I
would like to see a rendering showing the whole area to see the scale next to Wyman’s.
COMMISSIONER MANI noted this addition architecturally looks awkward. His reservation is setting a precedence for
current and future developments to have not-to-scale additions.
COMMISSIONER AITCHISON noted this is a better utilization of the space then a vacant patio. She would like to see a
rendering with a white cornice. This is a unique situation and space and this area is not big enough to add on condos. It
would be cleaner if this area was purchased and under one ownership to clear up reservation as to what happens in the
future.
COMMISSIONER GASKILL noted he is totally against this. There is no reason to throw away the whole Legacy Code’s
height and design requirements. The Association who owns it, should be made to clean up the patio area instead of the
neighboring property. This meets none of the Codes and doesn’t look good.
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COMMISSIONER STANTON noted he was not at the workshop but did watch the video and he was disappointed to see
a long time business of Tinley Park and how it was made difficult for them. Vroegh Eyecare wants to invest in our
community by expanding the business and it is a sales tax generator, not just service-based. We should find a way for this
to work as well as for other businesses. It was mentioned that this does not fit the Legacy Code. The members of the
Committee has been reviewing the Legacy Code to determine if it is doing more harm than good. Several Oak Park Avenue
business owners have argued that this is one of the reasons that the downtown corridor has not developed into what residents
expected. The Legacy Code is not working and it is too restrictive given the other burdens that the businesses have. As
far as the aesthetics of the building, we want to make sure the building is beautiful as the existing building. He would like
to thank Vroegh Eyecare for the past decade doing business in Tinley Park.
CHAIRMAN GRAY noted he echoes what COMMISSIONER GASKILL says in terms of the planning we have been doing
at the Commission the past few years for the project plans for downtown in regards to the Legacy Code. This does not fit
in in terms of the lack of 3 stories and higher density. The architecture design is fine, but having a one-story add on and
the five variations needed – it does not fit in with where the downtown is going. With that said, there are long term goals
in Tinley Park and this could set a precedent.
This is probably restrictive to some businesses. The ownership is another issue. Is this space going to be tied to the eye
care business? Mr. Ritter replied this is a limited common element owned by the Association and it gives them the exclusive
right to use it right now. This area can be transferred among the units or could be approved to be sold to another business.
There are only four commercial units. If the Association came in to demo it, they are the owner of the property and can do
that. If there are maintenance or tax issues, it will be the association that is on the hook. There may be a private condo
agreement, but for the Village we would look at the owner of the property, not private agreements. Any changes to the site
could be proposed by the POA or another owner. CHAIRMAN GRAY noted it is possible that the future owners association
could want a different use for this. Is there any concerns from the Commission regarding the ownership?
COMMISSIONER FIELDER noted the concern is that there are no plans to convert this addition if there was a change in
ownership. They will build it, with no plans to convert it to a separate space. If a different business comes in and does not
want the separate space or association wants to change it, what will they do with it? Does this become a storage unit for
other owners? If only one unit uses it and can’t be transfered, it is not a common element anymore. He is struggling with
it being the best use of this space. There is no other business that can fit in a 376 sq. ft. building. This is an empty unutilized
space, but is there a better use for it then what is being proposed and could become vacant or storage?
COMMISSIONER ENGEL noted this is still a common use area and would the tenant at the other end of the building use
it as a patio for the restaurant. This is pretty much tied into the eye care business. The Downtown Core zoning is allowed
to not meet some of the codes. KIMBERLY CLARKE, COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR replied that this
would not apply to a new addition and is only for existing buildings on “heritage sites”. The addition does have to comply
with the new codes.
COMMISSIONER GASKILL noted they are proposing a use for this today that meets none of the codes. It will stick out
like a sore thumb.
Mr. Ritter noted Dr. Vroegh has an agreement to cover all the costs with the use side of this, but what does this become in
the future.
COMMISSIONER ENGEL noted this could be sold to another tenant and they could put a door on it. All the utilities are
coming out of the existing building. Mr. Ritter replied if the current business files for bankruptcy, then what happens to it.
Will this become storage or a single office, how will they get utilities in it? The recommendation is to split this off a separate
PIN and sell to that unit owner and combine it with the current unit. There would still be concerns about the aesthetics.
CHAIRMAN GRAY asked the Petitioner to speak.
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Mr. Courtney, Attorney for the Petitioner asked for statements from Lisa LaFevre who is in favor of the project and is in
business with Vroegh in the building. She read a letter from Theresa Nolan who is in the unit where the Chamber is housed.
The letter states that Vroegh Family Eye care has had an impact on Tinley Park. They are a long-standing business in the
downtown area and are well known throughout the community. Many of the clients live in and around the Tinley Park area.
They are an active Chamber member and attend several meetings and support many of the other business owners. They
hope to see Vroegh Family Eye Care stay in the Tinley Park area for years to come.
She also received an email from Brian Carlson that is an owner of one of the residential condos. He is voicing his approval
of the addition.
Mr. Courtney noted he would be willing to merge the units with an amended plat approved by the majority of the owners.
This existing business wants to stay in the Village. He submitted his documents to Atty. Connelly who had no objections.
This building was constructed prior to the Legacy Code. The architect came up with the plan and made it compatible with
the existing building. This should be approved based on the appearance and the small size of the addition. There is no impact
on drainage. It improves the overall appearance of the area. Leaving this area as a vacant common element makes no sense
at all. There are things that can be done to work with the planning department. Many of the other requirements are extremely
expensive. The main issue is the three-story building and there is flex in the code.
Mr. Ritter noted that Attorney Connelly reviewed the application in terms of ownership approval and did not review it in
terms of whether this was a good idea or whether it would cause future ownership or use problems.
Kathie Wyman and her husband owners of Wyman’s (next door) noted she has had her business for 46 year in Tinley Park.
She wasn’t very excited when the building was first proposed but she now likes the three-stories in the downtown area. The
patio space next door is an eyesore. We take care of the landscaping because no one knows who owns it. The tree is hitting
our building – it is too close. I have seen too many businesses come and go in the downtown area. Originally we thought
the downtown area was going to be like my building and Teehans keeping it historical. It then changed to be taller and it
has worked out fine. I do not want to see a business leave Tinley Park. I am glad that some of the vacant old structures in
bad shape being taken down. Dr. Vroegh has brought business to me and vice-versa. The previous owner never used the
space and we would be glad to have someone who wants to stay in the Village. This is not an add-on like Teehan’s add-on
this looks like it is part of the existing building. We need to make it friendlier for businesses to come here. There have
been businesses that have tried to come into this community and they have not been welcomed. Mr. Wyman note he thought
the building would look better with the addition on it rather than open space. The tree that is there is terrible. The business
owners here at the meeting are all supporting this project.
Cam, from the Apothecary Pharmacy noted we need to be in support of this business owner and change can be good.
Attorney Courtney noted the biggest problem is the fact that this is not three-stories. We are willing to amend the plat and
include this as part of the floor area of the existing unit. We are hoping you will consider our comments and recommend
approval on this project.
Ms. Clarke noted this was not developed under a Planned Unit Development. It was developed under H-1 zoning district
at the time.
COMMISSIONER STANTON, seconded by COMMISSIONER ENGEL made a Motion to continue this Public Hearing
to the next meeting on August 15, 2019.
AYES:

MANI, GASKILL, FIELDER, AITCHISON, ENGEL, STANTON AND CHAIRMAN GRAY

NAYS: NONE
CHAIRMAN GRAY declared the Motion unanimously approved.
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Mr. Ritter inquired as to the reason for the continuation and what staff or the Petitioner should work on for the next hearing.
COMMISSIONER ENGEL replied he would like to see the rendering showing the Wyman building in the view.
Mr. Ritter noted the petitioners architect would be the best one to make those changes
COMMISSIONER MANI would like to see the addition set back an additional 1.22 feet to make the setback equal to the
other building setbacks in the building. It might look more aesthetically pleasing.
COMMISSIONER FIELDER would like to see something from the Association regarding the uses limited common
elements and how this will be regulated for future tenants. He would like to see what this encompasses. If this gets
approved, he would like to see how many other buildings this would affect. We need to be very careful regarding the type
of ownership. Mr. Ritter replied he would clarify this at the next meeting but that it would essentially be every building in
the downtown core existing or in the future that has additional space on their lot, whether a patio, walkway or parking.
COMMISSIONER STANTON agrees.
CHAIRMAN GRAY agrees with the need for an extended rendering. He also inquired if there was a way to get any pitch
to the roof that matches the existing building to offset some of the visual height difference.
Dr. Vroegh inquired if COMMISSIONER MANI wanted the building set back further than the current plan.
COMMISSIONER MANI replied that he did think it would be more aesthetically appealing if it was set back further to
match the business to the north of the eye care unit that have small 2 foot setbacks. Dr. Vroegh replied he would try to
change the setback and the roof line.
CHAIRMAN GRAY noted this item would be continued to the next meeting on August 15, 2019.
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TO:

VILLAGE OF TINLEY PARK PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF TRUSTEES

FROM:

VILLAGE OF TINLEY PARK PLAN COMMISSION

SUBJECT:

MINUTES OF THE AUGUST 1, 2019 REGULAR MEETING

Item #2

WORKSHOP: RACINO ENTERTAINMENT COMPLEX USE ADDITION – TEXT AMENDMENT
Consider Text Amendments amending Section II.B (Definitions) and Section V.B. (Schedule of
Regulations) of the Zoning Ordinance to incorporate a Racino Entertainment Complex use. The purpose of
this amendment is to add a definition and to modify the schedule of use regulations to allow a Racino
Entertainment Complex in the Office and Restricted Industrial District (ORI) as a Permitted Use.

Present were the following:
Plan Commissioners:

Garrett Gray, Chairman
Tim Stanton
Eduardo Mani
Lucas Engel
MaryAnn Aitchison
James Gaskill
Curt Fielder

Absent Plan Commissioner(s): Angela Gatto
Stephen Vick
Village Officials and Staff:

Kimberly Clarke, Community Development Director
Paula Wallrich, Planning Manager
Dan Ritter, Senior Planner
Douglas Spale, Village Attorney
Patrick Connelly, Village Attorney
Barbara Bennett, Commission Secretary

Guests:

KIMBERLY CLARKE, COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR gave a presentation as noted in the Staff Report.
Staff is proposing a text amendment to the Tinley Park Zoning Ordinance, Section II.B (Definitions) and Section V.B.
(Schedule of Regulations) for a Racino Entertainment Complex. The purpose of this amendment is to add definitions and
to modify the schedule of use regulations to permit a Racino Entertainment Complex in the Office and Restricted Industrial
District (ORI) as a Permitted Use.
The State of Illinois passed a new gaming bill (SB 690 HA) that will support and enhance the Illinois horse racing industry.
The Bill provides for one new suburban racetrack and combined Casino (Racino) to be located in either Bloom, Bremen,
Calumet, Orland, Rich, Thornton or Worth Township. The Mayor and Village Board have expressed an interest in
entertaining the possibility of the creation of a new entertainment district, which will incorporate a Racino. As part of the
gaming application process, the Village must provide for a racetrack and casino as permitted uses within the Zoning Code.
Therefore staff is examining that code and suggesting some modifications that would regulate a Racino Entertainment
Complex and create a definition. We are looking at adding this to the Office and Restricted Industrial District (ORI) as a
permitted use.
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Horse Racing has been a part of Illinois history since the early 1830s. Well-known racetracks in Illinois are Arlington
Racetrack, Balmoral Park (closed), Hawthorne Race Course & Suburban Downs, Fairmont Park, and Maywood Park. The
horse race track industry consists of on-track betting, off-track and other gaming activities and services.
Staff is suggesting a definition to further articulate what is meant by a Racino Entertainment Complex.
Racino Entertainment Complex: A racetrack combined with a casino and other similar and compatible uses included but
not limited to spectator events conducted outdoors in open or partially enclosed facilities as a for-profit enterprise which
typically charges an entrance fee.
If it is the desire of the Village to allow a Racino, the Village has two options on how they can permit the use. The easiest
way is to list it as a permitted use in the Zoning Code. As of right now, the only viable location within the Village’s
boundaries is The Tinley Park Mental Health Center (TPMHC) site. This property is approximately 280-acres in size and is
zoned Office and Restricted Industrial District (ORI). A listing of all permitted uses for said zoning district is attached.
ORI Office and Restricted Industrial District is intended to provide land for medium to large office buildings, research
activities, and non-objectionable industrial activities, which are attractively landscaped and designed to create a “park-like”
setting. The low intensity and limiting restrictions are intended to provide for permitted uses which will be compatible with
adjacent residential and commercial developments.
Although a Racino is not an office or industrial use, it will be compatible with other uses currently permitted in ORI such
as restaurants, hotels, banquet facilities and convention centers. Currently, the Hollywood Amphitheater is zoned ORI but
it was also approved as a Planned Unit Development (PUD). Similarly, it is anticipated a future Racino Entertainment
Complex may be developed under a PUD due to the mix of uses and overall scale and design which will require flexibility
within the zoning code. In general, the ORI district has a larger minimum lot of 40,000 sq. large minimum lot width (150
feet) and larger maximum story height of five stories which may accommodate a future entertainment district.
Staff has provided the schedule of how the permitted use could be incorporated into the current schedule of permitted uses
below:
SCHEDULE I- SCHEDULE OF PERMITTED USE (BY USE TYPE)
R-1 R-2 R-3 R-4 R-5 R-6 R-7 B-1 B-2
Dining, Drinking, and Entertainment Establishments
Racino
x
x
x
x
x
x
Entertainment
Complex

x

X

X

B-3

B4

B5

ORI M-1

MU-1

X

X

X

P

X

X

Another opportunity the Village can consider if they want to encourage a future Racino location, is to establish an Overlay
District that lists a Racino as a permitted use. Overlay zoning is a regulatory tool that creates a special zoning district, placed
over an existing base zone(s), which identify special provisions in addition to those in underlying base zones. The Village
currently has the Rich Township Entertainment and Tourism Overlay District; Mixed-Use Duvan Drive Overlay District;
and an Urban Design Overlay District. Specifically, the Rich Township Entertainment and Tourism Overlay District is
intended to provide unique uses and district-wide areas for entertainment, shopping, dining, hotel, and tourism area in the
Village. This is similar to what we would be looking to do at the TPMHC.
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An Overlay District is a regulatory tool to create a special zoning district placed over an existing base zone. It identifies
special provisions in addition to those in the underlying base zone.
Ms. Clarke identified the following open items for discussion at the workshop:
1. Discuss permitting a Racino Entertainment Complex as a permitted use in the ORI Zoning District.
2. Discuss the creation of a new Entertainment Overlay District
3. Discuss amending the existing Rich Township Entertainment and Tourism Overlay District to include a Racino
Entertainment Complex as a permitted use.
ATTORNEY CONNELLY noted the Village is in the process of trying to locate a Racino complex at the TPMHC. In
conjunction with the Village, the developer and racing team of Hawthorne Race Course, Suburban Downs filed the first an
application for a new license. This was the first application for a new license in the State of Illinois since 1946. We are
setting precedence everywhere we go. This process is uncertain. The gaming expansion came from nowhere and has
provided this opportunity to us. We are dealing with the State of Illinois regarding the purchase of the property. A lot of
this is new unchartered waters. We want to make sure we are ready as the processes occur. The zoning may be a part of it
and we want to make sure a Racino is an allowable use. This will be very incremental. At this point we only know there
will be a 4,000 seat grand stand with luxury seats above and a 7/8 mile track. The accessory uses will be a part of it and
will need to be zoned properly. At this point, we want them to know that Tinley Park wants this Racino use. We are not
asking for this board to approve a Racino, only the zoning that can allow for it in the future.
COMMISSIONER GASKILL inquired if the State of Illinois would be cleaning up this property. Mr. Connelly noted we
are in good faith negotiations with the state to purchase the property and that would be part of the negotiations. There is
no agreement at this time.
COMMISSIONER FIELDER noted he has a client at his firm that is the Illinois Thoroughbred Horsemen’s Association,
lobbying for them with the state government. He has no direct investment and no direct financial interest in any Racino that
is being proposed here or anywhere. He does have knowledge of how this will work and would be happy to answer any
questions. This is more having to do with the horsemen workers in the backstretch. Mr. Connelly noted this will be
appreciated. He noted there are standards for the backstretch, which is part of the law. The application was presented for
racing dates.
Ms. Clarke will continue to work with the attorneys.
There will be a Public Hearing at the August 15, 2019 Plan Commission Meeting.
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TO:

VILLAGE OF TINLEY PARK PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF TRUSTEES

FROM:

VILLAGE OF TINLEY PARK PLAN COMMISSION

SUBJECT:

MINUTES OF THE AUGUST 1, 2019 REGULAR MEETING

Item #3

WORKSHOP: LENNY’S GAS & WASH, 19420 HARLEM AVE –
REZONING, ANNEXATION AND SPECIAL USE
Consider the application of, Leonard McEnery, for a map amendment rezoning property located at
19420 Harlem Avenue, from R-1 (Single Family Residential) to B-3 (General Business and
Commercial District) with Special Uses to allow the continuation of the existing Automobile Service
Station and Automobile Car Wash

Present were the following:
Plan Commissioners:

Garrett Gray, Chairman
Tim Stanton
Eduardo Mani
Lucas Engel
MaryAnn Aitchison
James Gaskill
Curt Fielder

Absent Plan Commissioner(s): Angela Gatto
Stephen Vick
Village Officials and Staff:

Kimberly Clarke, Community Development Director
Paula Wallrich, Planning Manager
Dan Ritter, Senior Planner
Douglas Spale, Village Attorney
Barbara Bennett, Commission Secretary

Guests:

Leonard McEnery, Petitioner
Lyman Tieman, Attorney
Cass Wennlund, Attorney

PAULA WALLRICH, PLANNING MANAGER gave a presentation as noted in the Staff Report. Mr. Leonard McEnery,
Lenny’s Food N Fuel Harlem Avenue, LLC, has petitioned the Village of Tinley Park to annex his 4.87-acre parcel located
at 19420 Harlem Avenue. Mr. McEnery is requesting a rezoning of his property upon annexation to B-3 (General Business
and Commercial) and granting of a Special Use Permit for the existing uses on the property (service station and the car
wash).
The annexation, rezoning and special use requests were previously reviewed by the Plan Commission at their April 19, 2018
meeting. At that meeting the Commission made the following recommendations to the Village Board:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Motion to deem the property unsuitable for annexation – Motion failed 4-4
Rezoning to B-3 – Motion passed 6-2
Special Use for a Service Station – Motion Failed 5-3
Special Use for a Car Wash – Motion Failed 5-3

The annexation and zoning entitlements were then reviewed by the Village Board at their July 17, 2018 meeting. A motion
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at the Village Board meeting authorizing the execution of an annexation agreement failed with a 3 to 2 vote, therefore, the
project did not move forward. There are copies of the minutes from the previous meetings included in the packet.
PAULA WALLRICH, PLANNING MANAGER stated that since that time, Mr. McEnery’s desire to come into the Village
remains the same. She noted that he is interested in developing this site further with the uses he has in several of his other
facilities. This will include gaming and the sale of liquor. He is unable to do this in the county, therefore he is seeking
annexation into the Village of Tinley Park. His expectations for sales from this would bring into the Village over
$400,000.00 annually. MS. WALLRICH stated that the annexation proposal was discussed at the Community Development
Committee on July 23, 2019 and staff was directed to take the Petition to the Plan Commission following the normal
entitlement process.
The site is located just south of the Village’s corporate boundaries on Harlem Avenue. There are some homes adjacent to
it that are in the Village and some to the south that are not in the Village. The service station was built in 2015 in
conformance with the Will County codes. In 2017 the car wash was built in conformance with Will County. Ms. Wallrich
displayed photos of the structures on the property.
The subject property is currently zoned C-2 (Local Commercial) in Will County. Staff analyzed the zoning districts to
determine which zoning district is most appropriate and determined the B-3 (General Business and Commercial) was the
most compatible with adjacent land uses.
MS.WALLRICH went on to discuss the issues that were part of the discussion with the original petition in 2018. One of
the issues was the existing signs on the property. She noted that as part of annexation process the existing signs are rendered
legal non-conforming. Essentially the property can be annexed with the signs as they exist even though they do not conform
to Village code. At the previous meeting Mr. McEnery agreed to make some adjustments to the signs to bring the vast
majority of signs into the conformance with the Village code. MS. WALLRICH then went over the existing signs and
identified those that Mr. McEnery agreed to bring into compliance.
The chart below identifies signs that are not in conformance and Mr. McEnery’s proposal
A.

Sign Name
C-Store east

Deficiency
3 signs over limit, 28 SF over
allowance(not counting 39.6 SF of
changeable copy)

C-Store north

Size is ok- changeable copy sign is
prohibited
6 SF over limit
conforms
Size ok, 1 additional sign

B.
C.

Car Wash - east
Car Wash -north
Car Wash -south

D.
E.
F.
G.

Gas N Wash Canopy – east
Gas N Wash Canopy- N & S
Car Wash Canopy
Truck Canopy/Directional signage
Car Wash-Monument

H.

Gas N Wash Monument

3.31 SF over limit
conforms
conforms
2.33 SF over or considered directional
Size is ok, 10” too tall; changeable copy is
prohibited
1’10” too tall; size is ok, Changeable EMC
is ok
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Mr. McEnery’s Proposal
Remove 2 wall signs (“No
Cook County taxes” and
second “Dunkin
sign”) Changeable copy
sign on east façade to
remain.
Agreed to remove
changeable copy sign
No change
No change
Agreed to remove “Pet
Wash” sign
No change
No change
No change
No change
No change
No Change
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Staff’s presentation continued noting the landscape architecture was done in conformance with the Will County code. The
buffer yard to the west between the subject parcel and the single-family homes exceeds the Village’s landscape requirements.
The buffer yard is 119 feet wide, far exceeding the minimum buffer yard width requirement of 60 feet. While the planting
standards are different between the County and the Village, the eight foot brick wall reduces the Village’s requirements by
50%. The Petitioner also planted 22 evergreen trees along the east side of the neighboring residential properties on the west
side of the brick wall.
Will County's Transition Yard
10 Feet wide
Offers 3 options for screening:
A. Provide a landscape area with a
certain amount of trees.
B. Landscape area plus a 6-foot solid
wood fence.
C. Landscape berm with a certain
amount trees.

Tinley Park Bufferyard ‘D’
30-60 feet wide
4.8 Canopy trees, 2.4 understory, 19
shrubs per 100 linear feet
Reduced by 50% if a wall is provided.
Required plantings:
645’frontage
6.45 x 4.8 = 31/2=16 canopy trees
6.45 x 2.4 = 15/2=8 understory
6.45 x 19 = 123/2=62 shrubs

Existing Transition Yard
119 Feet
Installed 8 foot fence; 3 foot
berm, landscaping on both sides
of the fence and both sides of
the pond.
Provided:
35 Canopy trees
22 Evergreen
13 understory/shrubs

The Petitioner has provided a traffic study prepared by KLOA, transportation and parking consultants with their original
Petition. A copy was included in the Commissioner’s packet. KLOA has estimated an average of about 12 – 13% increase
in traffic and parking as a result of 5 gaming seats and the sale of alcohol.
MS. WALLRICH noted there are 52 parking spaces on the site. There are 2 parking spaces in the back for semi-trucks. The
Village Zoning ordinance provides some guidance for required parking for various uses however there is no specific
reference for a convenience store associated with a gas station, a car wash or video gaming. The table below provides the
number of required parking spaces.
Dunkin
Donut
w/drive thru
C-STORE (including
packaged liquor)

USE CLASSIFICATION
Eating or drinking place
Retail Store or Personal Service
Establishment

MIN PARKING PER CODE
1 space for each 3 seats plus
1 for each employee
1 space for each 150 sf of
gross leasable floor area.

DATA
7 people per largest
shift. 8 seats provided
3570 SF

4,584 SF This doesn’t
seem a like a good way
measurement for this
use for determining
parking. Especially
because the car wash is
mostly automated
5 Video Gaming
Machines

CAR WASH

Retail Store or Personal Service
Establishment

1 space for each 150 sf of
gross leasable floor area.
If we just use employees this
would be 3 at largest shift

VIDEO GAMING

Our code does not address this
use. It will be part of the C-Store
use.

Could require that an
additional 5 stalls be added
in addition to the C-Store
requirements

Parking Required
Existing Parking
Extra parking

TOTAL REQUIRED
10 parking stalls
24 parking stalls

3 Parking Stalls
5 parking stalls

42 stalls
52 stalls
10 stalls
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The neighbors have complained about the idling of trucks and cars. There is a “no idling” sign in the lot. As a point of
comparison, staff visited the Lenny’s on 191st Street in Mokena that has gaming and packaged liquor sales. Staff has
provided in the staff report a table of the amount of cars on the lot at given times during the day.
MS. WALLRICH obtained a FOIA report from Tinley Park identifying any public safety issues that have occurred at the
subject parcel during the period between January 2016 and July 2019.
12345-

1 - Lockout
1 – driving under the influence
5 – traffic stop
2 – business check
3 – assist other agency

Staff has requested information from Will County Sheriff’s Department.
The neighbors have also expressed concern regarding property values. Staff presented an email and analysis prepared by
Brad Bettenhausen, Village Treasurer regarding the property values for the Tinley Trails subdivision. Comments included:
the neighborhood remains very stable with one new sales transaction in October 2017; there has been overall growth in
Tinley Trails over the last 4 tax years; the rate of growth in Tinley Trails is better than the rates for Cook County and Tinley
Park overall; and the only decrease in EAV noted within Tinley Trails between 2017 and 2018 was clearly the result of a
tax appeal. MS. WALLRICH then discussed the projected sales tax revenue. Mr. McEnery’s location in New Lenox rated
sixth in the state for video gaming tax revenue. The location on 191st brought the municipality $80,000.00 from video
gaming.
Of the 6 service stations in Tinley Park there are no examples of adjacency to single-family homes. There is one example
on 159th St that abuts an R-5 apartment building.
MS. WALLRICH displayed a table showing the packaged liquor sales and video gaming adjacency as noted in the staff
report. The only packaged liquor sales at a gas station is on 159th Street, which resulted from an annexation with an existing
liquor license. There are no 24 hour video gaming establishments in the Village.
MS. WALLRICH outlined the Standards for Rezoning and Special Use.
CHAIRMAN GRAY asked for comments from the Petitioner.
CASS WENNLUND, Attorney for the Petitioner noted this is an existing business and if annexed would be governed, and
policed by the Village of Tinley Park with additional revenue of $400,000.00 to 500,000.00. He noted that this is an existing
business that sits on a state hi-way with over 30,000 traffic count. This was zoned to allow for a gas station when Mr.
McEnery purchased it. He wants to become a member of this community and he wants to take advantage of the Village
services. This Village would have more control over the business if annexed. Packaged liquor is a product, there is no
consumption on the premises.
MR. MCENERY, Petitioner, noted he lived in Tinley Park for 20 years and was part of the city and some other groups. At
this location there are 158,000 people who live within 5 miles. We have many requests for the 2 additional services. We
have 10 liquor licenses and 7 gaming licenses and we have no problem with either one. One time the mayor of Frankfort r
came into the store and wanted to know where the gaming area was at, because it was quieter than church here. Sometimes
people think it is rowdy in here and that is not the case. The site is attractive and well kept. We keep up on the cleanliness
and maintenance. With the annexation there are minimal changes. There was one police call several weeks ago where
someone had their car stolen, this happened because they left the car running with the keys in it. He also noted that the
Target Store down the street has packaged liquor.
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CHAIRMAN GRAY asked for comments from the Commissioners.
COMMISSIONER ENGEL noted the gas station is are clean and well maintained and I think this will be a benefit to the
Village for the tax revenue. We are talking about putting a Racino right down the street. I don’t see a problem with the
video gaming and the packaged liquor is a product. The concerns last time about the truck and truck drivers drinking, I
don’t know any truck drivers that would jeopardize their careers doing that. That is a non-issue.
COMMISSIONER MANI noted his position is the same as the last time. This annexation will disrupt the resident’s security
issues including his concerns of children going to the gas station for packaged liquors and gaming. This is not a good fit
for Tinley Park. COMMISSIONER MANI asked if the Petitioner addressed any issues that were presented last time
regarding the buffer. He should add more evergreen trees to mitigate the noise and the visual aesthetics. This was
recommended even though it is not a requirement. It is a good plan to create that buffer so the residents have an enjoyable
environment in their home. The Commissioners should review the last hearing. At the last hearing is was noted that the
previous mayors wrote letters regarding the signage and it would be advisable to adjust it to annex into the Village. My last
statement at the last hearing was – “If you want to come into Tinley Park, you should conform to code”.
CHAIRMAN GRAY noted the letters that were written by the previous mayors and a trustee were referring to conforming
to sign codes in order to annex into the Village. He noted it would be a good idea for the Commissioners to review the
footage of the previous hearing on U-Tube from April of 2018.
MS. WALLRICH noted at that time they were hoping to stay in the County and had hoped the County would allow the sale
of liquor and video gaming. It only became necessary to annex into the Village, and thus adhere to Village code, when they
found that it was not possible to obtain gaming and alcohol in the County.
Mr. McEnery noted the current sign ordinance was not in affect when the station was built. Ms. Wallrich noted the manual
copy signs were eliminated but was unsure as to the date. She will confirm this prior to the Public Hearing.
COMMISSIONER ENGEL noted the station is right on the edge of Tinley Park and people do not know that this station is
in the County rather than Tinley Park. If we annex we will be taking most of the out of code signs down and we can bring
this to as close to code as possible. The gas station is already there.
COMMISSIONER STANTON noted he knows the McEnery family for many years and Len McEnery is the best business
person to have in Tinley Park. This is a great thing for Tinley. He is given to many sports teams in Tinley and has supported
them. $400,000.00 per year is huge and if he puts up another station that could be 1 million revenue per year.
COMMISSIONER MANI noted his position is that he has the residents in mind.
COMMISSIONER GASKILL noted the impact on the residents will not be changed. The gas station is already there.
CHAIRMAN GRAY noted he visited the site and it is very well maintained. At the worst case, there was 27 open extra
spaces. There is more than enough space to take in extra business. He does not feel parking is an issue on the site. There
was only 1 truck there getting gas and another one came up as that one was leaving and then another one came up. With
that said, the buffer goes above and beyond. There is an 8 ft. wall on top of a 3 ft. berm. He drove in the residential area to
get an idea of the area. The only thing he could see was the truck canopy and the buffer is good. There is landscaping on
both sides of the fence. The gas station is already there. The noise will not change. If they annex into Tinley Park, there will
be better enforcement with the signs and Village requirements. We have seen sign codes change over the years. He does
not feel the manual changeable copy on the stand alone monument sign should be changed. It is already there. He does
appreciate the attempts to get closer to the code. He inquired if it would be cost prohibitive to take down the manual
changeable copy sign on the east wall. Could this be changed to an electronic message sign? We understand that you would
be able to change as long as it is not cost prohibitive.
MR. MCENERY replied he could take it down but it could cause damage to the wall and the business he is currently getting.
People read signs and if we take everything down, what are they looking at? We have to advertise our products to help sell
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them to those fueling. If we strip all the signs down, the revenue will go down. We would like to keep it close to what we
have because it is working.
MS. CLARKE noted electronic wall signs are not allowed. .
CHAIRMAN GRAY noted a left turn onto Harlem Avenue is difficult. When he visited the site, it took him a while to be
able to make the turn. This did come up at the previous hearing. Is there something that could be done to get a light at that
intersection? MS. WALLRICH noted the traffic person could evaluate that. MS. CLARKE noted if it was warranted the
state might do that.
MS. WALLRICH noted she would address the concerns brought up tonight and the Public Hearing will be on August 15,
2019
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TO:

VILLAGE OF TINLEY PARK PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF TRUSTEES

FROM:

VILLAGE OF TINLEY PARK PLAN COMMISSION

SUBJECT:

MINUTES OF THE AUGUST 1, 2019 REGULAR MEETING

Item #4

PUBLIC HEARING: BANQUET USE REQUIREMENTS – TEXT AMENDMENT
Consider recommending that the Village Board approve Text Amendments to Sections II.B (Definitions),
V.B. (Schedule I (Schedule of Permitted Uses), VIII.A.10. (Number of Parking Spaces Required), and VII
(Legacy Code) Section 3, Table 3.A.2 (Prohibited Uses) of the Village of Tinley Park Zoning Ordinance,
to regulate Banquet Facilities as a Special Use, Permitted Use or Prohibited Use.

Present were the following:
Plan Commissioners:

Garrett Gray, Chairman
Tim Stanton
Eduardo Mani
Lucas Engel
MaryAnn Aitchison
James Gaskill
Curt Fielder

Absent Plan Commissioner(s): Angela Gatto
Stephen Vick
Village Officials and Staff:

Kimberly Clarke, Community Development Director
Paula Wallrich, Planning Manager
Dan Ritter, Senior Planner
Douglas Spale, Village Attorney
Barbara Bennett, Commission Secretary

Guests:

None

A Motion was made by COMMISSIONER FIELDER, seconded by COMMISSIONER GASKILL, to open the Public
Hearing for Banquet Use Requirements – Text Amendments. The Motion was approved by voice call. CHAIRMAN GRAY
declared the Motion approved.
CHAIRMAN GRAY noted that Village Staff provided confirmation that appropriate notice regarding the Public Hearing
was published in the local newspaper in accordance with State law and Village requirements.
CHAIRMAN GRAY requested anyone present in the audience, who wished to give testimony, comment, engage in crossexamination or ask questions during the Hearing stand and be sworn in.
PAULA WALLRICH, PLANNING MANAGER gave a presentation as noted in the Staff Report. Tinley Park currently
regulates Banquet Use as a Permitted Use in the Office and Restricted Industrial and General Manufacturing Zoning
Districts. It is not identified as a Permitted or Special Use in any other district. In addition, there is no definition provided
for Banquet Facilities.
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Staff was recently approached by a banquet facility in the B-1 (Neighborhood Shopping District). Per the current code, this
is not permitted. In review of other zoning codes in similar communities, Banquet Facilities are often permitted in business
districts with the size of the facility dictating whether it is considered a Permitted or Special Use.
Staff presented the proposed text amendment to the Community Development Committee at their June 24th meeting where
it was received with general support. There were some concerns expressed regarding their allowance in the B-1 District
with regards to parking and proximity to residential properties; therefore staff reduced their original proposal for the
maximum size of a banquet facility from 5,000 sq. ft. to 4,000 sq. ft.
Staff is proposing a text amendment to allow Banquet Facilities as a Special Use in the B-1, B-2, B-3 and B-4 Districts and
a Permitted Use in the B-3 District with limitations related to the size of the facility. Staff is recommending Banquet
Facilities be prohibited in the B-5 and all Legacy Districts. In addition, staff is recommending a definition be added to the
Zoning Ordinance to assist in distinguishing this use from other similar uses in the code and provide specific parking
requirements related to Banquet Facilities as a means to mitigate any potential impact on surrounding land uses.
The Code lists it as a use but does not define it, so as part of this text amendment, this commonly used definition of ‘Banquet
Facility” will be used which will be incorporated in the text amendment.
BANQUET FACILITY: “A facility that is available for lease for private events including, but not limited to weddings,
anniversaries, corporate or family parties and other similar celebrations. Such use may or may not include on-site kitchen
or catering facilities”.
In the current code, there are two other definitions and two uses contemplated in other districts. One for Meeting Halls and
the other one for Private Clubs and Lodges. MS.WALLRICH noted that neither one of these definitions adequately address
some of the concerns with respect to t a Banquet Facility. This is not unlike a day care facility that has episodic traffic
implications. All the traffic is coming at one time. It is important to look at these as a Special Use.
Typically, Banquet Facilities maximize their potential for lease by providing adequate area to accommodate large groups
or have the ability to be divided for smaller functions. Due to the potential for significant parking or traffic impacts resulting
from a large event, staff assumes the authors of the current ordinance limited Banquet Facilities to areas in the ORI and
M-1 districts where more intense uses can be accommodated. Permitting Banquet Facilities in these two districts takes
advantage of the typically larger lots, and more intense uses, parking requirements and transportation systems that can
accommodate the episodic flow of traffic related to this use. However, after analyzing the other business districts and the
availability of property in these districts that can accommodate Banquet Facilities, Staff made recommendations for the
various business zoning districts that considered the unique characteristics of each district and the appropriateness of
considering a Banquet Facility use as a Permitted or a Special Use. When considering a Special Use the Commission has
the ability to consider certain conditions where there is a rational nexus between the condition and the perceived impact of
the proposed use; the conditions must be “specifically and uniquely attributable” to the proposal under review. Further the
Zoning Ordinance provides Standards (Section X.J.5.) for consideration by the Plan Commission. She noted that if the
Commission had concerns regarding separation between Banquet Facilities and Single-Family uses then the Special Use
process and the standards afford the Commission opportunity to address these issues.
She also noted it is important to recognize that a Special Use Permit does not run with the land and instead the Special Use
Permit is tied to the Applicant. Therefore the Commission can take into consideration the business practices and other items
typically included in a Business Plan.
MS. WALLRICH then went on to describe the various zoning districts and the ability to address Banquet Facilities in each
district. The B-1 zoning district as defined is typically a neighborhood shopping center and is generally located on a corner
surrounded by residential uses. It serves the immediate area with a lot of personal services. There are limited areas currently
zoned B-1; the majority are located on 80th Ave and the intersections of 167th, 171st and 179th Streets and at the intersection
of 171st and 88th Avenue—all of which are in close proximity to residential areas. The other parcel zoned B-1 is at the
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intersection of 159th Street and 76th Avenue (Brementowne mini-mall). This property is unique in that it fronts one of our
major commercial corridors (159th Street) which has a 4-lane cross-section but also close to residential. The Commission
will want to be assured that there is no overflow parking in residential neighborhoods as a consequence of approving a
banquet facility. Staff is recommending any facility located in the B-1 be limited to 4,000 sq. ft. in size and a Special Use.
The B-2 zoning district offers a wide variety of related retail-type businesses with larger shopping centers. The only area
zoned B-2 in Tinley Park is the area fronting 159th Street between Harlem and Oak Park Avenues. This area includes the
Brementowne Mall (Menard’s) and Tinley Plaza (Walt’s). Both properties front major commercial corridors (159th Street
and Harlem Avenue). These properties were developed as Planned Unit Developments (PUD), which provide additional
flexibility with zoning regulations. Staff recommends this also be Special Use provided the use will occupy a structure no
greater than 7,500 sq. ft.
The B-3 zoning district is designed to accommodate a wide range of specialized commercial uses, including highwayorientated services and commercial types of establishments. These do have a lot of parking with people coming and going.
The Village has several areas zoned B-3 which are primarily located along major transportation systems, such as LaGrange
Road and Harlem Avenue. These properties are typically larger and have been developed as part of a larger center or PUD
such as Brookside Marketplace or the Convention Center. There are several large vacant properties zoned B-3 including
property along LaGrange Road at 183rd Street, south of I-80 and east of Harlem Avenue and the area on the south side of
191st Street at 80th Avenue. There are also some large vacant buildings that are zoned B-3 such as the K-Mart building on
Harlem Avenue. Staff is comfortable in recommending this as a Permitted Use provided the use is located in a stand-alone
structure and is no greater than 30,000 sq. ft. A Special Use will be required for Banquet Facilities in the following situations:
Located in multi-tenant structures and are less than 30,000 sq. ft. in size, or are located in a stand-alone structure and is
greater than 30,000 sq. ft. Gross Floor Area (GFA)
The B-4 zoning district is intended for areas used primarily to provide office space for service-type businesses. The majority
of the areas zoned B-4 have been developed with office uses (with the exception of Rubino’s Plaza at Oak Park Ave and
167th) and are located along Harlem Ave at 163rd, 167th, and 171st Streets and along LaGrange Rd at 175th Street. There are
no significant vacant parcels zoned B-4. Staff is recommending Banquet Facilities be allowed in the B-4 District as a Special
Use provided the use will occupy a structure no greater than 4,000 sq. ft.
The B-5 zoning district is intended to provide areas for automotive service and related types of uses. Staff recommends
Banquet Facilities be prohibited in the B-5 District.
Legacy Code is intended to be used in conjunction with the Legacy Plan, which establishes a clear vision and preferred
urban design arrangements for the downtown and beyond. The Legacy Code implements the Legacy Plan by codifying
Tinley Park’s vision with a purposefully specific and precise form-based approach.
All property within the Legacy District are regulated by the same use regulations listed in Tables 3.A.1. and 3.A.2. Similar
to the other zoning districts in the Zoning Ordinance, uses are designated as Permitted, Special or Prohibited. In review of
the intent statements of the Legacy Code it is evident that the Legacy Plan was designed to protect the historic heritage of
the downtown, strengthen the downtown as a pedestrian destination that maximizes the number of people living within
walking distance of the train station, and minimize heavy auto-related uses. The goal in marketing the downtown to
businesses and residents is to enliven the street with uses that promote a “24 hour downtown”. The episodic nature of
Banquet Facilities may leave street-level facades vacant during day-time or weekday hours which is contrary to the goal of
the downtown area. Staff recommends Banquet Facilities be prohibited in the Legacy District at this time.
MS. WALLRICH then proceeded to discuss parking requirements for Banquet Facilities. She noted that staff has conducted
preliminary research on parking requirements for Banquet Facilities. Orland Park and Oak Brook require 1 space/100 sq.
ft. of banquet use. The American Planning Association cites parking requirements for several communities in their
publication Parking Standards, American Planning Association, Planning Advisory Service (PAS) Report 510/511 with
ranges from 1 space/100 sq. ft. to 1 space/200 sq. ft. Some communities base their requirements on seating capacity,
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however unless it is fixed seating this number will fluctuate and is difficult to enforce. Parking requirements are often the
issue that can impact adjacent uses in a negative way; therefore staff believes that parking requirements must reflect the
context of the area and ensure that adequate on-site parking can be accommodated in those districts most adjacent to
residential uses.
By design the proposed text amendments limit the size of a Banquet Facility depending on the district it is located. According
to various websites, there are “calculators” provided to determine the necessary room size based on the number of guests at
a banquet. Ratios range between 15 and 20 sq. ft. of banquet room space needed per seated guest. Staff used this information
along with the size limitations proposed in each zoning district to determine an appropriate parking ratio for Banquet
Facilities per district. Staff is recommending greater parking requirements for those districts in close proximity to residential
uses and less requirements in the more intense business districts that have opportunities for shared parking.
Staff recommends a parking requirement of 1 space/100 sq. ft. Gross Floor Area (GFA) in the B-1 and B-4 districts, and 1
space/200 sq. ft. Gross Floor Area (GFA) in the ORI, M-1 Districts and 1 space/200 sq. ft. Gross Floor Area (GFA) in the
B-2 and B-3 provided there is shared parking opportunities with adjacent uses within the same parcel or shopping center as
part of a Special Use Permit. If shared parking opportunities are not available in the B-2 and B-3 districts then parking is
required at the higher rate of 1 space/100 sq. ft. Gross Floor Area (GFA)
CHAIRMAN GRAY asked for comments for the Commissioners.
COMMISSIONER FIELDER thanked Paula for answering all the questions. He inquired about Banquet Facilities in the
Legacy District. Ms. Wallrich replied if there is a restaurant that opened and they are expanding the restaurant to include
Banquet space as part of the restaurant, then that would be allowed. She noted that a Banquet Facility that only operated
for banquet purposes is not allowed.
A Motion was made by COMMISSIONER FIELDER, seconded by COMMISSIONER GASKILL, to close the Public
Hearing for Banquet Use Requirements – Text Amendments. The Motion was approved by voice call. CHAIRMAN GRAY
declared the Motion approved.
CHAIRMAN GRAY asked for a Motion.
Motion 1: A Motion was made by COMMISSIONER FIELDER, seconded by COMMISSIONER AITCHISON to
recommend the Village Board amend Section II.B (Definitions) to add (in alphabetical order) the following definition
BANQUET FACILITY: “A facility that is available for lease for private events including, but not limited to weddings,
anniversaries, corporate or family parties and other similar celebrations. Such use may or may not include on-site kitchen
or catering facilities”.
AYES:

MANI, GASKILL, FIELDER, AITCHISON, ENGEL, STANTON AND CHAIRMAN GRAY

NAYS: NONE
CHAIRMAN GRAY declared the Motion unanimously approved.
Motion 2: A Motion was made by COMMISSIONER FIELDER seconded by COMMISSIONER ENGEL to recommend
the Village Board amend Section V.B. Schedule I (Schedule of Permitted Uses) to reflect Banquet Facilities as Special Uses
or Permitted Uses in accordance with the following table (as defined in the Staff report dated August 1, 2019):
USE
B-1
B-2
B-3
B-4
B-5
DINING, DRINKING AND ENTERTAINMENT ESTABLISHMENTS
Amusement arcade
S
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Banquet Facilities

p

S

q

S

r

s

t

P /S

S

X

P

P

p tenant space/structure must be no greater than 4,000 sq. ft. Gross Floor Area (GFA)
q tenant space/structure must be no greater than 7,500 sq. ft.GFA
r must be located in a stand-alone structure no greater than or equal to 30,000 sq. ft. GFA
s if located in multi-tenant structures less than 30,000 sq. ft.GFA but no greater than 50,000 sq. ft. GFA; or in a stand-alone greater than 30,000 sq. ft. GFA
t tenant space/structure must be no greater than 4,000 sq. ft. GFA

AYES:

MANI, GASKILL, FIELDER, AITCHISON, ENGEL, STANTON AND CHAIRMAN GRAY

NAYS: NONE
CHAIRMAN GRAY declared the Motion unanimously approved.
Motion 3: A Motion was made by COMMISSIONER ENGEL seconded by COMMISSIONER FIELDER to recommend
the Village Board amend the Table entitled “Required Parking Spaces” in Section VIII.A.10. (Number of Parking
Spaces Required) to include the following (in alphabetical order):
Uses
Banquet Facilities in B-1 & B-4
Banquet Facilities in ORI & M-1
Banquet Facilities in B-2 & B-3
Banquet Facilities in B-2 & B-3

AYES:

Minimum Required Off-Street Parking Spaces
1 space/100 sq.ft.
1 space/200 sq. ft.
1 space/200 sq. ft. if shared parking opportunities
1 space/100 sq.ft. if no shared parking opportunities

MANI, GASKILL, FIELDER, AITCHISON, ENGEL, STANTON AND CHAIRMAN GRAY

NAYS: NONE
CHAIRMAN GRAY declared the Motion unanimously approved.
Motion 4: A motion was made by COMMISSIONER ENGEL seconded by COMMISSIONER STANTON to
recommend the Village Board amend Section VII (Legacy Code) Section 3, Table 3.A.2 (Prohibited Uses) prohibiting
Banquet Facilities in the Legacy Code and amend Table 3.A.2 to include the following prohibited use in alphabetical
order:
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AYES:

−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

Adult regulated uses

−
−
−
−
−
−
−

Frozen food lockers

Advertising signs and billboards
Agricultural uses (except for farmer’s markets and private gardens
Archery / bow range
Automobile car wash (either manual or automatic)
Automobile / gasoline service stations
Automobile repair shops (including bodywork)
Banquet Facilities
Boarding / rooming house
Building material sales
Drive-in theaters
Drive-through establishments (accessory to restaurants, banks,
pharmacies and all other uses)

Funeral homes, mortuaries, and cremation facilities
Greenhouses, garden centers, and landscape nurseries

−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

Machinery and equipment sales

−
−
−
−
−

Second hand stores, flea markets, pawn shops

−

Gun dealer / shooting range

Medical marijuana dispensing facility
Model garage display and sales
Motel or motor inn
Open storage
Other similar or compatible uses
Plumbing, heating, air conditioning sales and service
Retail sales of tobacco, hookah, cigarette, cigar, e-cigarette, and
vapor products as a principal use

Tattoo parlor
Truck depot / truck stop
Vehicle rental
Warehouse and storage
(including mini-storage)
Wireless communications facilities

Hookah lounge
Industrial facility (heavy or light)
Kennel / pound

MANI, GASKILL, FIELDER, AITCHISON, ENGEL, STANTON AND CHAIRMAN GRAY

NAYS: NONE
CHAIRMAN GRAY declared the Motion unanimously approved.
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TO:

VILLAGE OF TINLEY PARK PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF TRUSTEES

FROM:

VILLAGE OF TINLEY PARK PLAN COMMISSION

SUBJECT:

MINUTES OF THE AUGUST 1, 2019 REGULAR MEETING

Item #5

PUBLIC HEARING: MASONRY REQUIREMENTS FOR MULTI-FAMILY, COMMERCIAL
AND INDUSTRIAL ZONING DISTRICTS – TEXT AMENDMENT
Consider Text Amendments amending Section V.C.4. (Elevations and Facades), Section V.C.7 (General
Requirements/All Business & Commercial Districts) and Section V.C.10 (Site Development Standards for
Industrial Uses) of the Zoning Ordinance to incorporate masonry requirements for residential, commercial
and industrial zoning districts.

Present were the following:
Plan Commissioners:

Garrett Gray, Chairman
Tim Stanton
Eduardo Mani
Lucas Engel
MaryAnn Aitchison
James Gaskill
Curt Fielder

Absent Plan Commissioner(s): Angela Gatto
Stephen Vick
Village Officials and Staff:

Kimberly Clarke, Community Development Director
Paula Wallrich, Planning Manager
Dan Ritter, Senior Planner
Douglas Spale, Village Attorney
Barbara Bennett, Commission Secretary

Guests:

None

Staff has requested that this Public Hearing be continued to the August 15, 2019 Plan Commission meeting in order to
finalize the research and better prepare the recommendations.
Motion was made by COMMISSIONER FIELDER, seconded by COMMISSIONER AITCHISON to continue the Text
Amendments amending Section V.C.4. (Elevations and Facades), Section V.C.7 (General Requirements/All Business &
Commercial Districts) and Section V.C.10 (Site Development Standards for Industrial Uses) of the Zoning Ordinance to
incorporate masonry requirements for residential, commercial and industrial zoning districts to the August 15, 2019 Plan
Commission Meeting.
AYES:

MANI, GASKILL, FIELDER, AITCHISON, ENGEL, STANTON AND CHAIRMAN GRAY

NAYS: NONE
CHAIRMAN GRAY declared the Motion unanimously approved.
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GOOD OF THE ORDER:
None at this time.
COMMENTS FROM THE COMMISSION
None at this time.
PUBLIC COMMENT:
None at this time.
ADJOURNMENT:
There being no further business, a Motion was made by PLAN COMMISSIONER FIELDER, seconded by PLAN
COMMISSIONER ENGEL to adjourn the Regular Meeting of the Plan Commission of JULY 18, 2019 at
10:03 p.m. The Motion was unanimously approved by voice call. PLAN COMMISSION CHAIRMAN GRAY declared
the meeting adjourned.
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Public Hearing #2
August 15, 2019
Vroegh Eyecare/Park Oaks Condominium Expansion

Petitioner
17322 Oak Park Avenue
James Vroegh (Petitioner)
on behalf of Park Oaks
Commercial
Condominium
Association (Owner)
Property Location
17322 Oak Park Avenue
PIN
28-30-308-029-0000 &
28-30-308-029-1004
Zoning
DC (Downtown Core)
Approvals Sought
Site Plan Approval
Variations

Project Planner
Daniel Ritter, AICP
Senior Planner

Consider granting Site Plan Approval and recommending that the Village Board grant James
Vroegh (Petitioner), on behalf of Park Oaks Commercial Condominium Association (Owner),
Variations from the Zoning Code related to building height, building depth, percent of
street-level glazing, building materials, and architectural style to construct an
approximately 352 sq. ft. (16 feet x 22 feet) 1-story addition on an existing 3-story Park Oaks
Condominium mixed-use development located at 17322 Oak Park Avenue in the DC
(Downtown Core) Zoning District.
The 1-story building addition will continue the first-floor design of the Park Oaks building
but is not proposed to match the existing building in scale due to the difficulties of doing
so with the building’s existing condo ownership. The Legacy Code’s height and commercial
depth requirements are in place to create an active consistent street wall along primary
corridors to create an intriguing urban environment. Existing non-conforming situations in
the downtown such as the additions on the Teehan’s building have been proposed to be
removed as part of the future redevelopment to meet these downtown development goals.
The Commission will need to consider any precedence that would be set by the requested
Variations and the effects on the goals of the Legacy Code and future development
proposals.
Changes to the July 18, 2019 Workshop Staff Report are indicated in RED.
Changes from the August 1, 2019 Public Hearing Staff Report are indicated in BLUE.

Vroegh Eyecare/Park Oaks Addition – 17322 Oak Park Avenue

During the public hearing, the Plan Commission voted to continue the hearing until the next meeting. There were
comments in favor of the request, noting that there was not much else that could be done with the space if there
wasn’t a restaurant in the building. Other comments not in favor noted that the look of a one-story addition on the
building was not aesthetically pleasing and expressed concern regarding the split ownership. Below are a few items
that the Plan Commission noted that they would like to have completed.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Complete a rendering that encompasses adjacent façade including the Wyman’s property.
Include a roof element similar in style to the existing roof.
Make the setback of the building equal to the other building setbacks (approximately 2 feet).
The number of properties in the downtown where a similar request could be made.
Resolve the ownership issue so that the properties are owned by the same owner under the same PIN to
avoid maintenance, tax, and future issues that as potential to leave the space vacant or misused.

The petitioner submitted the following renderings (full-size copies are included in the packet) of the addition to comply
with the first two comments. The roof parapet as proposed will block views from the two windows of the second-floor
residential unit. The effects of the views on that unit could be significant because the rear portion of a parapet roof is
not typically attractive looking. While the condo unit owners were initially notified of the public hearing, they have not
seen these revised plans that could impact their views. The Commission may wish to discuss whether additional
notification is necessary for the unit owners and residents above the addition due to the new renderings.
Open Item #14: Discuss the potential impact of a roof on the residential unit’s views. Discuss the need for residents
and condo unit owners to receive the revised plans.

The third concern in regards to the building setback is addressed in the revised rendering, but no updated site plans
or dimensions were received. The original proposal indicated a 0.5 foot setback. With the new two foot setback, the
revised dimensions of the addition are 22 feet by 16 feet and 352 sq. ft. in size (compared to the originally proposed
23.5 feet by 16 feet and 376 sq. ft.). This changes the Variation for the commercial space depth requirement slightly
and the motions have been revised. A door was also added on the south side of the building addition that would
open into the alley.
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While a full list was not compiled of properties that could make a similar single-story request with the same
conditions, because it would include every property in the Downtown Core that has patio space or additional
property to build upon. Some properties with similar conditions include recent developments such as Springfort
Hall and the PASS/Crack the Code building, existing/historic buildings such as Ed & Joes, Holstein’s, Teehan’s, and
Mickey’s as well as future developments such as The Boulevard at Central Station, Bremen Station, and Encore
Crossing (North Street).

No information was supplied in time to be included in this staff report that resolves the fifth comment about the
ownership of this common area space between the 17322 unit owner and the association. It is expected that the
condo association must approve a contract for the formal sale of the property, before the ownership change can be
approved. Regarding the ownership issue, the Village Attorney was consulted regarding the placement of a
condition on the Variation approval that requires consolidation of the property and purchase of the property. At the
Public Hearing the Petitioner agreed to these conditions however Village Counsel did not feel this would a
defensible condition and did not recommend this be a condition of approval.
Due to the inability to require combined PINs or ownership, it is important the Plan Commission view the proposed
addition as a separate commercial condo unit that is 352 square feet, 22 feet deep, and is owned by the condo
association. While Dr. Vroegh is proposing to use the space now, that may not be the case going forward. The
ultimate responsibility for ownership, maintenance, and taxes will be the condo associations. The Village and other
government agencies do not enforce condo covenants or declarations that are private agreements. The covenants
and declarations might assign responsibility to the 17322 (Vroegh Eyecare) unit but that is a private agreement.
Concerns exist about the usefulness of this space in the future and the likelihood it could remain vacant or used for
only storage purposes. Interior utilities and whether a door exists will not prohibit the space from being used
separately, as either condition can be changed with a building permit.
Open Item #15: Discuss the revised size of the space and the future effects of a separately owned 352 sq. ft. and 22
foot deep unit owned by the condo association.
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The consensus of Plan Commission was not supportive of the aesthetics of the one-story addition on the existing
three-story mixed-use building. The Commission vocalized the addition is not consistent with the Legacy Code
requirements and the addition did not appear balanced on the existing structure and looked “tacked-on”. While there
are other examples of one-story structures nearby that exist prior to the Legacy Code, Staff stressed that the Legacy
Code and Plan focuses on avoiding these type of non-compliant additions.
There were also many concerns expressed about how this would affect and set a precedent for other existing and
proposed buildings in the Downtown area and along Oak Park Avenue in the future. Ownership issues due to the
retained ownership of the Commercial Property Owners Association was another concern expressed by the
Commission due to the potential future issues with property control, taxes, and maintenance costs of the space. The
Commission was appreciative of the Petitioner looking to expand their location but recommended that the Petitioner
work with the residential condominium owners to propose a three-story addition, expand within the current
building’s footprint or find another location in the downtown area that provides them more space.
The Petitioner has not provided revised plans or correspondence since the Plan Commission workshop meeting and
all open items remain. Conditions are in the motion to address these open items in the event the requests are
approved.

The Park Oaks Condominium building
(shown with a star on the map on the
right)
is
an
existing
3-story,
approximately 15,000 sq. ft. building
that includes eight residential and four
commercial
condominiums.
The
property was previously owned by
School District 146 until 1999 and then
given to the Village for control of future
development. The Village eventually
selected a developer through an RFP
process. The project was one of the first
mixed-use redevelopment projects in
the downtown and included heavy
involvement of the Historic Preservation
and Main Street Commissions which
looked to tie the building to a larger
vision for redevelopment in the
downtown. The Historic Preservation
Commission specifically looked into the
scale and materials of the building to
ensure that the historic character of the
downtown was retained. The Park Oaks project was approved in 2001 and completed in 2003. The commercial condo
units are currently occupied by Vroegh Eyecare (17322), Apothecary Pharmacy (17320), Tinley Park Chamber of
Commerce (17316), and Tinley Park Chiropractic Wellness (17314).
The patio area on the south side of the subject property (proposed location of the Vroegh building addition) was
discussed at the Long Range Plan Commission’s meeting on the project; the patio area was noted as important to
encourage outdoor dining opportunities at the building, help offset the building from the neighboring Wyman’s
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building and ensure the walkway between the properties didn’t become an unlit or unsafe alleyway. This patio area is
considered a “limited common element” per the approved declarations that is owned by the Condominium
Association that has some exclusive use rights assigned to the adjacent 17322 (Vroegh Eye Care) unit. The right for
use of this “limited common element” can be sold or divided to other units based on the declaration rules.

The subject Park Oaks Condominium property
(outlined in red on the Zoning Map to the right)
is located in a mixed-use building in the DC
(Downtown Core) zoning district. The
characteristics of this district are described in
the Legacy Code as, “The Downtown Core
District consists of the highest density and
height, with the greatest variety of uses. Street
frontages have steady street plantings and
pedestrian amenities, and buildings form a
continuous street wall set along wide
sidewalks”. The code’s regulations are described
as, “intended to promote taller, mixed-use
development in the vicinity of the Oak Park
Avenue train station.”

DC
R-4
DC

DF

CV

CV
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Nearby properties to the subject site include a municipally owned parking lot directly to the west in the DC (Downtown
Core) zoning district that separates the subject property from the R-4 (Single-Family) zoning district. The properties to
the north (Electric Blue Entertainment), South (Wyman’s Framing & Art Gallery and Ed n’ Joe’s Pizza) and East (We’re
Nuts About Mutts and Teehan’s Tavern) are also
located in the DC (Downtown Core) zoning
district. All of these existing properties are
considered “Heritage Sites” as they were
approved and constructed prior to the
implementation of the Legacy Code. Heritage
sites are permitted to maintain their existing
site configuration and uses but may be
required to perform certain upgrades (such as
front yard parking removal, install additional
landscaping, street trees, etc.) when there is
changing uses, building or site.
The Downtown Core zoning district allows for
varying building heights depending on the
specific location. The minimum height for any
new building or new building additions in the
Downtown Core is 3-stories. The minimum building height is required to help
create a continuous street wall and an urban environment that peaks in terms of
density in the downtown core. The height requirement helps promote population
density and the number of people living within walking distance of the train station.
Building additions are required to meet all Zoning Code and design requirements
to ensure that there are not “after-the-fact” additions that don’t comply with the
existing structures design and the district’s development principals.
The maximum building height ranges from 4-stories along Oak Park Avenue to 7stories in height for the properties directly to the south (The Boulevard and Bremen
Station) and north of the train station. Additionally, buildings along Oak Park Avenue, North Street, and South Street
are required to have street-level (first-floor) commercial space with a minimum depth of 50 feet. The minimum
commercial space depth along these frontage ensures that the required commercial space along the first-floor in the
downtown can be utilized by the types of business that the Village envisions for the downtown such as restaurants,
coffee shops, and retail stores.
The Park Oaks building was constructed prior to the implementation of the Legacy Code and Legacy Plan. However,
the development was used as an example of the kind of developments the Village was looking to encourage in the
downtown when the Legacy Plan and Legacy Code were being developed.

The five Variations requested by the applicant are as follows:
1. A 2-story Variation from Section 2-A-9, Table 2.A.6 of the Legacy Code to permit a 1-story building addition on
an existing 3-story building where the minimum building height is 3-stories.
2. A 28 foot Variation from Section 2-A-4, Table 2.A.1 of the Legacy Code to permit a commercial space that only
has a depth of 22 feet instead of the required commercial space depth of 50 feet where street-level
commercial is permitted.
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3. A Variation from Section 3-B-6-a of the Legacy Code to permit a building addition with less than the required
60 percent of the street-level façade to be glazed.
4. A Variation from Section 3-B-7 of the Legacy Code to permit the building addition to not have brick or masonry
where a new building or addition is required to consist of 75 percent brick, stone, or fiber cement siding.
5. A Variation from Section 3-B-8 of the Legacy Code to permit a building addition to be constructed that does
not comply with the required Architectural Guidelines including, “A consistent style of architectural
composition should be applied throughout a structure”.
The proposed 1-story addition will be added to an existing 3-story structure. The existing Park Oaks structure
predominately complies with the Legacy Code requirements for scale, location, and materials. The one exception to
complying with the code is the use of paneling on the first floor where it would not be permitted. Since the addition
will not be meeting the existing building length or height, there are a number of Variations required to meet approval.
In order to recommend approval, these Variations must be found to meet the Standards for a Variation outlined in
the sections below as well as the additional Legacy Code Standards.
As with all Variation approvals, the Plan Commission must be aware of setting precedent for future similar requests
in the downtown area, especially as it relates to the Downtown Core which establishes a density and scale that is
intended to support the overall mission of the entire Legacy District. The burden is on the applicant to meet all three
statutorily required Findings of Fact and to prove this situation is unique thereby justifying Variation from the Code.
As part of their review, the Plan Commission will need to determine if condo ownership represents a unique situation
and whether it creates physical hardships warranting the Variation. If the Commission believes the type of ownership
presents a burden, the Commission must also must consider whether this ownership is self-created by current or
former owners of the property. It should be noted that most structures in the Village can be converted to
condominiums or single-ownership without prior Village approval. It is recommended that the Plan Commission use
these Variation and Legacy Code Standards as a guide for their review as well as the architectural guidelines outlined
in the Legacy Code.
Open Item #1: Discuss the five requested Variations and the desirability of a 1-story building addition on a 3-story
building that does not comply with the code requirements. Discuss how this relates to the Standards for a Variation
and Legacy Code Standards must be met to approve a Variation.

The use of the proposed space will be for the expansion of the Vroegh Eyecare space to include an additional
examination room and employee break room. While the proposed use itself is not a concern, the Commission may
wish to consider the possible complications of ownership of the building addition which will continue to be owned by
the Property Owner Association (POA) and retained as a “Limited Common Element” under the approved and
recorded Condo Declarations. This is of particular concern since the intent of the building addition is clearly privately
owned.
Additionally, the Commission may wish to discuss possible future issues with the POA ownership of the building
addition without any formal sale or lease on the property. As proposed, the POA will remain the owner of the property
thereby permitting them to apply for future alterations or demo permits on the addition. Other concerns include a
potential increased tax burden on the POA due to a for-profit commercial use being located on the common area lot
as well as insurance, legal and future maintenance liability associated with the addition. The rights to use “limited
common elements” such as the existing patio area are transferable between unit owners. This means that this space
can be sold to a different condo unit owner and potentially leased separately. The Commission may wish to consider
how this impacts the future of the site if a building is constructed.
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In review of the approvals and declarations for the project the subject area is referred to as a “patio space”. The
Commission may wish to consider whether the original intent of the property is an important factor in considering
the proposal. If approved the opportunities for any future use as a patio space is lost.
In discussions with the Village Attorney, staff has been informed that the ownership approval and Declaration
Amendment provides the authority to permit the Variation requests despite the future utilization of the site is
impacted as discussed above. While not legally required, the applicant has been encouraged to consider removing
the subject area as a limited common element, purchase the property from the POA, and consolidate the two parcels
into one lot and PIN. This will provide for a more transparent process for construction of the addition to the condo
unit owners and avoid any possible future ownership, control or tax issues as described above.
Open Item #2: Discuss the potential future consequences/effects of the proposed addition that is owned and
controlled by the POA.
Open Item #3: Discuss the space and effects of the property continuing to be considered as a “limited common
element” in the approved and recorded Condominium Declarations when only accessed and controlled by a single
property owner. The space can also be sold in whole or part to other unit owners.
Open Item #4: Due to the ability for the space to be used by a separate tenant or unit in the future, discuss the
effects and quality of potential future tenants in a unit that has a depth of 23.5 feet and is 376 sq. ft. in size.
Open Item #5: Discuss removing the patio area as a “limited common element” in the Declarations, purchased from
the POA by the owner of the 17322 unit, and the two parcels be consolidated into one lot and PIN.

Landscaping is relatively limited on the existing site and is primarily located around the site of the proposed
addition. While the street tree next to the property is shown remaining in the color rendering, this tree is likely to die
due to extensive damage to the root zone resulting from the construction of the proposed addition. The Public
Works Department has recommended that the tree be removed and that no new tree be placed in the space due to
the limited growing space and distance from the building foundations. The parkway tree location is required to be
moved to a location in the sidewalk similar to other trees along the Oak Park Avenue right-of-way. Since the tree
removal will be directly caused by the proposed development
project, the Petitioner is required to complete all associated
work at the existing and future street tree locations. The
installation of parkway trees meeting the streetscape plan is a
requirement of the Legacy and Subdivision/Development
Codes. Plans are required to be submitted and reviewed for any
required public right-of-way work to ensure that it complies
with the Legacy Code requirements, downtown streetscape
plan, and right-of-way engineering standards. Other existing
landscaping around the site of the building addition will require
removal including various bushes and shrubs. No landscape or
replacement plan has been submitted that shows the resulting
or proposed landscaping.
Above (Right): Traditional Street Tree Location &
Design
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Open Item #6: Discuss the requirement that the
parkway tree location is moved to a more
suitable location along the Oak Park Avenue
street frontage in accordance with the Legacy
Code requirements, Public Works Department
recommendations,
and
the
downtown
streetscape plan.
Open Item #7: Submittal of a plan for the
required parkway tree replacement and
sidewalk work is required.

Above (Left): Existing Street Tree and Streetscape at Park Oaks.

Open Item #8: Submittal of a landscape plan
showing the existing and proposed landscaping
is required.

Above: Petitioner color rendering of proposed 1-story addition on the Park Oaks Condo building.
The Petitioner’s proposed building addition continues the existing first-floor design style and materials which includes
a matching decorative paneling. The roof includes a cornice to cap the addition and help to create an appearance that
the structure was purposeful and not added after-the-fact. The cornice is proposed as a tan/brown tone to match the
existing building’s cornerstones. Staff believes this color scheme looks out-of-place on the addition and recommends
that it be white in color to match the rest of the proposed addition.
Open Item #9: Discuss whether to incorporate a white or brown/tan color cornice.
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The Legacy Code requires that any addition to
an existing building match the existing building
in scale, design and materials which allows the
addition to look as if it was constructed with
the original building rather than something
added “after the fact” that can create a “tackedon” appearance. This requirement is especially
important for additions visible from a primary
street frontage such as Oak Park Avenue. An
example of this was noted during the Legacy
Code’s implementation in which 1-story
additions such as those located on the
Teehan’s Tavern building, were not a preferred
appearance for the future of the downtown.
The existing non-conforming additions on the
Teehan’s building are planned to be removed
as part of the redevelopment of the Harmony
Plaza and North Street development because
they detract from the primary building and
overall downtown design goals. The future
plans would create a more attractive street wall
along Oak Park Avenue that would be directly
across from the subject property. If approved,
the proposed 1-story addition would be one of
the only one-story building additions left and
would not be in scale with the rest of the
surrounding developments.

Above: Existing 1-story additions proposed to be removed with
redevelopment.

Open Item #10: Discuss the proposed architectural appearance of a 1-story addition on a 3-story building and the
possibility of setting a precedent for other notable building downtown sites.
The patio space and landscaped area between the Park Oaks and Wyman’s sites were originally proposed as a way to
avoid the creation of an alleyway at a key location in the downtown. The Legacy Code promotes zero lot line
development to create a consistent street wall along the primary corridors. If the addition is developed to the property
line, the remaining space between the buildings will be approximately 6 feet wide in which the majority of the space
will be the Village-owned walkway. There is no lighting or landscaping proposed in this area. The negative aspects of
creating a narrow alley were discussed during the original development approval and the Plan Commission will want
to consider this as part of the current proposal.
Open Item #11: Discuss the proposed site layout and the resulting five-foot unlit and non-landscaped alleyway that
will be present between the buildings.
A complete staff review of the proposed building addition by different departments (Engineering, Public Works, Fire
and Police) was unable to be completed by the writing of this staff report. Any comments or corrections that are
required following the review, will need to be addressed in the plans prior to the public hearing.
Open Item #12: Plans will need to be revised based on final staff review comments.
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No signage is proposed to be placed on the new addition. However, while it is not proposed, the Legacy Code’s sign
requirements permit a sign to be placed at this location if a separate tenant ever utilized the space. Staff recommends
placing a condition of approval on the Variations prohibiting exterior signage on the addition.
Open Item #13: Discuss the potential signage impact of any future tenant changes and the possibility of a condition
prohibiting an exterior sign from being placed on the addition.

First-floor commercial space in the Downtown Core (DC) does not require parking. When the Park Oaks building was
constructed, the public parking lot in the rear of the building was constructed as well to help accommodate the
increased parking demand and continue the public parking lot north. The addition of 376 sq. ft. of commercial space
is not expected to cause any additional traffic and handled by the existing on-street and available downtown public
parking.
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Staff identified the following open items for discussion at the workshop:
1. Discuss the five requested Variations and the desirability of a 1-story building addition on a 3-story building
that does not comply with the code requirements. Discuss how this relates to the Standards for a Variation
and Legacy Code Standards that must be met to approve a Variation.
2. Discuss the potential future consequences/effects of the proposed addition that is owned and controlled by
the POA.
3. Discuss the space and effects of the property continuing to be considered as a “limited common element” in
the approved and recorded Condominium Declarations when only accessed and controlled by a single
property owner. The space can also be sold in whole or part to other unit owners.
4. Due to the ability for the space to be used by a separate tenant or unit in the future, discuss the effects and
quality of potential future tenants in a unit that has a depth of 23.5 feet and is 376 sq. ft. in size.
5. Discuss removing the patio area as a “limited common element” in the Declarations, purchased from the POA
by the owner of the 17322 unit, and the two parcels be consolidated into one lot and PIN.
6. Discuss the requirement that the parkway tree location is moved to a more suitable location along the Oak
Park Avenue street frontage in accordance with the Legacy Code requirements, Public Works Department
recommendations, and the downtown streetscape plan.
7. Submittal of a plan for the required parkway tree replacement and sidewalk work is required.
8. Submittal of a landscape plan showing the existing and proposed landscaping is required.
9. Discuss whether to incorporate a white or brown/tan color cornice.
10. Discuss the proposed architectural appearance of a 1-story addition on a 3-story building and the possibility
of setting a precedent for other notable building downtown sites.
11. Discuss the proposed site layout and the resulting five foot unlit and non-landscaped alleyway that will be
present between the buildings.
12. Plans will need to be revised based on final staff review comments.
13. Discuss the potential signage impact of any future tenant changes and the possibility of a condition prohibiting
an exterior sign from being placed on the addition.
14. Discuss the potential impact of a roof on the residential unit’s views. Discuss the need for residents and condo
unit owners to receive the revised plans.
15. Discuss the revised size of the space and the future effects of a separate 352 sq. ft. and 22 foot deep unit
owned by the condo association.
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Section III.T.2. of the Zoning Ordinance requires that Planning Staff must find that the conditions listed below must be
met. Staff will prepare draft responses for these conditions within the next Staff Report.
a. That the proposed Use is a Permitted Use in the district in which the property is located.
b. That the proposed arrangement of buildings, off-street parking, access, lighting, landscaping, and
drainage is compatible with adjacent land uses.
c.

That the vehicular ingress and egress to and from the site and circulation within the site provides for safe,
efficient, and convenient movement of traffic, not only within the site but on adjacent roadways as well.

d. That the Site Plan provides for the safe movement of pedestrians within the site.
e. That there is a sufficient mixture of grass, trees, and shrubs within the interior and perimeter (including
public right-of-way) of the site so that the proposed development will be in harmony with adjacent land
uses and will provide a pleasing appearance to the public; any part of the Site Plan area not used for
buildings, structures, parking, or access-ways shall be landscaped with a mixture of grass, trees, and
shrubs.
f.

That all outdoor trash storage areas are adequately screened.

In addition to any other specific standards set forth herein the Plan Commission shall not recommend a Special Use,
Variation, Appeal, or Map Amendment from the regulations of this ordinance unless it shall have made Findings of
Fact, based upon evidence presented to it, in each specific case that the following standards must be found to have
been met. These draft Findings of Fact do not support recommending approval of the Variations as presented.
If the Plan Commission would like to recommend these Variations for approval, these Findings of Fact will
need to be amended at the meeting.
a. The proposed improvement meets the Legacy Plan and its Principles, as presented in Section 1.A-B:
Purpose and Intent, of this ordinance;
 The proposed improvement does not meet the intent of the Legacy Plan or its principals.
b. The new improvement is compatible with uses already developed or planned in this district and will not
exercise undue detrimental influences upon surrounding properties.
 The improvement is not compatible with planned improvements in the downtown core that
include the development of a street wall and removal of other one-story additions that do not
accomplish the Legacy Plan’s vision or principals.
c.

Any improvement meets the architectural standards set forth in the Legacy Code.
 While the addition extends the existing first-story architecture, the addition does not meet the
architectural principals due to the minimum requirement of a three-story building along the
primary frontage. While the addition of the roof element addresses concerns of the Commission
regarding a consistent roof line it raises additional concerns regarding blocking or negatively
impacting the view from the residential condo above the Vroegh Family Eyecare unit.

d. The improvement will have the effect of protecting and enhancing the economic development of the
Legacy Plan area.
 The resulting tenant space will be utilized by the existing staff to have separate offices and a
break area. While it may create a better working environment, the addition will not add
additional visitors or tax generation as proposed. The space will remain under ownership of
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the Condo Association and will not be usable by a different tenant due to lack of separate
utilities, entrances, restrooms and the small amount of space.
Section X.G.4. of the Zoning Ordinance states the Plan Commission shall not recommend a Variation of the regulations
of the Zoning Ordinance unless it shall have made Findings of Fact, based upon the evidence presented for each of
the Standards for Variations listed below. The Plan Commission must provide findings for the first three standards;
the remaining standards are provided to help the Plan Commission further analyze the request. These draft Findings
of Fact do not support recommending approval of the Variations as presented. If the Plan Commission would
like to recommend these Variations for approval, these Findings of Fact will need to be amended at the
meeting.
1. The property in question cannot yield a reasonable return if permitted to be used only under the
conditions allowed by the regulations in the district in which it is located.
 The property in question can yield a reasonable return meeting the current regulations. The
property was originally constructed as it exists today, with a patio area that is in compliance with
the Code and the intent of the original plan. The Petitioner purchased this property at market rate
with the patio existing as a limited common element.
2. The plight of the owner is due to unique circumstances.
 Condo ownership is not a unique circumstance as it can be applicable to almost any building in the
Village and Legacy District. The building was constructed with a uniform and intentional design
along with the existing patio area to remain under common association ownership. The Variations
are not connected with any unique physical property characteristics.
3. The Variation, if granted, will not alter the essential character of the locality.
 The Variations if granted will alter the character of the Downtown Core and will not be consistent
with recently approved and proposed projects within the district. The proposed addition does not
comply with a number of the characteristics and goals outlined in the Legacy Plan, including the
development of a consistent street wall along Oak Park Avenue.
4. Additionally, the Plan Commission shall also, in making its determination whether there are practical
difficulties or particular hardships, take into consideration the extent to which the following facts favorable
to the Petitioner have been established by the evidence:
a. The particular physical surroundings, shape, or topographical condition of the specific property
involved would result in a particular hardship upon the owner, as distinguished from a mere
inconvenience, if the strict letter of the regulations were carried out;
b. The conditions upon which the petition for a Variation is based would not be applicable, generally,
to other property within the same zoning classification;
c.

The purpose of the Variation is not based exclusively upon a desire to make more money out of
the property;

d. The alleged difficulty or hardship has not been created by the owner of the property, or by a
previous owner;
e. The granting of the Variation will not be detrimental to the public welfare or injurious to other
property or improvements in the neighborhood in which the property is located; and
f.

The proposed Variation will not impair an adequate supply of light and air to an adjacent property,
or substantially increase the congestion in the public streets, or increase the danger of fire, or
endanger the public safety, or substantially diminish or impair property values within the
neighborhood.
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If the Plan Commission wishes to take action on the Site Plan Approval and Variations, the appropriate wording of the
motions are listed below. The protocol for the writing of a motion is to write it in the affirmative so that a positive or
negative recommendation correlates to the Petitioner’s proposal. By making a motion, it does not indicate a specific
recommendation in support or against the plan.
Motion 1 (Site Plan): “…make a motion to grant the Petitioner, James Vroegh (Petitioner), on behalf of Park Oaks
Commercial Condominium Association (Owner), Site Plan Approval to construct an approximately 376 sq. ft. one-story
addition on an existing three-story Park Oaks Condominium mixed-use development located at 17322 Oak Park
Avenue in the DC (Downtown Core) Zoning District, in accordance with the plans submitted and listed herein and
subject to the following conditions:
a) A Landscape Plan be submitted indicated all existing and proposed landscaping. Installation of a parkway
tree as required by the Legacy Code and Village’s streetscape plan shall be indicated on the plan.
b) The engineering plans indicate placement of sidewalk at the location of the existing parkway tree in
compliance with the Village Engineer’s standards for public sidewalks.
c)

Plans are revised to install adequate lighting along the south side where an alley will be created in compliance
with the Village lighting standards.

d) Plans shall be revised to indicate a two foot setback of the front façade along Oak Park Avenue with updated
grading and site plans.
e) All final staff review and engineering comments shall be addressed.
[any other conditions that the Commissioners would like to add]
Motion 2 (Variations) “…make a motion to recommend that the Village Board grant the following Variations to the
Petitioner, James Vroegh (Petitioner), on behalf of Park Oaks Commercial Condominium Association (Owner), at the
property located at 17322 Oak Park Avenue in the DC (Downtown Core) Zoning District, in accordance with the plans
submitted and listed herein and adopt Findings of Fact as proposed by Village Staff in the Staff Report.
1. A 2-story Variation from Section 2-A-9, Table 2.A.6 of the Legacy Code to permit a 1-story building addition on
an existing 3-story building where the minimum building height is 3-stories.
2. A 28 foot Variation from Section 2-A-4, Table 2.A.1 of the Legacy Code to permit a commercial space that only
has a depth of 22 feet instead of the required commercial space depth of 50 feet where street-level
commercial is permitted.
3. A Variation from Section 3-B-6-a of the Legacy Code to permit a building addition with less than the required
60 percent of the street-level façade to be glazed.
4. A Variation from Section 3-B-7 of the Legacy Code to permit the building addition to not have brick or masonry
where a new building or addition is required to consist of 75 percent brick, stone, or fiber cement siding.
5. A Variation from Section 3-B-8 of the Legacy Code to permit a building addition to be constructed that does
not comply with the required Architectural Guidelines including, “A consistent style of architectural
composition should be applied throughout a structure”.
Subject to the following conditions:
a) No signage shall be allowed on the exterior of the proposed building addition.
b) All final staff review and engineering comments shall be addressed.
[any conditions that the Commissioners would like to add]
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SUPPLEMENT TO FILING FOR VARIARTION
17322 (17318 Building)

Legacy Code (pg.87)
D. Approval Standards
In addition to any other specific standards set forth herein the Plan Commission shall not recommend a
Special Use, variance, appeal, or map amendment from the regulations of this ordinance unless it shall
have made findings of fact, based upon evidence presented to it, in each specific case that:
a. The proposed improvement meets the Legacy Plan and its Principles, as presented in Section
1.A-B: Purpose and Intent, of this ordinance;
Reply: The Village Plan Commission conducted public hearings on October 18, 2001, and
unanimously approved the construction of the multi-story building at 17322(173a8, Oak Park
Avenue, “Tinley Park, Purpose and Intent.”
Reply: The proposed addition is consistent with the architecture of the building that was
approved by the Village Board.
Reply: The addition is single story but otherwise fully satisfies the Legacy Plan.
b. The new improvement is compatible with uses already developed or planned in this district and
will not exercise undue detrimental influences upon surrounding properties;
Reply: The visual appearance of the addition, like the existing building is compatible with the
first-floor retail stores that were approved as part of the Mixed-Use Building.
Reply: The Plan Commission agreed that the foot print that is the limited common element was
suitable for retail uses.
c. Any improvement meets the architectural standards set forth in the Legacy Code.
Reply: The proposed improvement is simply a continuation of the existing buildings architectural
appearance, with the exception that it is single story. The look of the addition will blend in with
the architectural design.
d. The improvement will have the effect of protecting and enhancing the economic development
of the Legacy Plan area.
Reply: The proposed addition will add more financial growth.

James Vroegh s/

March 6, 2019
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PARTITION TYPES

JAMB OR HEAD DETAIL
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WALL
ROOM
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TYPICAL DOOR HARDWARE NOTES
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TYPICAL FRAME DETAIL & OPENING NOTES

100
101

Date

102
103

ROOM FINISH SCHEDULE ABBREVIATIONS
NOT TO SCALE

A2 PARTITION TYPE
NOT TO SCALE

CEILING

WALL

FLOOR

BASE

ACT
E/
EXPC

ASA
E/
GB

C
CAR
FBO

E/
P/

P/
PT

E/
P/
VCT

GB
P/
PT

V
VC
VS

Revisions / Submissions

A1 PARTITION TYPE

WALL CONTROL JOINT (NO RATING)

Date

02.21.18
ISSUED FOR PERMIT / BIDDING

02.07.18

06.26.19

1

REVISED PER VILLAGE/OWNER REVIEWS

No.

NOTE KEY

1
DRAWN BY:

ENC
DATE:

PROJECT NO:

2

PLAN@ ELECTRICAL/COMM. BOXES
(TYPICAL CONDITIONS)

Revisions / Submissions
No.

ISSUED FOR OWNER REVIEW

(TYPICAL CONDITIONS)

2018-015
SCALE:

AS NOTED
DRAWING NO:

A4

TYP. WALL CORNER REINFORCING DETAIL

2

TYP. S.O.G. CONSTRUCTION JOINT

SCALE : NONE
DRAWN BY:

ENC

DATE:

-

PROJECT NO:

2018-015

SCALE:

AS NOTED

DRAWING NO:

S0

Revisions / Submissions

Date

02.07.18

02.21.18

ISSUED FOR PERMIT / BIDDING
ISSUED FOR OWNER REVIEW

06.26.19

SCALE : NONE

REVISED PER VILLAGE/OWNER REVIEWS

SCALE : NONE

TYP. S.O.G. CONTRACTION JOINT

No.

1

1
3
No.

Revisions / Submissions

Date
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5

S1

FOUNDATION PLAN

SCALE : 1/4" = 1'-0"

4

2

5

TYP. FOUNDATION DETAIL
SCALE : NONE

ROOF FRAMING PLAN
SCALE : 1/4" = 1'-0"

TYP. FOUNDATION WALL SPLICE DETAIL
SCALE : NONE

8"
No.

Revisions / Submissions

S1

DRAWN BY:

ENC

DATE:

-

PROJECT NO:

2018-015

SCALE:

AS NOTED

DRAWING NO:

S1

Date

02.07.18

4

Revisions / Submissions

ISSUED FOR OWNER REVIEW

02.21.18

2'-6"

No.

4

S1

ISSUED FOR PERMIT / BIDDING

Date

S1

06.26.19

t

S1

REVISED PER VILLAGE/OWNER REVIEWS

1'-6"

5

1

1
4
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EXAM
100
PRE-TEST
101
BREAK
102
DISPENSARY
103

2012 INTERNATIONAL MECHANICAL CODE (SECT. 403.3.1.1 & TABLE 403.3)

1

ROOF

7

TRUSS

6.

5

2

3

4

EX. EYECARE
-

1

S.A.

E.A. O.A.I.

REMARKS

DUCTWORK INSTALLATION DETAIL
NONE
Date

EXAM
100

CFM SPECIFIED

TINLEY PARK, IL. 60477

BREATHING
ZONE AIR
RATE (VBZ)
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EXHUAST
AIRFLOW
RATE
(CFM/FT2)
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SPACE

AREA
OUTDOOR
AIRFLOW
RATE (Ra)

OCC.
DENSITY
/1000 SQ.
FT. (PZ )
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PEOPLE
OUTDOOR
AIRFLOW
RATE (RP)

NET
FLOOR
AREA (AZ)
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MECHANICAL GENERAL NOTES

VENTILATION SCHEDULE

DISPENSARY
103

ROUND DUCT SUPPLY
BRANCH TAKE-OFF

Revisions / Submissions

PRE-TEST
101

MEDIUM PRESSURE ROUND DUCT
SUPPLY TAKE-OFF

RECTANGULAR TO ROUND

4

DUCTOWRK DETAILS

02.07.18

Date
Revisions / Submissions

RECTANGULAR SUPPLY TEE

No.

15° MAX.

ISSUED FOR OWNER REVIEW

1/4" = 1'-0"

02.21.18

HVAC PLAN

1

1

ROUND TO RECTANGULAR

ISSUED FOR PERMIT / BIDDING

RECTANGULAR DUCT SUPPLY
BRANCH TAKE-OFF

TRANSITION PIECE

06.26.19

RECTANGULAR DUCT SUPPLY
BRANCH TAKE-OFF

REVISED PER VILLAGE/OWNER REVIEWS

No.

BREAK
102

DRAWN BY:

ENC

NONE
DATE:

PROJECT NO:

2018-015
SCALE:

AS NOTED
DRAWING NO:

M1

1
DRAWN BY:

ENC

DATE:

-

PROJECT NO:

2018-015

SCALE:

PLUMBING PLAN - STORM
AS NOTED

DRAWING NO:

1/4" = 1'-0"

1

P1

Date

No.

Revisions / Submissions

Date

NONE

Revisions / Submissions

TYP. DOWNSPOUT DETAIL

No.

2

02.07.18
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ISSUED FOR OWNER REVIEW
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V

02.21.18

SAN
GR
ST
SAN
ST
SAN
ST
W

ISSUED FOR PERMIT / BIDDING

DESCRIPTION

06.26.19

BT
CB
CI
CO
DF
DS
EWC
FCO
FD
FH
FHB
LAV
MH
MSB
OW
PVC
RCP
RD
R.O.
SHR
SK
UR
VCP
VTR
WF
WC
WCO

GENERAL PLUMBING NOTES

REVISED PER VILLAGE/OWNER REVIEWS

SYMBOL

1
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Date
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FIRE PROTECTION NOTES:

Date

02.21.18
ISSUED FOR PERMIT / BIDDING

02.07.18

06.26.19
REVISED PER VILLAGE/OWNER REVIEWS

No.

Revisions / Submissions

F.E.

1/4" = 1'-0"

LEGEND
SPRINKLER HEAD
EXISTING SPRINKLER HEAD
FIRE EXTINGUISHER

Revisions / Submissions

FIRE PROTECTION PLAN

No.

1

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS NEED TO BE INSTALLED
PER NFPA 10 2000, AND MEET ADA
REQUIREMENTS FOR MOUNTING HEIGHT. FOR
THE SHELL BUILDING, ONE EXTINGUISHER RATED
A MINIMUM OF 2A SHALL BE REQUIRED FOR
EVERY 6000 SQUARE FEET WITH A MAXIMUM OF
75 FEET OF TRAVEL. DURING TENANT BUILD
OUTS A MINIMUM OF ONE EXTINGUISHER NEEDS
TO BE PRESENT IN EACH SPACE

1

F.E.

ISSUED FOR OWNER REVIEW

NOTE:

DRAWN BY:

F.E.

ENC
DATE:

PROJECT NO:

2018-015
SCALE:

AS NOTED
DRAWING NO:

FP1

S

1

LIGHTING PLAN

1/4" = 1'-0"
AV

2

POWER PLAN

1/4" = 1'-0"

No.

Revisions / Submissions

AV

DRAWN BY:

ENC

DATE:

-

PROJECT NO:

2018-015

SCALE:

AS NOTED

DRAWING NO:

E1

Date

AV

Revisions / Submissions

02.07.18

02.21.18

ISSUED FOR PERMIT / BIDDING
ISSUED FOR OWNER REVIEW

06.26.19

S

REVISED PER VILLAGE/OWNER REVIEWS
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No.
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AV

1
No.

Revisions / Submissions

A/V

80"

S

40"

DRAWN BY:

FIRE ALARM DEVICES DETAIL
ENC

DATE:

NONE
-

PROJECT NO:

2018-015

SCALE:

AS NOTED

DRAWING NO:

E2

Date

Date
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S

Revisions / Submissions

SD

02.07.18

1

ISSUED FOR OWNER REVIEW

S
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S

No.

1
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August 15, 2019
Workshop
Applicant
Mr. Leonard McEnery ,
Lenny’s Food N Fuel
Harlem Avenue, LLC

Lenny’s Food N Fuel – Rezoning, Special Use Permit
19420 Harlem Avenue

Property Location
19420 Harlem Avenue
PIN
19-09-12-202-014-0000 &
19-09-12-202-016-0000
Zoning
B-3 upon annexation
Approvals Sought
Rezoning
Special Use Permit
Comprehensive Plan
Commercial

Project Planner
Paula J. Wallrich, AICP
Planning Manager

UPDATES FROM THE AUGUST 1, 2019 WORKSHOP ARE NOTED IN RED

Mr. Leonard McEnery, Lenny’s Food N Fuel Harlem Avenue, LLC, has petitioned the Village
of Tinley Park to annex his 4.87-acre parcel located at 19420 S. Harlem Avenue (see photo
above), rezone the property upon annexation and grant special uses for the existing uses
on the property (car wash and service station). The annexation, rezoning and special use
requests were previously reviewed by the Plan Commission at their April 19, 2018 meeting.
At that meeting the Commission made the following recommendations to the Village Board:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Motion to deem the property unsuitable for annexation- Motion Failed
Rezoning to B-3- Motion Passed 6-2
Special Use for a Service Station – Motion Failed 5-3
Special Use for a Car Wash- Motion Failed 5-3

The annexation and zoning entitlements were then reviewed by the Village Board at their
July 17, 2018 meeting. A motion at the Village Board meeting authorizing the execution of
an annexation agreement with Lenny’s Food N Fuel failed with a 3 to 2 vote, therefore, the
project did not move forward.
The property currently operates as a motor fueling facility for autos and trucks, a
convenience store with a drive-up food service window (Dunkin Donuts and Beggars Pizza),
a carwash, and outdoor dispensing /filling of propane tanks. Mr. McEnery wishes to expand
his business in a similar fashion to his other facilities (Gas N Wash at 8810 W. 191 st) which
includes the sale of packaged liquor and video gaming. As an unincorporated parcel in Will
County, Mr. McEnery’s parcel cannot not sell packaged liquor or obtain a video gaming
license. Per testimony given during the 2018 annexation review, the Petitioner estimated
the Village will receive approximately $408,000 annually from sales, video gaming and
property taxes, and licensing fees.

Lenny’s Food N Fuel- 19420 Harlem Avenue
With the prior Petition, a draft annexation agreement was drafted that included negotiations with staff addressing
certain issues including signage, landscaping and recapture fees. These items will be addressed in the relevant
sections below. The draft agreement remains consistent to the previous agreement negotiated between both parties.
The Petition for annexation was discussed at the July 23, 2019 Community Development Committee (CDC) and was
recommended to move the project through the normal entitlement process. There was a comment regarding
landscaping that staff has reviewed and a question regarding police activity in the area (addressed below).
At the August 1, 2019 workshop there was minimal new items discussed. Signage, in particular the manual
changeable copy sign, and traffic issues were mentioned. See below for further discussion.

The subject property is located just south of the Village’s corporate
boundaries on Harlem Avenue. The parcel is 4.87 acres and includes two
structures (C-store and Car Wash) and two canopies (car gas dispensing
and truck gas dispensing). The C-store was constructed in 2015 and the
car wash was completed in 2017. The property was constructed under
Will County jurisdiction and is in conformance with their code; the
property receives water and sanitary service from Frankfort.
The Petitioner has requested annexation to allow for the expansion of
the current business in similar fashion to their other facility on 191st
Street; this includes the sale of packaged liquors and video gaming. The
Petition for annexation was discussed at the July 23, 2019 Community
Development Committee (CDC) and was recommended to move the
project through the normal entitlement process. There was a comment
regarding landscaping that staff has reviewed and a question regarding
police activity in the area (addressed below). Attached are copies of the
Draft Agreement and the memorandum which explains the terms of the
Agreement. (Exhibits A-1 and A-2) Minutes of the previous Plan
Commission and Village Board meetings are included for your review.
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The subject property is currently zoned C-2 (Local Commercial)
in Will County. There are single family residential uses to the west
of the subject parcel; those in Tinley Park are zoned R-2, (Single Family Residential) those in Will County are zoned R-4 (SingleFamily Residential). To the north there is an office in Tinley Park
zoned B-4 (Office and Service Business) and another office use
zoned C-2 (Local Commercial) in Will County. To the south the
property is all in Will County with a bank zoned C-2 (Local
Commercial). There is Tinley Park B-3 zoning along the Harlem
Avenue corridor north of the subject property leading to the I-80
intersection. The Comprehensive Plan indicates commercial
uses in this area.
In considering the zoning assignment for this parcel, Staff
considered both the B-3 (General Business and Commercial)
District and the B-5 (Automotive Service District) District. After
researching all permitted and special uses in both districts, Staff
recommends a zoning of B-3 (General Business and Commercial)
upon annexation with Special Use Permits for the Service Station
and Car Wash. Even though a Service Station and Car Wash are
permitted uses in the B-5 (Automotive Service District), there are
other uses (auto repair, on-site repair, light equipment sales/rental,
vehicle sales/rental) that are also permitted uses in the B-5 and
special uses (Body Shop) that are not desirable uses in close
proximity to residential uses.

Land Use
Service station
Car wash- stand
alone
Carwash attached

B3
S

Food store
Drive -in
Restaurant w/drive
in
Pkg liquor
Auto repair

P
P
P

On-site repairs
Body shop
Light equip
sales/rental
Veh sales/rental
P= Permitted Use

B5
P
P

S

P
P (no body
repair)
p
S
P
P
S= Special Use

The signage plans were approved as part of the Will County entitlement process. Staff conducted a sign inventory as
part of the documentation of existing conditions which will be included as part of the annexation agreement (Exhibit
A). Even though some of the signs are non-conforming with our current code, they will be considered legal nonconforming as part of the annexation process per Section IX.N.1. Non-Conforming Signs, “Signs existing at the time of
the enactment of this Section IX, or any amendment thereto, or at the time of annexation to the Village of the property on
which they are located and not conforming to the provisions of this Section IX, shall be regarded as nonconforming signs.
Nonconforming signs shall be of two types – either a legal nonconforming sign or an illegal nonconforming sign.”
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As part of the original Petition review process, Mr. McEnery agreed to bring the majority of his signs into compliance
with Village sign regulations. As stated above, all existing signage can be annexed in its current condition; however
Mr. McEnery stated he is willing to bring the majority of the signs into compliance where it is not cost prohibitive to
do so. The table below reflects those signs that will be brought into compliance which is consistent with staff’s
recommendations.

A.

Sign Name
C-Store east

Deficiency
3 signs over limit, 28 SF over allowance
(not counting 39.6 SF of changeable copy)

C-Store north

Size is ok- changeable copy sign is
prohibited
6 SF over limit
conforms
Size ok, 1 additional sign

B.
C.

Car Wash - east
Car Wash -north
Car Wash -south

D.
E.
F.
G.

Gas N Wash Canopy – east
Gas N Wash Canopy- N & S
Car Wash Canopy
Truck Canopy/Directional signage
Car Wash-Monument

H.

Gas N Wash Monument

3.31 SF over limit
conforms
conforms
2.33 SF over or considered directional
Size is ok, 10” too tall; changeable copy is
prohibited
1’10” too tall; size is ok, Changeable EMC
is ok

Mr. McEnery’s Proposal
Remove 2 wall signs (“No
Cook County taxes” and
second “Dunkin
sign” ) Changeable copy
sign on east façade to
remain.
Agreed to remove
changeable copy sign
No change
No change
Agreed to remove “Pet
Wash” sign
No change
No change
No change
No change
No change
No Change

Mr. McEnery has agreed to remove any temporary signs or banners in exchange for keeping the manual changeable
copy sign on the convenience store and the car wash monument sign.

At the workshop Commissioner’s questioned when manual changeable signs became prohibited in the
Village Code. Staff researched and determined that the 2007 Zoning Ordianance was the first code
prohibiting manual changeable copy signs.
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Staff conducted a site inspection and reviewed the
approved landscape plans from the County
(Exhibit B). Overall the site is very well landscaped
and maintained. In addition to permanent
landscaping there are many annual flower
plantings – including hanging baskets.
All
landscaped beds have been mulched or have
landscape stone and are free of weeds.
The street tree spacing is consistent with
Village requirements of one tree per 25
feet of frontage. Staff identified two
missing street trees at the northeast
corner of the lot. This deficiency is noted
in the annexation agreement and will
require compliance within three months
of execution of the Agreement. The
bufferyard between the subject parcel
and the single-family homes at the west
side of the property, exceeds the Village’s
landscape requirements (see table
below). The bufferyard is 119 feet wide
exceeding the maximum bufferyard
requirement of 60 feet. While the planting
standards are different between the
County and the Village, the eight foot
brick
wall
reduces
the
Village’s
requirements by 50%. The Petitioner
planted 22 evergreen trees along the east
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side of the neighboring residential properties—on the west side of the brick wall.

Will County's Transition Yard
10 Feet wide
Offers 3 options for screening:
A. Provide a landscape area with a
certain amount of trees.
B. Landscape area plus a 6-foot solid
wood fence.
C. Landscape berm with a certain
amount trees.

Tinley Park Bufferyard ‘D’
30-60 feet wide
4.8 Canopy trees, 2.4 understory, 19
shrubs per 100 linear feet
Reduced by 50% if a wall is provided.
Required plantings:
645’ frontage
6.45 x 4.8 = 31/2=16 canopy trees
6.45 x 2.4 = 15/2=8 understory
6.45 x 19 = 123/2=62 shrubs

Existing Transition Yard
119 Feet
Installed 8 foot fence; 3 foot
berm, landscaping on both sides
of the fence and both sides of
the pond.
Provided:
35 Canopy trees
22 Evergreen
13 understory/shrubs

Open Item #1: At the workshop one of the Commissioners mentioned the need for additional bufferyard. The
Commission may wish to discuss this further; Staff notes that there are no code requirements that would require
additional plantings. A significant amount of evergreen landscaping was planted on the west side of the 8’ masonry
wall – adjacent to the residential property.

Over the years there has been some minor loss of landscaping along the foundation and monument signs (5 plants
total) however with the growth of the surrounding plantings and the addition of annual plants it is staff’s opinion that
the landscape meets or exceeds the intent of the County’s landscape approval.

The Applicant provided a traffic study prepared by KLOA, Transportation and Parking Planning Consultants with their
original Petition. (A full copy of the study is attached as Exhibit C.) The purpose of the study was to determine the
existing traffic generated by the fuel station during the critical morning and evening peak hours and estimate the
additional traffic that will be generated by the new proposed uses (video gaming and sale of packaged liquors). The
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traffic counts were performed on Thursday March 22, 2018 during the weekday morning (6:00 A.M. to 9:00 A.M.) and
evening (3:00 P.M. to 7:00 P.M.) which are considered peak periods. The results of the traffic counts show that the
weekday morning peak hour of traffic occurred from 7:30 A.M. to 8:30 A.M with 400 trips and the weekday evening
peak hour of traffic occurred from 3:30 P.M. to 4:30 P.M with 324 trips. Approximately 97 to 98 % of the existing traffic
generated by the fuel center were passenger vehicles. The fuel center generated between zero to three (3) single unit
truck trips and between two (2) to eleven (11) articulated truck trips during the peak hours. Sales data for the week of
March 12 through 16 showed that an average of 53 transactions per day occurred at the commercial fuel positions.
The majority of the traffic, 88%, is traveling to and from the fuel center via Harlem Avenue. There is approximately 1825 trips traveling from the west on 194th street and 24-25 trips from the west on 195th Street.
The proposed new uses for the subject parcel are estimated to result in an increase of 21 to 25 round trips during the
weekday morning and evening peak hours, which averages to approximately one inbound trip every 2.5 to 3.0 minutes
and one outbound trip every 2.5 to 3.0 minutes. The proposed additional amenities are projected to have a limited
impact on the existing roadway system, particularly on the residential roads west of the fuel center.
Open Item #2: There was some discussion regarding difficulty making left turns out of the subdivision onto Harlem
Avenue at 194th Street. Staff has requested the Petitioner have their traffic consultant attend the Public Hearing to
address the functioning service level of that intersection.

There are 52 parking spaces (including accessible spaces) on the subject parcel; 16 of these are located along the
north side of the car wash and are equipped with vacuums. Although presumably these are for those customers
wishing to take use of the free vacuums, there is no signage limiting parking to this use, and during staff inspections
they were not used for anything other than use of vacuums.
The Village Zoning ordinance provides some guidance for required parking for various uses however there is no
specific reference for a convenience store associated with a gas station, a car wash or video gaming. Staff has used
the closest similar use for determining required parking for these uses. The table below provides the number of
required parking spaces.

Dunkin
Donut
w/drive thru
C-STORE (including
packaged liquor)

USE CLASSIFICATION
Eating or drinking place
Retail Store or Personal Service
Establishment

MIN PARKING PER CODE
1 space for each 3 seats plus
1 for each employee
1 space for each 150 sf of
gross leasable floor area.

DATA
7 people per largest
shift. 8 seats provided
3,570 SF

TOTAL REQUIRED
10 parking stalls

4,584 SF This doesn’t
seem like a good
measurement for this
use for determining
parking. Especially
because the car wash is
mostly automated
5 Video Gaming
Machines

3 Parking Stalls

CAR WASH

Retail Store or Personal Service
Establishment

1 space for each 150 sf of
gross leasable floor area.
If we just use employees this
would be 3 at largest shift

VIDEO GAMING

Our code does not address this
use. It will be part of the C-Store
use.

Could require that an
additional 5 stalls be added
in addition to the C-Store
requirements

Parking Required
Existing Parking
Extra parking

24 parking stalls

5 parking stalls

42 stalls
52 stalls
10 stalls
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Establishing parking requirements is an imperfect science. In a situation such as this
there are opportunities for shared parking between the individual uses. Also the
nature of the business results in high turnover with limited long stay parking needs
outside of the employees. The proposed video gaming will result in longer stay
parking needs; however the establishment is limited to five gaming machines.
There is a possibility of people waiting for gaming seats, but it is difficult to make
assumptions regarding that use. Staff conducted their own parking study over a
two week period in March of 2018. These were conducted at various times during
the day and evening. Below is the summary of parking at the subject site as well as
a study of parking at the existing Lenny’s on 191st Street which currently has video
gaming and packaged liquor. Table 1 provides occupancy numbers for the 52
parking spaces at the Lenny’s on Harlem from March 16 through March 29 between
the hours of 7:25 AM and 9:30 PM. As the table indicates the greatest number of
cars parked during that time was 18, leaving 34 spaces vacant at its highest
occupancy. Although this is an informal study only for a limited period of time it
appears there is no parking shortage at this site with the current uses.

Table 2 provides information on truck parking at the Lenny’s on Harlem. The
greatest number of trucks parked was four during this same time period.

Table 1
3.16
3.19
3.19
3.19
3.2
3.2
3.20
3.21
3.21
3.22
3.22
3.22
3.23
3.23
3.26
3.26
3.27
3.27
3.27
3.28
3.28
3.29

Noon
10:00 AM
0:00
8:47 PM
8:02 AM
9:25 PM
10:00 AM
7:45 AM
10:00 AM
7:25 AM
8:34 PM
10:00 AM
7:50 AM
1:30 PM
8:00 AM
11:00 AM
11:20 AM
8:55 AM
6:50 PM
7:35 AM
5:52 PM
7:15 AM

12
12
6
13
9
11
17
13
18
15
10
14
9
17
13
16
17
11
8
11
10
16

As a point of comparison staff also visited the Lenny’s on 191st; they have video gaming and packaged liquor sales.
They have 45 parking spots on site. Table 3 provides information on number of the parking stalls as well as number
of video gaming seats occupied during this time period. This information can be used to project parking needs for
the Lenny’s on Harlem Avenue. The two sites are in relative proximity of each other therefore some assumptions
might be made as to whether some of the traffic/usage for gaming and packaged liquor may overlap. Although truck
parking was not surveyed at the 191st site, the Zoning Administrator who conducted the survey stated he did not ever
see more than two trucks on site at any given time.
Table 3

Day
3.16
3.19
3.20
3.21
3.22
3.23
3.26
3.27
3.27
Truck parking at 19420 Harlem

Time
10:30 AM
10:30AM
10:30 AM
10:30 AM
10:30 AM
10:30 AM
10:30 AM
8:15 AM
10:30 AM

Parking Count
in parking
stalls only
Video gaming
3
15
3
20
5
20
5
14
2
12
2
13
5
20
5
12
1

Parking at 191st facility

Mr. McEnery has agreed to have the parking monitored as part of the Annexation Agreement and if at any time there
is a recognized shortage of parking, he will have additional parking spaces constructed. He also agreed to stripe two
truck parking spaces at the west end of the property.
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19420 Harlem Ave
Date/Time

Front of C-store (not at
pumps)

At car wash/vacuum

In back

Total

Trucks- only those
parked

7.24(7:50am)

8

4

6

18

0

7.24(7:00pm)

6

1

3

10

0

7.25(7:55am)

10

2

7

19

1

7.25(12:00pm)

10

3

12

25

1

7.25((9:35pm)

4

1

5

10

0

7.26(12:30pm)

11

3

7

21

2

7.26(2:45pm)

8

3

6

17

1

7.29(7:30am)

11

1

6

18

1

7.29(12:00pm)

4

2

7

13

0

7.29(5:20pm)

8

2

5

15

0

7.30(7:45am)

10

0

9

19

1

7:30(1:15pm)

3

3

9

15

1

7.30(3:45pm)

5

4

8

17

1

7.31(7:55pm)

11

0

10

21

2(not semi)

7:31(12:00pm)

6

5

9

20

1

7:31(2:30pm)

7

3

8

18

0

8.1 (7:15 am)

10

0

5

15

0

8.1 (11:00am)

8

5

10

23

1

8.1 (2:30 PM)

8

6

7

21

1

8.1 (10:45PM)

4

1

5

10

0

8.2 (11:00AM)

8

9

7

24

0

8.2 (2:00 PM)

6

8

8

22

2

8.5 (10:30AM)

10

2

8

20

1

8.5(1:30PM)

8

4

7

19

0

8.6 (9:30AM)

12

3

7

22

0

8.6 (2:30PM)

6

6

6

18

1

8.7 (7:15AM)

12

0

7

19

1

8.7 (11:00 AM)

5

4

7

16

1

8.7 (2:00PM)

6

3

6

15

1

8.7 (5:45PM)

10

1

5

16

0

8.8 (7:45 AM)

10

1

7

18

0

8.8 (11:30AM)

8

2

9

19

0

8.8 (2:30 PM)

6

3

7

16

1
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As indicated in the table above there is adequate parking available on site. The greatest occupancy was 25 spaces
leaving 27 spaces available.

Assuming there will be similar issues raised by the adjacent
residential property owners that were discussed during the
first Petition, staff has included some of the questions and
responses below. These residents expressed opposition
during the previous annexation application and with various
petitions before the County. Some of the residents live in the
Village and some live in unincorporated Will County. See
adjacent diagram; the yellow shaded area denotes Tinley
Park residents. The following were items discussed during
previous Petition:
1. Public Safety- The residents recited some statistics
obtained from a 2015 FOIA related to ALL gas,
convenience stores. Exhibit D provide information
from Tinley Park police during the period between
1.13.16 through 7.20.19. They are summarized as
follows:
a. 1-lockout
b. 1- driving under the influence
c. 5 – traffic stop
d. 2- business check
e. 3- assist other agency
Staff has requested information from Will County Sheriff’s Department and will update the Commission at the
workshop meeting.
Attached please find police activity reports from Will County, Mokena and Tinley Park. Mokena’s report was
obtained as a point of comparison for the facility at 8810 W. Street. An email received from the Assistant Village
Manager from Mokena stated: “Regarding the Gas N Wash –“ We have had no notable police issues. The station is always
very clean and well stocked. As you mentioned, no one really lives nearby so we never have noise complaints. “
2. Property Values- Exhibit E illustrates the property values in the neighborhood and specifically for those homes
immediately adjacent to the subject property. The recession impacted all housing valuations between the
years 2010 and 2014. In 2015, Village-wide housing values began to increase. This was also the year that
Lenny’s was built. Looking at the spreadsheet, especially the home highlighted in green, there was comparable
increases with other homes in the neighborhood. This increase continues through projections for 2017. There
was a question at the Public Hearing about why the projection for next year was not included for the rest of
the Village. As explained by Staff at the meeting, this would have taken significant staff time to do and would
not result in any further explanation of the trends that the spreadsheet was indicating. The actual percentage
changes were fairly minor; it was the trend that was significant. This has been verified by our Village Treasure,
Brad Bettenhausen who created the first spread sheet. Please see an email (Exhibit F) from Mr. Bettenhausen
regarding any concerns raised at the meeting regarding the validity of his study.
3. Service Station adjacency. Precedence of service stations adjacent to single-family housing. - Of the six service
stations there are no examples of adjacency to single-family homes. There is one example (7601 W. 159th St.)
which abuts an R-5 District (apartment building).
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4. Packaged Liquor adjacency. Precedence of packaged liquor adjacent to single-family housing –
The table below lists several examples of establishments that sell package liquor with single-family homes
immediately adjacent. Lenny’s truck canopy is approximately 138’ to the home to the west; the C-store is
approximately 210’. The bufferyard for the Lenny’s property exceeds any of the bufferyards/screening
measures provided in these other situations that primarily use a six foot fence as the buffer (The subject
parcel provides an eight foot masonry wall with landscaping. Exhibit G provides aerial graphics of some of the
properties below.

5. Video Gaming Adjacency Precedence of video gaming abutting single-family housingThe table below list several examples of video gaming immediately adjacent to single-family homes. Distances
between the home and the gaming establish is provided. Screening is provided with a 6’ fence. Exhibit H
provides aerial graphics of some of the properties below.

VIDEO GAMING WITH ADJACENCY TO SINGLE FAMILY HOMES
Name of Business
Address of Business # of Machines Abutting Zoning
Lenny's
19420 Harlem
5 R-2
Little Joe's Restaurant & Pizza 7976 167th St
3
B1 & R4
The Station Pub
6657 W South St
5
R4
Harald Viking Lodge #13
6730 175th St
3
DG & R-6
Bamboo Garden
16733 S Oak Park
3
R-4
Nick's BBQ at Tinley Park
16638 S Oak Park Ave
5
DC

Adbutting UsesDistance (FT) +
SF Home
138' to canopy/210'
SF Home
152
SF Home
156
SF Home
67
SF Home
141
SF Home
191

6. Package liquor sold at gas stations – The only service station that sells packaged liquor is the Circle K station
at 8401 159th Street which resulted from an annexation.
7. 24-hour video gaming- There are no 24 hour video gaming establishments in the Village. The video gaming
licenses typically run tandem with the hours of the liquor license they are associated with.
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While there are no specific standards listed in the Zoning Ordinance for Map Amendments (rezoning), Staff utilizes
the “LaSalle Factor test” articulated in the 1957 landmark zoning case before the Illinois Supreme Court. The
Petitioner’s response can be found in Exhibit I. The factors are listed below for the Commission’s consideration; Staff
will provide responses as part of the Public Hearing staff report:
A.

The existing uses and zoning of nearby property; The property currently functions as a service station with a car
wash and drive-in restaurant. Properties to the north function as commercial properties and are zoned B-4, B-3
(Tinley Park) and C-2 (Will County); single-family uses are to the west and are zoned R-2 (Tinley Park) and R-4
(Will County). Property to the south operate as commercial property and are zoned C-2 (Will County). The
property to the east is undeveloped farmland and is zoned R-4 Cook County. The Village’s Comprehensive Plan
identifies the subject property as commercial.

B. The extent to which property values are diminished by the particular zoning; A review of the EAV for the neighboring
subdivision (Tinley Trails) by the Village Treasurer, Brad Bettenhausen, reveals :
1. Neighborhood remains very stable. Only one new sales transaction since last analysis. That sale occurred in
October 2017.
2. There has been overall growth in the Tinley Trails EAV over the past 4 tax years.
3. The rate of growth in the Tinley Trails EAV exceeded the rate for the entire Will County portion of Tinley Park.
4. The rate of growth in the Tinley Trails EAV was better than, or in line with, the rates for Cook County and
Tinley Park overall (factoring in that 2017 was a triennial reassessment year for Cook County properties)
5. The only decrease in EAV noted within Tinley Trails between 2017 and 2018 was clearly the result of a tax
appeal.
C. The extent to which the destruction of property values of the complaining party benefits the health, safety, or general
welfare of the public; Destruction of property values has not been proven by the opposing party. Existing
conditions exist which include the service station, car wash and drive-thru restaurant. Per a traffic study, the
impact of proposed uses do not have a significant impact on service levels of adjacent intersections; parking
surveys reveal adequate parking. Anticipated revenue from the existing and proposed uses total in excess of
$400,000/year.
D. The relative gain to the public as compared to the hardship imposed on the individual property owner; Annexation to
the Village of Tinley will provide local zoning and public safety control of an existing use. Impacts from the current
uses will continue regardless of annexation and rezoning.
E.

The suitability of the property for the zoned purpose; The Comprehensive Plan identifies the property as
commercial; the property is located immediately adjacent to a 4 –lane arterial roadway with ADT of 26,300 (IDOT
2017)

F.

The length of time the property has been vacant as zoned, compared to development in the vicinity of the property; The
property is currently developed as a service station, car wash and drive-thru restaurant.

G. The public need for the proposed use; and the property is successfully operating with an anticipated revenue to
the Village of over $400,000 annually.
H. The thoroughness with which the municipality has planned and zoned its land use. The Comprehensive Plan identifies
the property for commercial uses; the B-3 District provides for the Service station and Car Wash as a Special Use;
the drive in and C-store are permitted uses.
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The Service Station and the Car Wash require a Special Use Permit as part of the B-3 zoning designation. Both are
existing uses. The Service Station is a 24 hour operation; the Car Wash is open from 6:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. As part of
the Annexation Agreement the Petitioner has agreed to post and enforce “no idling of trucks” along the access way at
the west side of the property. The Applicant has also agreed to have the parking monitored as part of the Annexation
Agreement.
There are new uses proposed for the subject parcel that are not part of the Special Use review (sale of packaged liquor
and video gaming) that are regulated either by the Village Liquor Code or the State of Illinois; both of which will be
addressed as part of the annexation process. Even though these are not subject to a Special Use review they will
impact the overall operation of the subject property and may impact public health, safety, morals, comfort, or general
welfare Through the analysis above regarding public safety, traffic, signs, parking, landscaping and precedence for
similar adjacency within the community, the Commission is encouraged to take a holistic review for the Special Uses
under consideration as well as the new proposed uses.

The Plan Commission is encouraged to consider these standards (listed below) when analyzing a Special Use request.
Staff will provide draft findings for the Commission to consider as part of the Public Hearing report .
X.J.5. Standards: No Special Use shall be recommended by the Plan Commission unless said Commission shall find:
a. That the establishment, maintenance, or operation of the Special Use will not be detrimental to or endanger the
public health, safety, morals, comfort, or general welfare; The Special Use is for existing uses that were
lawfully approved as part of the Will County zoning process. Copies of police activity, traffic studies and
parking studies have not revealed significant negative impact that will be detrimental to or endanger the
public health, safety, morals, comfort, or general welfare of the area. Comparisons have been provided
regarding the existing buffer between the subject property and adjacent homes which exceed County
requirements and meet the integrity of the Village Code; a property value analysis indicates that the
existing uses have not resulted in decreased property value.
b. That the Special Use will not be injurious to the use and enjoyment of other property in the immediate vicinity
for the purposes already permitted, nor substantially diminish and impair property values within the
neighborhood; The Special Uses under review (Service Station and Car Wash) are existing uses. A property
value analysis was provided which indicates that the existing uses have not resulted in decreased property
value. A bufferyard has been provided that exceeds Will County and Tinley Park requirements. Regarding
the addition of video gaming and packaged liquor sales which are under consideration as part of the
annexation agreement, a traffic study estimate these new uses will produce less than 21 to 25 round trips
during the weekday morning and evening peak hours. No additional buffer or screening is proposed as
part of the Application.
c.

That the establishment of the Special Use will not impede the normal and orderly development and improvement
of surrounding property for uses permitted in the district; The majority of the property in the area is currently
developed; the granting of the Special Uses are consistent with the Comprehensive Plan for commercial
uses. The subject property was developed legally under Will County regulations; any future development
will be subject to Tinley Park regulation.

d. That adequate utilities, access roads, drainage, and/or other necessary facilities have been or are being provided;
A traffic study presented no negative impact resulting from the approval of the existing special uses. The
property is located adjacent to a major 4-lane commercial corridor with 26,300 ADT (2017 IDOT ).
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e.

That adequate measures have been or will be taken to provide ingress and egress so designed as to minimize
traffic congestion in the public streets; The Special Uses under consideration are for existing uses that have
functioned at the site since 2015 (service station) and 2017 (carwash).

f.

That the Special Use shall, in all other respects, conform to the applicable regulations of the district in which it
is located, except as such regulations may in each instance be modified by the Village Board pursuant to the
recommendation of the Plan Commission. The Village Board shall impose such conditions and restrictions upon
the premises benefited by a Special Use Permit as may be necessary to ensure compliance with the above
standards, to reduce or minimize the effect of such permit upon other properties in the neighborhood, and to
better carry out the general intent of this Ordinance. Failure to comply with such conditions or restrictions shall
constitute a violation of this Ordinance; and The annexation of the subject parcel will render the existing
signs legal non-conforming. The Applicant has agreed to bring some of the existing signs into
conformance with Village Code. A negotiated schedule for bringing any building non-conformities into
conformance will be included in the annexation agreement.

g. The extent to which the Special Use contributes directly or indirectly to the economic development of the
community as a whole. The annexation of the subject parcel is anticipated to bring in over $400,000 in
annual revenue to the Village of Tinley Park.

If the Plan Commission wishes to take action, the following motion is in the appropriate form:
Motion #1: …” make a motion to recommend that the Village Board grant the Petitioner, Leonard McEnery, on behalf of
Lenny’s Food N Fuel Harlem Avenue, LLC, a rezoning (Map Amendment) of the property located at 19420 Harlem Avenue,
upon annexation to B-3 (General Business and Commercial) and adopt Findings of Fact submitted by the Applicant and
Findings of Fact proposed by Village Staff and the Plan Commission at this meeting.”
Motion #2: …”make a motion to recommend that the Village Board grant the Petitioner, Leonard McEnery, on behalf of
Lenny’s Food N Fuel Harlem Avenue, LLC, property located at 19420 Harlem Avenue, a Special use for a Service Station and
adopt Findings of Fact submitted by the Applicant and Findings of Fact proposed by Village Staff and the Plan Commission
at this meeting consistent with the submitted plans with the following conditions:
1.

Bring the following signs into conformance with Village Sign Regulations:
Sign Name
Mr. McEnery’s Proposal
A. C-Store east
Remove 2 wall signs (“No
Cook County taxes” and
second
“Dunkin
sign” )
C-Store north
Remove changeable copy
sign
Car Wash -south
Remove “Pet Wash” sign
C. Remove any temporary signs or banners in
exchange for keeping the manual changeable
copy sign on the convenience store and the car
wash monument sign.

2. Stripe the truck parking spaces.
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Motion #3: …”make a motion to recommend that the Village Board grant the Petitioner, Leonard McEnery, on behalf of
Lenny’s Food N Fuel Harlem Avenue, LLC, property located at 19420 Harlem Avenue, a Special use for a Car Wash and adopt
Findings of Fact submitted by the Applicant and Findings of Fact proposed by Village Staff and the Plan Commission at this
meeting consistent with the submitted plans.”

[with any conditions that the Plan Commission would like to recommend.]
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Submitted Sheet Name
A2.1
A2.1
A3.1
A3.1
L1.0
L1.0
L1.0
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
SA1.1
SA1.1

Floor Plan
Roof Plan
North and South Elevation
East, West South Elevations
Landscape Plan
Car Wash Sign Landscape Plan
Car Wash Sign Landscape Plan
Cover Sheet
Existing Condition & Demos
Site Utility & Geometric Plan
Grading Plan/Storm Water Pollution/Prevention Plan
Details Sheet
Site Plan
Site Plan Monument Sign
Wall Marquee Sign
Car Wash Building Sign
Car Wash Building Sign
Channel Letters on Canopy
Pay Canopy W/Illum. Sign
Truck Canopy Signage
D/F Illum. Main ID Sign
Traffic Study

ARSA – Alan R. Schneider Architecture
M GIN – M Gingerich Gereaux
UPLAND – Upland Design Ltd
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Prepared
By
ARSA
ARSA
ARSA
ARSA
Upland
Upland
Upland
M Gin
M Gin
M Gin
M Gin
M Gin
ARSA
ARSA
VAN
VAN
VAN
VAN
VAN
VAN
VAN
KLOA

Date On
Sheet
01/23/2015
01/23/2015
01/23/2015
01/23/201
10/6/2017
10/6/2017
05/30/2017
4/25/2017
4/25/2017
5/13/2017
5/13/017
5/13/2017
06/08/2015
10/31/2017
04/24/2014
07/17/2017
07/17/2017
07/18/2017
07/18/2017
12/23/22014
05/24/2017
03/29/2018
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EXHIBIT A
SIGN INVENTORY/ANALYSIS
Sign name

Existing Size

A.

C-Store east

1-signs max per frontage/80 SF plus 15
Approx 123 SF/ 4 wall
SF for interior tenant /changeable sign
signs/changeable copy sign (39.6 SF) prohibited

B.
C.

C-Store north
Car Wash east
Car Wash north

39.6 SF Changeable copy sign
41.13 SF
68 SF

60 SF
35 SF
120 SF

E.

Car Wash south
Gas N Wash Canopy east
Gas N Wash Canopy N & S
Car Wash Canopy

88 SF (2 wall signs)
49.81 SF
39.17 sq. ft.
20 sq. ft.

120 SF
46.5 SF (1 SF per 2 LF)
45 sq. ft.
20 sq. ft.

F.

Trucks Canopy/Directional

23.5 sq. ft.

21.17 sq. ft.

G.
H.

Car Wash-Monument
Gas N Wash-Monument

97.12 SF.; 10.83' ht; Changeable copy 120 SF; 10' ht; Prohibited changeable
(48.89SF)
copy sign
118.55 SF.; 11.83' ht; EMC: 12SF
120 SF; 10' ht; EMC: 24 SF allowed

C.
D.

Tinley Code
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Deficiency
3-signs over limit; 28 SF over (not
counting 39.6 SF of changeable copy
sign; prohibited changeable copy
size is ok; changeable copy is
prohibited
6 SF over
allowed
size ok; 1 additional sign
3.31 SF over
allowed
allowed
2.33SF over or considered
directional

size is ok ; .83' (10") too tall;
changeable copy sign prohibited
Size is ok; 1.83' too tall; EMC OK

Interoffice EXHIBIT A-1

Memo
Date:

March 9, 2018

To:

David Niemeyer, Village Manager

From:

Paula J. Wallrich, AICP

Subject:

Lenny’ Food N Fuel

BACKGROUND: Mr. Leonard McEnery , Lenny’s Food N Fuel Harlem Avenue, LLC, has petitioned
the Village of Tinley Park to annex his 4.87 acre parcel located at 19420 S. Harlem Avenue. The
property currently operates as a motor fueling facility for autos and trucks, a convenience store
with drive-up food service window (Dunkin Donuts and Beggars Pizza), a carwash, and outdoor
dispensing /filling of propane tanks. Mr. McEnery wishes to expand his business in a similar
fashion to his other facilities (Gas N Wash at 8810 W. 191st) which includes the sale of packaged
liquor and video gaming. As an unincorporated parcel in Will County, Mr. McEnery’s parcel cannot
not sell packaged liquor or obtain a video gaming license.
The fueling center and convenience store were constructed in the County in 2015; the car wash
was constructed in 2017. Currently both facilities are connected to Frankfort water and sewer.

DISCUSSION: A draft copy of the annexation agreement is attached for the Village Board’s review.
Highlights of the agreement include:
1. As required by Village policy the parcel will be annexed as R-1 (Village’s most restrictive
zoning district) and then rezoned to B-3 with Special Uses to allow for the continuance of
existing uses. The Plan Commission will review the rezoning request and make a
recommendation to the Village Board.
2. All buildings will be brought into compliance with Village Building, Health, Safety and Fire
Codes within 6 months of execution of the Annexation Agreement with the exception of
the following:
a. Convenience store sprinkler system must be installed within 1 year of execution of
the Annexation Agreement.
b. Car wash sprinkler system must be installed within 5 years of execution of the
Annexation Agreement.
c. Fire alarm system must be activated and landscaping brought into compliance with
approved Landscape Plan within 3 months of execution of the Annexation
Agreement.

3. Owner has agreed to install “no idling of trucks” signs along the west access drive.
4. Current hours of operation will be allowed to continue (6:00 am to 10:00 pm for the
carwash, 4:00 am to 10:00 pm for the drive-up food service window and 24 hours per day
for the motor fueling facility and convenience store.)
5. All existing signs will be allowed to remain and per Village code, upon annexation those
signs in non-conformance with Village code become legal non-conforming signs.
6. Upon the execution of the Annexation Agreement the Village will adopt an ordinance
creating a new liquor license that allows for the sale of packaged liquor for off premise
consumption and video gaming. Hours will be regulated in the license.
7. The subject parcel will be required to connect to Tinley Park water within 1 year of execution
of the annexation agreement.
8. Term of the agreement is 20 years (maximum allowed).
9. Petitioner will pay the following fees/recaptures:
Fee/Recapture
Cash in lieu of for water main
extension along Harlem frontage
Administrative Fee
Construction Observation Fee
Water Connection Fee
Water Construction Fee
Water System Connection Fee
Storm Sewer
Recapture of 194th water main

Calculation
12” water main , 333’
frontage x
$336.50/foot
Sub RegulationsSection XIII
Sub Regulations
Section XIII
$150/inch
Subdivision
Regulation
Subdivision
Regulation
Subdivision
Regulation
468 feet of frontage x
$164.25 per foot

Amount
$112,054.50

Timing of payment
Upon execution of
annexation
agreement

$250
$1,0000
TBD
$1,200
$200
$50

Upon connection ot
Village water or
within 1 year of
execution of the
annexation
agreementwhichever is earliest.

$76,869.00

PROJECTED REVENUE: The Petitioner has estimated the Village will receive approximately
$408,000 annually from sales, video gaming and property taxes, and licensing fees.
SCHEDULE: Upon the recommendation of the Village Board and the Committee of the Whole
meeting on March 13, 2018, Staff will proceed with finalizing the Annexation Agreement. Zoning
review at the Plan Commission is tentatively scheduled for a workshop on March 15, 2018 and a
public hearing on April 5, 2018. The Village Board will then consider the Plan Commission
recommendation, the Annexation Ordinance and the Annexation Agreement for a first reading on
April 17, 2018. A Public Hearing for the annexation will be held on May 1, 2018 where all
annexation and rezoning issues will be eligible for adoption.

EXHIBIT A-2
ANNEXATION AGREEMENT
INTRODUCTION
1.

This Agreement is entered into this ______day of

2018, by and between

the VILLAGE OF TINLEY PARK, Illinois, a municipal corporation (hereinafter referred to as the
"Village"); and Lenny’s Food N Fuel Harlem Avenue, LLC, an Illinois Limited Liability Company
with Registered Office located at 17112 Pointe Drive Orland Park, Illinois 60467, (hereinafter
referred to as “Owner”).
2.

The Property subject to this Agreement and legal title to which the Owner is the

sole owner of record of a parcel or parcels of real estate and is the subject matter of this Agreement
, is legally described on EXHIBIT A attached hereto and hereby made a part hereof and is legally
described as follows:
Parcel: 19-09-12-202-014-0000 & 19-09-12-202-016-0000 for levy year 2017
(A Petition to consolidate these PINs and the Territory was filed with the Will County,
Illinois Mapping and Platting Office on June 6, 2017.

The said property is hereinafter referred to as the "Subject Property".
3.

The Subject Property is generally located at 19420 S. Harlem Avenue, Frankfort,

The Subject Property contains approximately 4.87 acres and is contiguous with the Village of
Tinley Park.
4.

The Village of Tinley Park is a Home Rule Unit pursuant to the provisions of the

Illinois Constitution, Article VII, Section 6, and the terms, conditions and acts of the Village under
this Agreement are entered into and performed pursuant to the Home Rule powers of the Village
and the statutes in such cases made and provided.

2
RECITALS:
1.

The Owner has petitioned the Village for annexation to the Village of the Subject

Property conditioned on the approval of this Agreement.
2.

The parties hereto have fully complied with all relevant statutes of the State of

Illinois and ordinances of the Village with respect to annexation including the filing of a petition
by the Owner requesting annexation of the above-described Subject Property
3.

All reports by all relevant governmental entities have been submitted enabling

appropriate action by the Village Board of Trustees to achieve the following:
(a)

Adoption and execution of this Agreement by resolution;

(b)
Enactment of an annexation ordinance annexing the Subject Property as described
above to the Village;
(c)
The adoption of such other ordinances, resolutions and actions as may be necessary
to fulfill and implement this Agreement pursuant to the terms and conditions herein contained.
4.

The Subject Property is located within the Frankfort Library District and the

Frankfort Fire Protection District; the adjacent roads are under Frankfort Township jurisdiction.
Notices will be sent to these jurisdictions as notification that the property will be annexed to the
Village and thereby will be incorporated into the Tinley Park Library and Fire Department
boundaries and the annexation of the subject property will extend boundaries to the far side of
adjacent right-of-ways.
5.

The parties hereto have determined that it is in the best interests of the Village and

the Owner and in furtherance of the public health, safety, comfort, morals and welfare of the
community to execute and implement this Agreement and that such implementation of this
Agreement will comply with the comprehensive plan of the Village and will provide a very
valuable asset to the community.
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3
6.

The Introduction and Recitals hereto are hereby incorporated by reference as a part

of this Agreement.
SECTION 1 ANNEXATION OF THE PROPERTY
The Owner has filed a petition for annexation to the Village of the Subject Property. The
Village shall proceed to consider the question of annexing the Subject Property to the Village and
do all things necessary or appropriate to cause the Subject Property to be validly annexed to the
Village. The Subject Property shall be annexed in whole. All ordinances, plats, affidavits and
other documents necessary to accomplish annexation shall be recorded by the Owner at the
Owner’s expense including the Plat of Annexation attached hereto as Exhibit B. The new
Boundary of the Village resulting from such annexation shall extend to the far side of any adjacent
highway and shall include all of every highway within the area so annexed.
The Owner shall pay monies in cash form, to the Village of all expenses enumerated within
this Agreement as hereinafter stated.

SECTION 2 BUILDING CODE COMPLIANCE

On March 2, 2018 the Village completed a comprehensive inspection of the Subject
Property. The Inspection Report is attached hereto as Exhibit C. Within six (6) months of the
execution of this agreement all issues identified on the Inspection Report must be brought into
Compliance with the respective Village Code. Owner must also complete the following
upgrades/repairs within the noted timeframe: (1) Install a fire sprinkler system for the convenience
store (including exterior sprinklers to address fire suppression issues related to the canopy), within
one (1) year of the execution of this Agreement; (2) install a Fire Sprinkler system for the car wash
within five (5) years of the execution of the Agreement, (3) all Fire Alarm systems must be
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activated and monitored per Village Code and (4) the landscape must be brought into compliance
with the approved Landscape Plan attached hereto as Exhibit D within three (3) months of the
execution of the annexation agreement. The Owner has agreed to post and enforce “no idling of
trucks” along the access way at the west side of the property. Notwithstanding the foregoing, any
structures constructed upon the Subject Property subsequent to the execution of this Agreement
shall be constructed in full compliance with all Village Ordinances, Codes and Regulations.
SECTION 3 ZONING AND CONTINUATION OF EXISTING USES

Simultaneous with the Village’s enactment of an ordinance approving the execution of this
Agreement the Village will rezone the property to B-3 and grant a Special Use to allow for a
continuation of existing uses on the Subject Property including (1) a motor fueling facility for
autos and trucks, (2) convenience store with drive-up food service window, (3) a carwash, and (4)
outdoor dispensing and filling of propane tanks. Hours of operation have been established and
shall remain as 6:00 am to 10:00 pm for the carwash, 4:00 am to 10:00 pm for the drive-up food
service window and 24 hours per day for the motor fueling facility and convenience store. All
existing facilities, including buildings, signage, food service, and propane dispensing and display
areas have been permitted and approved by the County of Will, Illinois. In reviewing the Petition
and Agreement, the Village has given due consideration to the continuation of the present existing
uses with the exception of certain existing signage which the Owner will bring into compliance
with Village of Tinley Park Zoning Ordinance within six (6) months of the execution of the
Agreement in accordance with Exhibit E

Owner must also stripe truck parking spaces at the

west end of the property. Notwithstanding any provision of the Village’s Zoning Ordinance or
Subdivision Control Ordinance, or any other Village Ordinances now in effect or which may in
the future be in effect which may be in conflict with the existing uses of the Subject Property, such
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existing uses, including signage, shall be deemed legally permitted non-conforming uses under all
Village Codes and Ordinances. A copy of the existing sign plan is attached hereto as Exhibit F.

SECTION 4 UTILITY CONNECTIONS, RECAPTURES AND CONTRIBUTIONS
The existing convenience store and carwash are currently being serviced with sanitary
sewer and water from the Village of Frankfort, Illinois. There shall be a payment of monies in lieu
of constructing a water main along the frontage of the subject property in the amount of
$112,054.50 for construction of a 12 inch water main along 333 feet of Harlem Avenue frontage.
Such payment shall be made on or before the seventy-fifth (75th) day following execution of the
annexation agreement unless owner has filed a petition to disconnect the Subject Property as set
forth in Section 9 in which case said Payment shall not be due or payable. Provided owner has
not filed a petition to disconnect, there shall also be a connection to the Tinley Park water facilities
and payment of all fees related to connection as more fully outlined in Exhibit G. The Owner shall
connect within one (1) year of the execution of the annexation agreement. There is an existing
water main along 194th that has a recapture of $38,435.50; such recapture fee shall be paid upon
connection to the Village of Tinley Park water system.
SECTION 5 STREET LIGHTS
The Village reserves the right to assess the property if street lights are installed along
Harlem Avenue in the future. Costs per foot will be equitable distributed and based on Harlem
Avenue frontage. Such improvements shall be in accordance with Village Engineering Design
Standards and Village of Tinley Park Subdivision Ordinance.
SECTION 6 EASEMENTS
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The Owner agrees to grant to the Village, and/or obtain grants to the Village of, all
necessary easements for the extension of water other utilities, including cable television, or for
other improvements which may serve the Subject Property.

All such easements to be granted

shall name the Village and/or other appropriate entities designated by the Village as grantee
thereunder. It shall be the responsibility of the Owner to obtain all off-site easements necessary
to serve the Subject Property; provided, however, the Village agrees to assist, to the extent
possible, the Owner in obtaining any such required (if any) off-site easements.

SECTION 7 UTILITIES
All future electricity, telephone, cable television and gas lines shall be installed
underground, the location of which underground utilities shall be at the Owner’s option.
SECTION 8 IMPACT REQUIREMENTS
The Owner agrees that any and all recaptures, contributions, dedications, donations and
easements provided for in this Agreement substantially advance legitimate governmental
interests of the Village and are uniquely attributable to, reasonably related to and made necessary
by the Annexation of the Subject Property into the Village.
SECTION 9 DISCONNECTION
The Owner agrees and all subsequent owners and any subsequent developers, agree to take
no action to disconnect, and to seek no petition for disconnection, of the Subject Property, or any
portion thereof, from the Village other than as set forth herein. Owner may file a Petition to
Disconnect the Property filed within sixty (60) days of execution of this Agreement. If Owner
does timely file such petition, in accordance with 65 ILCS §5/7-3-4, then, within forty-five (45)
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days thereafter, the Village shall adopt an ordinance disconnecting the Subject Property from the
Village, whereupon this Agreement shall be null and void and of no effect.

SECTION 10 TERM
This Agreement shall be binding upon the Parties and their respective successors and
assigns for twenty (20) years, commencing as of the date hereof, and for such further terms as may
hereinafter be authorized by statute and by Village ordinance. If any of the terms of this
Agreement, or the annexation or zoning of the Subject Property, is challenged in any court
proceeding, then, to the extent permitted by law, the period of time during which such litigation is
pending shall not be included in calculating said twenty (20) year period. The expiration of Term
of this Agreement shall not affect the continuing validity of the zoning of the Subject Property or
any ordinance enacted by the Village pursuant to this Agreement.
SECTION 11 MISCELLANEOUS
A.

Amendment. This Agreement, and the exhibits attached hereto, may be amended

only by mutual consent of the Parties or their successors in interest, by adoption of an ordinance
by the Village approving said amendment as approved by said Parties or their successors in interest.
B.

Severability. If any provision, covenant, agreement or portion of this Agreement

or its application to any person, entity or property is held invalid, such invalidity shall not affect
the application or validity of any other provisions, covenants, agreements and portions of this
Agreement, and to that end, all provisions, covenants, agreements and portions of the Agreement
are declared to be severable. If for any reason the annexation or zoning of the Subject Property is
ruled invalid, in whole or in part, the Corporate Authorities, as soon as possible, shall take such
actions (including the holding of such public hearings and the adoption of such ordinances and
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resolutions) as may be necessary to give effect to the spirit and intent of this Agreement and the
objectives of the Parties, as disclosed by this Agreement, provided that the foregoing shall be
undertaken as the expense of the Owner.
C.

Entire Agreement. This Agreement sets forth all agreements, undertakings and

covenants between and among the Parties. This Agreement supersedes all prior agreements,
negotiations and understandings, written and oral, and is a full integration of the entire agreement
of the Parties.
D.

Survival. The provisions contained herein shall survive the annexation of the

Subject Property and shall not be merged or expunged by the annexation of the Subject Property
to the Village. The provisions of this Agreement related to zoning of the Subject Property,
easements, and any fees to be paid by the Owner, including without limitation impact fees of any
nature, shall survive the termination of this Agreement. All fees and charges to be paid by the
Owner under this Agreement shall be contractual and shall survive any judicial determination of
the invalidity or inapplicability of any ordinance providing for payment of same.
E.

Successors and Assigns. This Agreement shall inure to the benefit of, and be

binding upon, the Owner, and their respective heirs, legal representatives, successors, grantees,
lessees, and assigns, and upon successor corporate authorities of the Village and successor
municipalities, and shall constitute a covenant running with the land. This Agreement may be
assigned without the Village’s approval, and upon said assignment and acceptance by an assignee,
the assignor shall have no further obligations hereunder. If a portion of the Subject Property is
sold, the seller shall be deemed to have assigned to the purchaser any and all rights and obligations
seller may have under this Agreement which affect the portion of the Subject Property sold or
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conveyed and thereafter the seller shall have no further obligations under this Agreement as it
relates to the portion of the Subject Property conveyed.

F.

Notices. Any notice required or permitted by the provisions of this Agreement

shall be in writing and sent by certified mail, return receipt requested, or personally delivered, to
the Parties at the following addresses, or at such other addresses as the Parties may, by notice,
designate:
If to Village:
Village of Tinley Park
David Niemeyer
16250 S. Oak Park Avenue
Tinley Park, Illinois 60477

With a copy to:
Patrick G. Connelly
Peterson Johnson & Murray, Chicago-LLC
200 West Adams Street
Suite 2125

If to the Owner:
Leonard McEnery, Manager
Lenny’s Food N Fuel Harlem Avenue, LLC
8200 W. 185th Street, Unit K
Tinley Park, 60487
With a copy to:
Lyman C. Tieman
Attorney at Law
12417 Tahoe Lane
Mokena, IL 60448

Notices shall be deemed given on the fifth (5th) business day following deposit in the U.S.
Mail if given by certified mail as aforesaid, and upon receipt, if personally delivered.
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G.

Time of Essence. Time is of the essence of this Agreement and of each and every

provision hereof.
H.

Village Approval. Wherever any approval or consent of the Village, or of any of

its departments, officials or employees, is called for under this Agreement, the same shall not be
unreasonably withheld or delayed.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties hereto have executed this Agreement on the date
first above written and, by so executing, each of the Parties warrants that it possesses full right and
authority to enter into this Agreement.

LENNY’S FOOD N FUEL

VILLAGE OF TINLEY PARK,

HARLEM AVENUE, LLC,

an Illinois municipal corporation

By: __________________________

By: ________________________

Leonard McEnery, Manager

Jacob Vandenberg, Village President
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EXHIBIT A
LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF TERRITORY
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EXHIBIT B
PLAT OF ANNEXATION
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EXHIBIT C
INSPECTION REPORT
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EXHIBIT D
LANDSCAPE PLAN
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EXHIBIT E
SIGNS TO BE BROUGHT INTO CODE COMPLIANCE
Sign Name

Code Requirement

A. C-Store east

Remove 2 wall signs
(“No Cook County
taxes” and second
“Dunkin sign” )

B. C-Store north

Remove changeable
copy sign

C. Car Wash - south

Remove “Pet Wash”
sign

D. Temporary Sign

Remove all
temporary signs.
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EXHIBIT F
EXISTING SIGN PLAN
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EXHIBIT G
FEES

Fee/recapture
Cash in lieu of for water main extension
along Harlem frontage
Water Connection Fee
Water Construction Fee
Water System Connection Fee
Storm Sewer
Recapture of 194th water main
Administrative Fee
Construction Observation Fee

12” water main , 333’
frontage x $336.50/foot
$150/inch
Ordinance?
Ordinance?
Ordinance?
468 feet of frontage x
$164.25 per foot
Sub RegulationsSection XIII
Sub Regulations
Section XIII

$112,054.50
TBD
$1,200
$200
$50
$38,435.50
$250
$1,000
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Minutes of the Village of Tinley Park Plan Commission
March 15, 2018

MINUTES OF THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE
PLAN COMMISSION, VILLAGE OF TINLEY PARK,
COOK AND WILL COUNTIES, ILLINOIS
MARCH 15, 2018

The Regular Meeting of the Plan Commission was held in the Council Chambers of Village Hall on
March 15, 2018 at 7:00 p.m.
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
ROLL CALL
Plan Commissioners:

Ken Shaw, Chairman
Peter Kroner
Tim Stanton
John Curran
Angela Gatto
Lucas Engel

Absent Plan Commissioner(s): Eduardo Mani
Garrett Gray
Chuck Augustyniak
Village Officials and Staff:

Paula Wallrich, Community Development Director
Kimberly Clark, Planning Manager
Barbara Bennett, Commission Secretary

Guest(s):

Henry Doorn, Rich DeBoer, Lyman Tieman, Scott Pritzheit

CALL TO ORDER
PLAN COMMISSION CHAIRMAN SHAW called to order the Regular Meeting of the Plan Commission
for March 15, 2018 at 7:03 p.m.
COMMUNICATIONS
PAULA WALLRICH, Community Development Director introduced the new PLANNING MANAGER,
Kimberly Clarke.
MS. WALLRICH noted that a resident dropped off a packet regarding the Lenny’s Workshop for each of
the Commissioners. The packets will be passed out to the Commissioners and will be addressed at the
Public Hearing on April 5, 2018.
APPROVAL OF MINUTES
Minutes of the March 1, 2018 Regular Meeting of the Plan Commission were presented for approval. A
Motion was made by COMMISSIONER STANTON, seconded by COMMISSIONER KRONER, to
approve the Minutes as presented. The Motion was approved by voice call. CHAIRMAN SHAW
declared the Motion approved.
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TO:

VILLAGE OF TINLEY PARK PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF TRUSTEES

FROM:

VILLAGE OF TINLEY PARK PLAN COMMISSION

SUBJECT:

MINUTES OF THE MARCH 15, 2018 REGULAR MEETING

Item #1

TH

SOUTHWEST CHICAGO CHRISTIAN SCHOOL – 17171 84
AVENUE
PUBLIC HEARING: VARIATIONS AND SITE PLAN APPROVAL
Consider granting the Petitioner, Henry Doorn, Jr., on behalf of Southwest
Chicago Christian School, the following Variations from the Zoning
Ordinance:
1.
A 1,680 SF Variation from Section III.I.2.b. (Accessory Structures
and Uses) of the Zoning Ordinance which limits the maximum floor area of
an accessory structure to 720 SF;
2.
A three (3) foot Variation from Section III.I.2.c. (Accessory Structures
and Uses) of the Zoning Ordinance which limits the maximum height of the
accessory structure to eighteen (18) feet at the peak of the structure;
3.
A Variation from Section III.I.2.g. (Accessory Structures and Uses) of
the Zoning Ordinance which prohibits accessory structures to be serviced by
water, sanitary sewer, or natural gas; and
4.
A Variation from Section III.R.d. (Parking of Vehicles in
Residential Zoning Districts) which requires commercial vehicles to be
stored in a garage or fully enclosed structure.
5.
A two (2) foot Variation from Section III.J.2.c. (Fence Regulations)
where a fence is limited in height to 6’ in all zoning districts.

These Variations will allow the Petitioner to construct an accessory structure adjacent to the Southwest
Chicago Christian School for purposes of a 2,400 SF Transportation Building with a mean height of 17’
5” and a ridge height of 21’, to be serviced with water, sanitary sewer and natural gas. The requested
Variations will also allow for off-street surface parking for 11 school buses that will be enclosed within an
8’ chain link fence.
Present were the following:
Plan Commissioners:

Ken Shaw, Chairman
Peter Kroner
Tim Stanton
John Curran
Angela Gatto
Lucas Engel

Absent Plan Commissioner(s): Eduardo Mani
Garrett Gray
Chuck Augustyniak
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Village Officials and Staff:

Paula Wallrich, Community Development Director
Kimberly Clark, Planning Manager
Barbara Bennett, Commission Secretary

Guest(s):

Henry Doorn, Rich DeBoer

A Motion was made by COMMISSIONER KRONER, seconded by COMMISSIONER GATTO, to open
the Public Hearing for the Southwest Chicago Christian School. The Motion was approved by voice call.
CHAIRMAN SHAW declared the Motion approved.
CHAIRMAN SHAW noted that Village Staff provided confirmation that appropriate notice regarding the
Public Hearing was published in the local newspaper in accordance with State law and Village
requirements.
CHAIRMAN SHAW requested anyone present in the audience, who wished to give testimony, comment,
engage in cross-examination or ask questions during the Hearing stand and be sworn in.
PAULA WALLRICH, Community Development Director explained there are two issues. One is a Site
Plan Review and one is Variations. The Petitioner is looking to build a Transportation Building on the site
of the school to serve their needs for minor repairs, office and meeting rooms. With this construction of
the accessory structure there are five (5) Variations. The issues are related to size, the height of the
structure, the fact that it will be serviced with utilities, there will be busses parked on site rather than in an
enclosed building and the fence being erected around the busses will be eight feet (8’). These are all
things that require approval of Variations partly because this is in an R-3 Zoning. R-3 Zoning generally
contemplates a single-family development; however a church is a permitted use in that district. There are
certain ancillary uses that often accompany this type of building. Storage of school busses and a
transportation building would not be an unusual use. Most of the accessory structure stipulations are
related to what you might have in a back yard, like a shed. This is why the Variations would be
necessary.
MS. WALLRICH displayed an aerial of the location of the subject property on the southeast corner of
84th Avenue and 171st Street. The property is approximately 14 acres encompassing 2 parcels. The Faith
Christian Reform Church is distinct from the school parcel. They have separate ownership and separate
tax boundaries. The Southwest Chicago Christian School has three locations, one in Oak Lawn, one in
Palos Heights and one in Tinley Park. The school in Tinley Park opened in 1986 and has grown to
approximately 300 students attending from Pre-K thru 8th Grade. The high school in Palos Heights is
celebrating its 100th anniversary this year. Previously the school operated a Transportation Building in
Oak Lawn; however they have since sold that property and are now requesting to construct a new
Transportation Building at their Tinley Park Site. The Petitioner is seeking to build a new Transportation
Building and associated off-street parking for 11 school buses. Currently there is a chain link fence
around the parking of the busses to discourage any vandalism.
The bus parking area is being proposed just east of the existing school with eleven (11) bus parking
spaces. South of that there is a basketball court and there are plans to do an additional court. On the
existing site there is quite a bit of vegetation on the south end of the site as well as along the east property
line.
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MS. WALLRICH presented a drawing of the interior of the proposed building. The diagram illustrated
the size of a bus. She stated they will be doing oil changes, washing of the buses but no major repairs.
There is also a break room, office, storage areas and two washrooms. The storage area is important due to
the fact there is a cargo container outside that will be removed. This was identified as an open item at the
workshop. Staff is recommending that this be placed as a condition of the Site Plan Approval. With
regards to landscaping, there is an existing tree line along the east side. There are single-family homes
off to the west. Staff also recommended that most of the trees be preserved as much as possible,
especially the two (2) evergreen trees along the north end of the existing parking lot. Staff recommended
that with the Site Plan Approval be conditioned upon a tree preservation plan.
In the staff report, there is a dialog between the Applicant’s Landscape Architect and the Village’s
Landscape Architect. All of the requested landscape recommendations have been met. They will get
credit for much of the existing vegetation on the site. Staff recommends, as part of the Site Plan
Approval, that the trees along the north are protected and when the parking lot is constructed staff will
readjust what trees need to be preserved on the east property line.
With respect to architecture, the Petitioner has agreed to use materials that match the existing brick. With
respect to the Site Plan, it is somewhat screened by the existing school building and existing church. The
height of the gymnasium is twenty three feet (23’) and the new bus barn is eighteen feet (18’) at the peak.
The trash enclosure will be constructed of the same brick to match the existing school structure. It will be
in a similar location to the existing trash enclosure. All HVAC equipment will be located inside of the
building. This concluded the review for the Site Plan Approval.
Regarding the Variances, the property is zoned R-3 which allows for primary and secondary educational
facilities as a permitted use. There is residential zoning off to the west. There is commercial to the
northwest as a B-3 and more residential R-5 off to the north. The school is separated from the singlefamily residences to the south and there is a natural vegetation buffer in that area.
The proposed Transportation Building is considered a permitted accessory use however requires the
following Variations to be constructed in accordance with the submitted plans:
1.
A 1,680 SF Variation from Section III.I.2.b. (Accessory Structures and Uses) of the Zoning
Ordinance which limits the maximum floor area of an accessory structure to 720 SF;
2.
A three (3) foot Variation from Section III.I.2.c. (Accessory Structures and Uses) of the Zoning
Ordinance which limits the maximum height of the accessory structure to eighteen (18) feet at the peak of
the structure;
3.
A Variation from Section III.I.2.g. (Accessory Structures and Uses) of the Zoning Ordinance
which prohibits accessory structures to be serviced by water, sanitary sewer, or natural gas;
4.
A Variation from Section III.R.d. (Parking of Vehicles in Residential Zoning Districts) which
requires commercial vehicles to be stored in a garage or fully enclosed structure.
5.
A two (2) foot Variation from Section III.J.2.c. (Fence Regulations) where a fence is limited in
height to 6’ in all zoning districts.
CHARMAN SHAW asked the Petitioner if he had anything to add. Mr. Doorn replied that MS.
WALLRICH did an excellent job of presenting everything and he had nothing to add.
CHAIRMAN SHAW asked if anyone from the public had anything to add. There was no reply.
CHAIRMAN SHAW asked if the Commissioners had comments or questions.
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COMMISSIONER KRONER asked the Petitioner if he would be agreeable to limiting the amount of
busses parked on the property to a maximum of 11 busses. Mr. Doorn replied that would be agreeable.
This would be based on the current bus count and the number of parking spaces available.
Mr. Doorn explained he appreciates being here in Tinley Park.
A Motion was made by COMMISSIONER CURRAN, seconded by COMMISSIONER ENGEL, to close
the Public Hearing on Southwest Chicago Christian School. The Motion was approved by voice call.
CHAIRMAN SHAW declared the Motion approved.
CHAIRMAN SHAW asked MS. WALLRICH to go through the Findings of Fact and the Standards for
Variation and Site Plan. MS. WALLRICH replied the staff would like to ascertain regarding the Site Plan
that it is not impacting negatively on any of the surrounding land uses. There is adequate circulation and
adequate pedestrian needs. Because this is an existing school all those issues are currently met. The
traffic patterns are all the same. The Standards have been met.
With respect to the Variations there are three main standards that they must meet. These are noted in the
Staff Report.
1.

The property in question cannot yield a reasonable return if permitted to be used only under the
conditions allowed by the regulations in the district in which it is located.
• For size they need more that 720 Sq. Ft. because a bus would not fit in a smaller size.
• The height is to accommodate the bus and storage needs.
• The utilities are necessary for them to operate
• Parking is necessary as all the busses would not fit inside.
• The fence is to protect against vandalism.
2. The plight of the owner is due to unique circumstances.
• This is an institutional use in a single-family zoning district.
• This is a permitted use, but certain ancillary uses go along with it.
3. The Variation, if granted, will not alter the essential character of the locality.
• Because the school has existed since 1986, the only change is the transportation barn and
the uses will remain the same.
• The additional building will architecturally match the existing buildings on the property.

CHAIRMAN SHAW asked if any of the Open Items have been addressed. MS. WALLRICH replied that
yes they have been addressed.
CHAIRMAN SHAW asked for clarification regarding if there are currently busses stored on the site and
is it technically not allowed. MS. WALLRICH replied that there is no record of a prior Variation. She
noted that non-conforming uses can result from changes in the Code over time and that unfortunately
there are probably many nonconforming uses in the Village. She stated that if a use is rendered nonconforming as a consequence of a code change they would not be required to bring it into conformance
until such time as the non-conformance is expanded.
A motion was made by COMMISSIONER KRONER, seconded by COMMISSIONER CURRAN to
grant the Petitioner, Henry Doorn, Jr., on behalf of Southwest Chicago Christian School, located at 17171
84th Avenue, Site Plan Approval in accordance with the plans submitted and listed herein with the
following conditions:
1.
The existing cargo container must be removed prior to issuance of the final occupancy permit for
the Transportation Building;
2.
Provide a tree protection plan to staff for approval prior to issuance of a building permit;
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3.
4.

Staff approval of preservation of trees and plantings along the east property line after the parking
lot installation; and
No more than 11 busses are to be stored on the property at any given time.

AYES:

COMMISSIONERS STANTON, CURRAN, ENGEL, GATTO, KRONER,
CHAIRMAN SHAW.

NAYS:

NONE

CHAIRMAN SHAW declared the motion unanimously approved.

A motion was made by COMMISSIONER KRONER, seconded by COMMISSIONER ENGEL to
recommend to the Village Board the granting of the following Variations to the Petitioner, Henry Doorn,
Jr., on behalf of Southwest Chicago Christian School, located at 17171 84th Avenue, consistent with the
List of Submitted Plans as attached herein and adopt Findings of Fact submitted by the Applicant and
Findings of Fact proposed by Village Staff as may be amended by the Plan Commission at this meeting:
1.
A 1,680 SF Variation from Section III.I.2.b. (Accessory Structures and Uses) of the Zoning
Ordinance which limits the maximum floor area of an accessory structure to 720 SF;
2.
A three (3) foot Variation from Section III.I.2.c. (Accessory Structures and Uses) of the Zoning
Ordinance which limits the maximum height of the accessory structure to eighteen (18) feet at the
peak of the structure;
3.
A Variation from Section III.I.2.g. (Accessory Structures and Uses) of the Zoning Ordinance
which prohibits accessory structures to be serviced by water, sanitary sewer, or natural gas;
4.
A Variation from Section III.R.d. (Parking of Vehicles in Residential Zoning Districts) which
requires commercial vehicles to be stored in a garage or fully enclosed structure; and
5.
A two (2) foot Variation from Section III.J.2.c. (Fence Regulations) where a fence is limited in
height to 6’ in all zoning districts.
These Variations will allow for the construction of an 2,400 SF accessory structure (Transportation
Building) with a roof height of 21’, serviced with water, sewer and natural gas, with associated off-street
surface parking for no more than 11 school buses enclosed with a 8’ chain link fence.
AYES:

COMMISSIONERS STANTON, CURRAN, ENGEL, GATTO, KRONER,
CHAIRMAN SHAW.

NAYS:

NONE

CHAIRMAN SHAW declared the motion unanimously approved.
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TO:

VILLAGE OF TINLEY PARK PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF TRUSTEES

FROM:

VILLAGE OF TINLEY PARK PLAN COMMISSION

SUBJECT:

MINUTES OF THE MARCH 15, 2018 REGULAR MEETING

Item #2

LENNY’S FOOD AND FUEL- 19420 HARLEM AVENUE
WORKSHOP: Consider granting the Petitioner, Leonard McEnery, a map
amendment rezoning the subject parcel from R-1 (Single Family Residential) to
B-3 (General Business and Commercial District) with Special Uses to allow the
continuation of the existing Automobile Service Station and Automobile Car
Wash.

Present were the following:
Plan Commissioners:

Ken Shaw, Chairman
Peter Kroner
Tim Stanton
John Curran
Angela Gatto
Lucas Engel

Absent Plan Commissioner(s): Eduardo Mani
Garrett Gray
Chuck Augustyniak
Village Officials and Staff:

Paula Wallrich, Community Development Director
Kimberly Clark, Planning Manager
Barbara Bennett, Commission Secretary

Guest(s):

Lyman Tieman, Attorney, Scott Pritzheit, Planning and Architecture.
Len McEnery, Petitioner

CHAIRMAN SHAW made a brief statement regarding the issue before the Commission is one of zoning,
specifically the rezoning to B-3 and the Special Uses for a car wash and convenience store. He noted that
there may be concerns regarding video gaming and the sale of packaged liquor; however those issues are
not under the Commission’s review and they will be considered as part of the Village Board’s review of
the annexation petition.
PAULA WALLRICH, Community Development Director explained tentatively the Public Hearing will
be at the Plan Commission Meeting held on April 5th and then to the Village Board for a First Reading on
April 17th and final approval on May 1st. She reiterated what CHAIRMAN SHAW had stated and that the
annexation will be discussed at the Village Board and only zoning issues will be reviewed with the Plan
Commission.
MS. WALLRICH gave a history on the Lenny’s Property at 19420 S. Harlem Avenue. At this location
there is a convenience store with drive-up window for Dunkin Donuts and Beggars Pizza, a fueling
station, a Car Wash and outdoor dispensing/filling of propane tanks. Mr. McEnery built this in 2015 with
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the Car Wash added in 2017. He is petitioning the Village of Tinley Park for annexation as he wishes to
expand his business to include Video Gaming and Package Liquor Sales. No new construction will occur
as a product of that. There are two buildings on the property which include the Convenience store and the
Car Wash. There are two canopies, one servicing car gas dispensing and one for truck gas dispensing.
There are two issues before the Commission, one is rezoning, from the County zoning of C-2 and the
second is the Special Uses. Staff is recommending Zoning the property to B-3(General Business and
Commercial). She noted there are options between B-3 Zoning (General Business and Commercial) or B5 (Automotive District). B-5 is primarily confined to car dealerships and although is labeled Automotive
it includes much more than that. It includes other uses such as body shops and outdoor storage of
automobile parts, light equipment sales and heavy equipment sales and some of the existing uses such as
“food store, drive-in and restaurants” are prohibited. With the B-3 Zoning District the Convenience Store
and the Car Wash are Special Uses. There is no Site Plan review required as this is all existing structures
and there is no Building Permit being requested. Staff did an inspection on the property which included
Landscaping and signage. As part of the Annexation Agreement they will be required to bring the
property into conformance with all of the Village Codes. A letter was presented to the Petitioner
explaining any issues that were found. There were a few deficiencies with the Landscaping which they
will bring into conformance as part of the Annexation Agreement. The other issue is the signage which
will be rendered legal non-conforming signs upon annexation. MS. WALLRICH then noted the hours of
operation for the Convenience Store is 24 hours, the Car Wash is 6:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. and the Dunkin
Donuts is 4:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. It is important to note that for the Public Hearing we want to
incorporate the Findings of Fact and any submitted plans.
CHAIRMAN SHAW asked the Commissioners for comments or questions.
COMMISSIONER CURRAN asked whether the property to the north is unincorporated and when the
water line is put in would they have to cross that property. He also asked if that property would be willing
to also annex. MS. WALLRICH replied she has had conversations with them and they are interested in
annexation. They are interested in Tinley Park water but the sanitary sewer will always be Frankfort.
COMMISSIONER GATTO asked about the projected revenue and who came up with the amount. MS.
WALLRICH replied that the Petitioner did.
COMMISSIONER KRONER asked if their signs conform to the current sign regulations. He stated that
he would like the Petitioner to bring the signage up to our Code since a lot of time was spent on the Sign
Ordinance. Mr. Lyman Tieman, Attorney for the Petitioner, replied that the Petitioner would not want to
change the signage. This facility is currently operating. He stated that his client wants something from
the Village and the Village will get tax revenue from them. He stated he didn’t believe there were any
major problems between existing signage and Village Codes. COMMISSIONER KRONER stated if there
are no major issues then they shouldn’t mind bringing that signage up to Code. This is an entry point to
our Village from the south to the north and we should not have a structure that does not maintain our
standards. Even though this is an existing site, it should be brought up to our recently enacted Sign
Ordinance. Mr. Scott Pritzheit, Architect noted that the signage met the County Sign Ordinance when it
was built and we are not aware of any difference between that and the Village Sign Ordinance. When we
were working on this project we did work closely with Tinley Park and tried to meet all the requirements
of the Village to include materials, building, setbacks and landscaping. At that time the list we had from
Tinley Park was minor regarding the things that did not conform. Regarding the signs we are not aware
of any changes that need to be done and we cannot comment further at this time. COMMISSIONER
KRONER asked if they would come back at the Public Hearing with the deficiencies, if there any, would
they bring them up to Code.
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CHAIRMAN SHAW agreed with COMMISSIONER KRONER. We will consider this an open Item and
should be addressed at the Public Hearing. COMMISSIONER STANTON also agreed.
COMMISSIONER KRONER asked why Annexation was not considered back in 2013 and 2014. Mr.
Tieman replied that at the time, the property was zoned with the County for a Gas Station and
Convenience Store. The position was to proceed with the County because of the Zoning and seek the
Special Use for the Car Wash and the Drive-up food service. He state they were not successful with the
County and the matter was taken to court but subsequently was approved. The Car Wash was built in
2017. There was no incentive to come into the Village since they received the approvals they needed in
the County. The issue now is that Package Liquor Sales and the Video Gaming are not allowed in the
County. Those uses were previously allowed with the County, but when the County saw that we were in
court for the Special Use they had a meeting and because of our facility the County opted out of future
gaming in the unincorporated areas of Will County. They grandfathered in all the business that currently
had gaming and restricted gaming from that time forward because of the McEnery facility. They also
modified the Liquor License because of our facility, to reduce the number of Liquor Licenses from 12 or
13 for package liquor sales out of gas stations down to the existing number County wide with the
condition that no additional Licenses for packaged Liquor Licenses would be allowed out of Convenience
Stores or Gas Stations without the County Board Members in that district approving it. Those 2 issues
were directed at this facility. The court granted the Special Use Permit and the next step will be to get the
Package Sales Liquor License and the gaming License to put this on an even par with other stations. This
was the reason for the business decision to Annex into Tinley Park.
Mr. Tieman then stated that there are a number of benefits to the Village of Tinley Park. We will be
switching over to Tinley Park water and paying a substantial fee to run a water main along Harlem
Avenue. We have agreed to hook into Tinley water within a year and we have agreed to sprinkle the car
wash within five years. We have agreed to pay a recapture for water which is a substantial amount of
money. Everything we are doing is permitted. We are looking to bring this facility into the jurisdiction
of Tinley Park.
COMMISSIONER KRONER asked how many cars and trucks the service station services for one day
and if there are parking for trucks. Mr. McEnery replied approximately 1,200 cars and approximately 30
trucks per day. There are 2 spaces for trucks. Mr. Pritzheit replied there are no over the road trucks just
sitting in the lot. There are mainly local trucks coming in to fuel and get a cup of coffee.
COMMISSIONER STANTON noted that from his history of using Lenny’s Gas Stations they are topnotch and he is a good business man.
CHAIRMAN SHAW asked the Petitioner if they would like to make a formal presentation. Mr. Pritzheit
replied that they have been working with the Village’s staff for several months. We support the findings.
This is a top-notch facility that is well run. There have been no issues of delinquency or police. Lenny
runs a number of these facilities and has proven that he can manage these well. If there are any issues that
need to be brought up, we would be glad to address that. MS. WALLRICH then noted that there have
been no findings yet. The findings will come after the Public Hearing. COMMISSIONER CURREN
asked about the gaming and liquor. Does the Village have licenses available? MS. WALLRICH replied
that the Board has considered creating a new Liquor License that will accommodate Packaged Liquor
only at a Truck Stop as defined by the State Statute. This was brought up at the Committee of the Whole
and there was no vote. This was brought before them and they directed staff to go forward with the
Rezoning aspects of the project. After the Plan Commission looks at the Zoning, the Board will consider
the creation of the Liquor License and the Annexation. They would still have to apply for the Liquor
License and the Gaming. This would not have anything to do with the Plan Commission approval.
COMMISSIONER CURREN asked about the property to the west and if it is unincorporated or is it
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Frankfort. MS. WALLRICH replied there is one row of homes immediately west of the gas station along
the south side of 194th that is in the Village and everything else south of there is outside the Village.
Frankfort has no contiguity in this area and therefore would have difficulty in annexing the subject parcel.
MS. WALLRICH displayed a map showing the demarcation of the area. In order to annex a property,
there has to be 300 feet of contiguity.
COMMISSIONER CURREN asked if there are currently gas stations that sell liquor and have gaming in
the Village. MS. WALLRICH replied there is one Shell Gas Station that sells liquor. This may be a
product of annexation. She was unaware of any station that had gaming.
CHARIMAN SHAW noted several things from the Petitioner’s testimony including the fact that the
trigger for annexation was the County’s actions to prevent Liquor Sales and Gaming, the traffic numbers
from Mr. McEnery were estimates. He questioned if there have been any traffic studiesand the State
definition of Truck Stop should be included as an Open Item so we can understand what this means. He
reiterated that the Commission is not offering any recommendation for gaming or liquor license, but
clearly this is the basis for what we are doing here. Mr. Tieman replied when the gaming act was created
by the State of Illinois they allowed gaming inside establishments that poured liquor, they also had a
category for fraternal organizations and a category for Truck Stops. The State defined the Truck Stop as a
facility that sells Diesel Fuel and is on three acres or more and sells a minimum of 10,000 gallons of fuel
or more and has the ability to allow two (2) trucks parking at any given time. The State created this
category for Video Gaming but this does not fit the typical definition of a Truck Stop. Mr. McEnery has a
Truck Stop on Joliet Road that has parking for 50-60 trucks with constant truck traffic in and out. Anyone
in the gasoline business would look at this and not call it a Truck Stop. The trucks that come into this
facility are generally from the Auto Auction further south. There are several other types of trucks that use
Diesel fuel. In terms of the zoning requirements for the B-3 via the County or the Village there is an
extreme distance between the property line on the west side of the property and the fueling station. The
rear setback is well beyond what is required. Regarding the County and Tinley Park requirements for
screening for the facility and the home to the west, we have an eight foot fence, berming, landscaping on
both sides of the fence and a detention pond. All these things are an effort to make our facility more
compatible to the residences on the west. We have gone out of our way in every attempt to accommodate
the safety and welfare to the neighbors to the west of us. This is not a Truck Stop with fifty (50) trucks
parked and harassing the neighbors.
COMMISSIONER SHAW stated he would like to have these issues addressed prior to the Public
Hearing. He listed his concerns as follows:
•

•

•

Buffer area. Is the setback to the west well beyond the requirement of the County? Mr. Pritzheit
replied that when the initial designs with the County there were three levels of buffer zones. One
was distance, one was landscaping and one was a fence. One was required, we did all three.
When we reviewed Tinley Park’s requirements we note that we met them as well. We far
exceeded the distance, we provided a landscape mound with a fence on top of it. The 8 foot fence
was allowed by the County, and we are not sure it is allowed by Tinley Park. We also did
landscaping. CHAIRMAN SHAW noted that because you have exceeded the requirements would
you be removing one or more of these in the future? Mr. Pritzheit replied that is not possible due
to the detention area.
Truck Stop definition: MS. WALLRICH noted the term ‘truck stop’ is only being with respect to
Video Gaming. When they create a new Liquor License they will incorporate the name of “Truck
Stop” as defined by the Illinois Gaming Board. For zoning purposes this is termed “Service
Station”.
Traffic. CHAIRMAN SHAW stated that the assumption is that the traffic will increase, we would
feel more comfortable understanding what that change would be. If there is a concern regarding
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•

•

•

•
•

the current traffic more would be a problem. Mr. Tieman replied they would be willing to have
an employee count the amount of traffic for a specific amount of time. We will take a look at
those numbers to see how much it would increase. CHAIRMAN SHAW noted he would feel
more comfortable having an independent traffic study.
Public safety. Regarding the Police or Fire, is it currently under the Will County Sheriff’s
Department. Considering Tinley Park would be taking this over it would be good to have hard
data to back up the history of calls. Tinley Park should be able to request this information from
Will County. We should have facts to back this up.
Boundary agreement. The Village of Frankfort is not contiguous anywhere. In the comprehensive
plan, we are approaching the year 2020 and the plan was done in 1999. It mentions that there
were boundary agreements with all surrounding communities. Our boundaries were set. As far as
you know is this an accurate statement. MS. WALLRICH noted the boundary agreement as
expired. There is no agreement that would prevent this property from annexing to another
community except for lack of contiguity.
Landscaping. COMMISSIONER KRONER questioned the landscaping and stated that Mr.
Tieman had noted that the distance, berming, landscaping and fencing exceeds the requirement.
MS. WALLRICH noted the landscaping deficiency was due to dead trees. COMMISSIONER
KRONER noted this should be addressed at the Public Hearing.
Truck Idling. The Petitioner has agreed to install no-idling signs. Is this enforceable? MS.
WALLRICH replied the Petitioner has agreed to enforce it.
Signs. MS. WALLRICH noted the signs existing should be considered non-conforming signs.
COMMISSIONER KRONER noted after identifying the deficiencies in the signage he would not
be able to vote positively without bring the signage up to code.

COMMENTS FROM THE PUBLIC
#1 – Linda Arnold – Presented a packet to each Commissioner regarding the neighborhood concerns.
• There are 7 business being run out of this facility. My concern is the parking requirement for
each of these businesses.
• Regarding parking Commercial vehicles. These should be out of public view.
• Why is a sign being put up to not idle?
• If this is considered a Truck Stop, what is the limit of time a truck would be allowed to stay there?
• This is a Truck Stop abutting single-family homes. The Diesel fuel is less than 200 feet from
homes.
• Who will have the jurisdiction to require trucks to leave the facility?
• The Video Gaming will be 24/7. This is inappropriate next to single-family homes. Negative
affect.
• Children will be crossing in front of trucks when they go to the Convenient Store in the facility.
#2 – Beth Kendall
• The Summit Hill School is approximately ¼ miles with 12 bus stops in the area.
• In 2012 over 700 resident opposed the Gas Station being built
• The traffic and crime in the area will increase
• FOIA – 2012–2015 requested PD information regarding crime. (stats are in packet presented by
Linda Arnold)
#3 – Glen Arnold
• Commending Tinley Park for crafting Ordinances with rules to create one of the safest and
prosperous suburbs in the United States.
• Creating this annexation will create and change the Village of Tinley Park. Currently no Truck
Stops in the Village.
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•
•
•
•

No 24 hour gambling
Constant stream of truck traffic from I-80
Truckers parking their rigs going in and drinking and gambling then driving.
This is inappropriate for this location

COMMISSIONER CURRAN asked if this property was rezoned from Residential to Commercial. Mr.
Tieman replied this was zoned C-2 on the north and C-3 on the south. Before the property was purchased
it was zoned C-2 and also prior to any of the neighbors living there it was zoned C-2 which allows this
use.
#4 – Beth Arnold
• I purchased this property 15 years ago and we knew this property was commercial but never
dreamed it would be a gas station.
• The buffer should have two rows of trees to block noise and the fence is plastic.
• There is an increase in traffic since the gas station opened. An independent traffic study should
be done all day long. It is difficult to get out of the residential area.
COMMISSIONER SHAW noted this is a Special Use under the B-3 Zoning. Staff recommendation
would be not to zone it B-5.
GOOD OF THE ORDER
MS. WALLRICH noted:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We are very glad to have Kimberly Clarke join us as Planning Manager
Took time last week to go to training on a RTA/APA session
Kimberly and Paula went to training on Design Guidelines
Software interviews taking place
PAWS will be building an Accessory Structure – to PC on April 5
Working on Annual Report for the CD department
Meeting with Lakota regarding the Plaza
Incentive Program for Oak Park Avenue
Interviewing for Senior Planner
Tinley Park Mental Health RFQ responses were reviewed today

ADJOURNMENT
There being no further business, a Motion was made by PLAN COMISSIONER CURRAN, seconded by
PLAN COMMISSIONER STANTON, to adjourn the Regular Meeting of the Plan Commission of March
15, 2018 at 9:22 p.m. The Motion was unanimously approved by voice call. PLAN COMMISSION
CHAIRMAN SHAW declared the meeting adjourned.
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MINUTES OF THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE
PLAN COMMISSION, VILLAGE OF TINLEY PARK,
COOK AND WILL COUNTIES, ILLINOIS
APRIL 5, 2018

The Regular Meeting of the Plan Commission was held in the Council Chambers of Village Hall on April
5, 2018 at 7:00 p.m.
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
ROLL CALL
Plan Commissioners:

Ken Shaw, Chairman
Peter Kroner
Tim Stanton
Lucas Engel
Eduardo Mani
Garrett Gray
Chuck Augustyniak

Absent Plan Commissioner(s): John Curran
Angela Gatto
Village Officials and Staff:

Michael Glotz, Trustee
Paula Wallrich, Community Development Director
Kimberly Clarke, Planning Manager
Patrick Connelly, Village Attorney (Arrived at 7:24 pm)
Barbara Bennett, Commission Secretary

Guest(s):

Mark Zamiar, Lyman Tieman, Leonard McEnery, Scott Pritzheit, Brian
Hertz, Mike Werthmann

CALL TO ORDER
PLAN COMMISSION CHAIRMAN SHAW called to order the Regular Meeting of the Plan Commission
for April 5, 2018 at 7:01 p.m.
COMMUNICATIONS
CHAIRMAN SHAW noted a request to change the order of the Agenda Items. Item #2 will be moved
forward to Item #1.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
Minutes of the March 15, 2018 Regular Meeting of the Plan Commission were presented for approval. A
Motion was made by COMMISSIONER STANTON, seconded by COMMISSIONER ENGEL, to
approve the Minutes as presented. The Motion was approved by voice call. CHAIRMAN SHAW
declared the Motion approved.
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TO:

VILLAGE OF TINLEY PARK PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF TRUSTEES

FROM:

VILLAGE OF TINLEY PARK PLAN COMMISSION

SUBJECT:
Item #1

MINUTES OF THE APRIL 5, 2018 REGULAR MEETING
PUBLIC HEARING: LANKFORD-PAINTING DIVISION- 18521 SPRING CREEK
DRIVE-SPECIAL USE PERMIT FOR A CONTRACTOR OFFICE & SHOP IN
THE ORI DISTRICT
Consider a request for a Special Use Permit from the Petitioner, Mark Zamiar of
Lankford-Painting Division, to operate a contractor shop and office at 18521 Spring Creek
Drive within the ORI (Office and Restricted Industrial) Zoning District. The Special Use
will allow the applicant to move their business operations from their current location to the
Village of Tinley Park.

Present were the following:
Plan Commissioners:

Ken Shaw, Chairman
Peter Kroner
Tim Stanton
Lucas Engel
Eduardo Mani
Garrett Gray
Chuck Augustyniak

Absent Plan Commissioner(s): John Curran
Angela Gatto
Village Officials and Staff:

Michael Glotz, Trustee
Paula Wallrich, Community Development Director
Kimberly Clarke, Planning Manager
Patrick Connelly, Village Attorney (Arrived at 7:24 pm)
Barbara Bennett, Commission Secretary

Guest(s):

Mark Zamiar, Petitioner

A Motion was made by COMMISSIONER AUGUSTYNIAK, seconded by COMMISSIONER
STANTON, to open the Public Hearing for the Lankford-Painting Division - 18521 Spring Creek Drive.
The Motion was approved by voice call. CHAIRMAN SHAW declared the Motion approved.
CHAIRMAN SHAW noted that Village Staff provided confirmation that appropriate notice regarding the
Public Hearing was published in the local newspaper in accordance with State law and Village
requirements.
CHAIRMAN SHAW requested anyone present in the audience, who wished to give testimony, comment,
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engage in cross-examination or ask questions during the Public Hearing stand and be sworn in.
KIMBERLY CLARKE, Planning Manager, explained the Petitioner, Mark Zamiar, on behalf of Lankford
Construction Company is seeking a Special Use Permit to expand their operation of a painting contractor
shop. He would like to move his office to the North Creek Business Park which is a Planned Unit
Development approved in 1991. Within that property is a commercially developed area zoned ORI
(Office and Restricted Industrial). Contractor’s Offices and Shops are listed as a Special Use in the ORI
Zoning District; they will be utilizing the existing two story interior office space with a storage warehouse
and two overhead doors. MS. CLARKE displayed the Zoning Map that illustrated this is within an office
business park off of Spring Creek Drive. The Petitioner will be occupying units G and H which are
currently vacant. The plan is to relocate the Painting Division and to bring over seven (7) full time
employees. There will also be other employees that will come in to pick up the necessary equipment to
go out on site. In researching this site staff was unable to locate any record of previous Special Uses for
contractor’s being granted for this site. This building was built in approximately 2003. The Petitioner
provided a floor plan which included approximately 5000 sq. ft. on two floors with two (2) overhead
doors. The second floor will be utilized for office space. There are approximately 60 parking stalls for
the entire building. There will be seven (7) employees working in the office. In the shop area there will
be a driver and shop helper. There will be four (4) vehicles parked overnight outside. The ORI district
permits open storage of vehicles which will not exceed eight thousand (8,000) pounds.
CHARIMAN SHAW asked the Petitioner, Mr. Zamiar to make his presentation.
Mr. Zamiar explained in 2002 the Painting Division of Lankford Construction was started with offices in
Midlothian. This is a Union painting contractor that does commercial and industrial painting both locally
and nationally. Recently they have done work in Tinley Park and Orland Park. He has outgrown the
space in Midlothian and has been actively looking for space. He was referred to this space and after
looking at it found it was perfect for this business. A lease was signed approximately one month ago.
There are other general contractors in this building. The vehicles that are parked outside are professional
looking and are always washed and kept clean. Mr. noted that they have an outdoor lot in Posen where
trailers and scaffolding is kept. He requested the Planning Commission recommend to the Village Board
approval to move into this location.
COMMISSIONER KRONER asked if there would be any combustible or flammable barrels or containers
being stored in this building. Mr. Zamiar replied that there would be paint thinner and some gas cans that
would be kept in large flammable cabinets. The industry has changed and that type of paint is not used
anymore. MS. WALLRICH noted that this handled with the Building Permit.
COMMISSIONER AUGUSTYNIAK asked about the support staff. Mr. Zamiar replied that currently
there are 25 to 30 painters and when they are busy it could be up to 70. Estimates are done on computers
with multiple screens. There are project managers, payroll and a shop guy, Johnnie who starts at 6:00 in
the morning and delivers items to the jobs. During the day Sherwin Williams will come in with a box
truck and drop off materials. There are many General Contractors in this area and our company is similar
to them in professionalism. The company has been in business since 1952 and we have up to 400
employees nationwide. This company has a General Contractor’s license in every state of the union.
There are 80 travelling Superintendents that go from state to state.
CHAIRMAN SHAW asked if there was any Public Comment. There was none.
A Motion was made by COMMISSIONER KRONER, seconded by COMMISSIONER MANI to close
the Public Hearing on Lankford Painting Contractor’s Office and Shop. Vote by voice. CHAIRMAN
SHAW declared the Motion carried.
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MS. CLARKE presented the Findings of Fact as follows:
X.J.5. Standards: No Special Use shall be recommended by the Plan Commission unless said Commission
shall find:
a. That the establishment, maintenance, or operation of the Special Use will not be detrimental
to or endanger the public health, safety, morals, comfort, or general welfare;
The business will occupy solely inside the existing building and be subject to all
Villages Codes prior to being granted an occupancy permit. The applicant will
have on average up to four (4) company vehicles overnight outside.
b. That the Special Use will not be injurious to the use and enjoyment of other property in the
immediate vicinity for the purposes already permitted, nor substantially diminish and impair
property values within the neighborhood;
The business is locating in an established office/restricted industrial park that
was designed for a mix of ORI uses and B-3 uses.
c. That the establishment of the Special Use will not impede the normal and orderly
development and improvement of surrounding property for uses permitted in the district;
The majority of the area is already developed. The use of a contractor office and
shop will not impede the development of the surrounding area as the operations
will be solely contained inside the existing building. The applicant will be
utilizing the existing amenities of the property as they are constructed today.
d. That adequate utilities, access roads, drainage, and/or other necessary facilities have been or
are being provided;
The property has been developed with all the necessary utilities, access road and
drainage being addressed at the time the building was developed. There are no
known issues regarding these items at this time.
e. That adequate measures have been or will be taken to provide ingress and egress so designed
as to minimize traffic congestion in the public streets; and
There are two (2) access drives that access onto Spring Creek Drive which lead
vehicles north to 183rd Street.
f.

That the Special Use shall, in all other respects, conform to the applicable regulations of the
district in which it is located, except as such regulations may in each instance be modified by
the Village Board pursuant to the recommendation of the Plan Commission. The Village
Board shall impose such conditions and restrictions upon the premises benefited by a Special
Use Permit as may be necessary to ensure compliance with the above standards, to reduce or
minimize the effect of such permit upon other properties in the neighborhood, and to better
carry out the general intent of this Ordinance. Failure to comply with such conditions or
restrictions shall constitute a violation of this Ordinance.
No Variances are required.

g. The extent to which the Special Use contributes directly or indirectly to the economic
development of the community as a whole.
This will be a new business to area that will have at least seven (7) employees
working full-time in the office at this location. The employees can patron the existing
retail establishments in the area.
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CHAIRMAN SHAW asked the Commissioners if they had any other comments. Finding no other
comments CHAIRMAN SHAW asked for a Motion.
A Motion was made by COMMISSIONER GRAY, seconded by COMMISSIONER KRONER to

recommend to the Village Board the granting of the following Special Use to the Petitioner,
Mark Zamiar, on behalf of Lankford Construction Company, located at 18521 Spring Creek
Drive Unit G & H, consistent with the List of Submitted Plans as attached herein and adopt
Findings of Fact submitted by the Applicant and Findings of Fact proposed by Village Staff as
may be amended by the Plan Commission at this meeting:
A Special Use from Section V.B (Schedules of Regulations) Schedule IContractors’ Offices and Shops in the ORI (Office and Restricted Industrial)
District.
AYES:

PLAN COMMISSIONERS STANTON, ENGEL, MANI, KRONER, GRAY, AND
CHAIRMAN SHAW.

NAYS:

NONE

CHAIRMAN SHAW declared the motion unanimously approved.
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TO:

VILLAGE OF TINLEY PARK PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF TRUSTEES

FROM:

VILLAGE OF TINLEY PARK PLAN COMMISSION

SUBJECT:

MINUTES OF THE APRIL 5, 2018 REGULAR MEETING

Item #2

LENNY’S FOOD AND FUEL - 19420 HARLEM AVENUE PUBLIC HEARING:
Consider a request from the Petitioner, Leonard McEnery, a map amendment rezoning the
subject parcel to B-3 (General Business and Commercial District) with Special Uses to
allow the continuation of the existing Automobile Service Station and Automobile Car
Wash.

Present were the following:
Plan Commissioners:

Ken Shaw, Chairman
Peter Kroner
Tim Stanton
Lucas Engel (left at 9:16)
Eduardo Mani
Garrett Gray
Chuck Augustyniak

Absent Plan Commissioner(s): John Curran
Angela Gatto
Village Officials and Staff:

Michael Glotz, Trustee
Paula Wallrich, Community Development Director
Kimberly Clarke, Planning Manager (left at 10:00 pm)
Patrick Connelly, Village Attorney (Arrived at 7:24 pm)
Barbara Bennett, Commission Secretary

Guest(s):

Lyman Tieman, Attorney, Scott Pritzheit, Planning and Architecture.
Lenard McEnery, Petitioner, Brian Hertz, Mike Werthmann

A Motion was made by COMMISSIONER AUGUSTYNIAK, seconded by COMMISSIONER
STANTON, to open the Public Hearing for the Lenny’s Food and Fuel - 19420 Harlem Avenue.
The Motion was approved by voice call. CHAIRMAN SHAW declared the Motion approved.
CHAIRMAN SHAW noted that Village Staff provided confirmation that appropriate notice regarding the
Public Hearing was published in the local newspaper in accordance with State law and Village
requirements.
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CHAIRMAN SHAW requested anyone present in the audience, who wished to give testimony, comment,
engage in cross-examination or ask questions during the Public Hearing stand and be sworn in.
PAULA WALLRICH, Community Development Director explained the purpose of the Public Hearing is
for a Map Amendment rezoning the property to B-3 upon annexation and the granting of a Special Use
for an Automobile Service Station and Automobile Car Wash. The Village Board will consider the Plan
Commission’s recommendation for Annexation in May. The property is located at 19420 S. Harlem and
the existing uses on the property are the convenience store, the fueling station for automobiles and trucks,
a car wash and outdoor dispensing and filling of propane. The corporate boundaries are immediately
adjacent at the northwest corner of the property which is the contiguity needed to complete the
annexation. There are two (2) structures on the property, one is the C-Store and a Car Wash. There are
also two (2) canopies; one for vehicular fueling and one for truck fueling. At the March 13th Committee
of the Whole Meeting the Village Board reviewed the Annexation Agreement and the Petition for
Annexation and after review they directed staff to proceed with the rezoning and the Special Use request
by the Applicant. The zoning in the area is currently Will County C-2 (Local Commercial), immediately
west is single-family Tinley Park zoning of R-2 and southwest of that is Will County’s R-4 single family
zoning. North of the subject property in the Village is B-4 (Office and Service Business) and another
office use zoned C-2 (Local Commercial) in Will County. To the south the property is all in Will County
with a bank zoned C-2 (Local Commercial). The Comprehensive Plan indicates commercial uses in this
area.
During Staff’s review, two possible zonings the property were considered. The options are B-3 or B-5. A
Service Station is allowed in a B-5 as a Permitted Use and it is allowed as a Special Use in the B-3
District. She noted that even though a Service Station is a Permitted Use in the B-5, there are other uses
that are permitted in that District that would be a concern in this location. , In addition, some of the uses
that are currently on the property are not permitted in the B-5. MS.WALLRICH indicated there is also
some consistency with the pattern of the zoning in the area for B-3. She noted that the B-5 District is
primarily on 159th and includes mostly automotive dealerships. There is one gas station on 159th, but all
other gas stations and car washes in the Village are zoned B-3 uses. Therefore staff’s recommendation is
to consider B-3 as the appropriate zoning district.
MS. WALLRICH noted that in the workshop there was a lot of discussion about signs. The Zoning
Ordinance stipulates that as an annexation, any existing signs are annexed as they currently exist and as a
result of annexation become legal non-conforming signs. The Ordinance specifically contemplates
existing signs prior to annexation and recognizes that there are certain investments made in the existing
signage and through the annexation process allows them to become legal non-conforming. There were
some concerns expressed by the Commission at the Workshop an requested the Petitioner look at the
Village’s code in comparison to the County Code and try to bring the existing signs into conformance
with Tinley Park’s Code. MS. WALLRICH noted that the Village is slightly more restrictive than Will
County and allows some types of signs that Tinley Park doesn’t. MS. WALLRICH directed the
Commission to view the tables on pages 4 & 5 of the Staff Report indicating there are three (3) instances
where the existing signs do not meet Village Code with respect to size and that there are three (3) manual
changeable copy signs on the property that are prohibited. She noted there were also cases where the
number of signs exceeded Village Code. MS. WALLRICH noted there are other service stations in
Tinley Park that had changeable copy signs and are either grandfathered as part of an annexation or they
existed prior to the code change that prohibited manual changeable signs. Staff has spoken to the
Petitioner’s Attorney and recommended possible sign changes. The recommendations are noted in the
staff report.
MS. WALLRICH noted staff conducted a landscape audit of the subject parcel and found there were
deficiency of two (2) street trees, three (3) understory trees, and some foundation plantings around the
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south monument sign. These deficiencies are noted in the Annexation Agreement with required
compliance within 3 months.
MS. WALLRICH noted the Commission requested the Petitioner to conduct a traffic study. The study
was prepared by KLOA, Transportation and Parking Planning consultants. A copy of the study was
attached. The Petitioner has requested annexation so that he can expand his business similarly to his other
facility on 191st Street; this includes the sale of packaged liquors and video gaming. The traffic study did
include comparisons and projections.
MS. WALLRICH discussed the parking on the subject property. She explained how parking ratios are an
imperfect science. Included on pages 6, 7 and 8 of the Staff Report are tables with the results of a staff
survey of the subject property as well as Mr. McEnery’s station on 191st St. noting the current parking at
different times and dates. On the subject property there are 52 parking spaces at this time. She noted that
additional parking could be provided south of the detention pond There are two (2) spaces for trucks on
the west side of the property. A condition could be made to have these spaces marked. It is also
recommended that signs be posted stating no idling of trucks and no overnight parking. She noted that
the staff survey indicated available parking whenever the site was visited. She stated that the parking
north of the car wash was included in the parking count.
At the workshop some of the residents raised issues about Public Safety. A record of police reports from
the Will County Sherriff’s office was included. MS.WALLRICH informed the Commission that the
Tinley Park Chief of Police spoke with the Mokena Chief of Police to discuss Public Safety issues related
to the service station on 191st that also sells packaged liquors and has Video Gaming. The Mokena Chief
stated they have had no public safety issues at that location at 191st St. and 88th Ave. regarding alcohol or
gaming machines and that he considers the business an asset and not problematic.
Another issue that was brought to staff’s attention had to do with Property Values. The Tinley Park
Village Treasurer, Brad Bettenhausen, did a spreadsheet illustrating the percentage of increase of property
values in the Village and near the subject property. A copy of this spread sheet was distributed.
Other issues were Service Station adjacency, Packaged Liquor adjacency and Video Gaming adjacency
which are addressed in the Staff Report. MS. WALLRICH noted that there were no other examples of
service station adjacent to single family homes in the Village. She presented tables indicated other
examples Single Family adjacency to packaged liquor sales and video gaming. She noted that the subject
property was generally further away from single family uses and a greater buffer was provided. In the
examples she presented she noted that the other situations typically just provide a fence.
CHAIRMAN SHAW asked the Petitioner to give a presentation.
Lyman Tieman, Attorney, gave a presentation. He noted the facility is currently built and operating in
Will County. The Petitioner desires to expand his business in a similar fashion to his other service station
at 8810 W. 191st St. that includes the sale of packaged liquor and video gaming. Mr. Tieman gave a
history of the business and process with Will County noting that it was their intent to develop in the
County and they had received preliminary approvals however the County revised their liquor and gaming
policy thus prohibiting the subject property from being eligible to have packaged liquor and video
gaming. He explained that the Special Use approvals for the Drive up and the Car Wash were Court
ordered.
Michael Werthmann, of KLOA gave a presentation regarding the traffic evaluation conducted in front of
the Service Station at the intersection of Harlem Avenue and 194th St. in unincorporated Will County. A
copy of the report is distributed and part of the packet. He noted that Harlem Avenue carried a significant
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amount of traffic and projected the new Video Gaming and Packaged Liquor sales would not have a
significant impact on current traffic volumes.
Brian Hirtz, Engineer gave a presentation regarding the available truck parking, noting that there was
adequate space to park two trucks along the west access drive and still have adequate space for 2-way
traffic.
COMMISISONER KRONER asked about the ample available truck parking. He noted there is nothing
marked for trucking and it does not look like there is truck parking. Mr. Hirtz replied that there could be
striping done for the truck parking.
Mr. Tieman noted there are two other stations that have packaged liquors in Tinley Park and that the B-3
district allows for the sale of packaged liquors. He noted that the Village Attorney has stated the Village
will create a separate classification which allows for the sale of packaged liquor, not for on premises
consumption, but from a facility that would be designated as a Truck Stop under the Illinois Gaming Act.
This is not a Truck Stop other than from the State’s legislation when they set up the definition for the
Gaming Act.
Mr. Tieman noted that all the existing signage was permitted by the County of Will. There are some
discrepancies between what exists and what is required by Tinley Park. The Petitioner has considered
this and has spent a lot of money, time and effort with the current signage. He would like to keep what is
there right now with the exception of a “Pet Wash” Sign that could be removed. With that in mind the
Zoning Ordinance allows for existing signage as part of the annexation process to come into the Village
as legal non-conforming. He asks that the Commission consider that. There are several signs in the
Village that are legal non-conforming.
CHAIRMAN SHAW asked the Commissioners for questions.
COMMISSIONER STANTON asked for clarification on the signage. Mr. Tieman replied that one
monument sign for the Gas Station is 1’8” too high and the other monument sign for the Car Wash is only
10” too high.
COMMISSIONER ENGEL asked about the 24 hour gaming on the 191st St. location. What is the
estimated tax revenue if we annex this gas station to the Village? MS. WALLRICH replied the estimated
revenue is $408,000 per year which is a combination of all revenue based on information Mr. McEnery
provided and our Treasurer reviewed. Mr. McEnery replied the tax revenue from video gaming at the
Mokena location was $87,000. MS. WALLRICH stated that per the Treasurer’s instructions she cannot
break down the estimated $408,000 annual revenue because the sales tax is proprietary information
provided by the State of Illinois.
COMMISSIONER ENGEL asked about the zoning adjacent to the current location. He asked if the
current zoning was there when the residents moved in. Mr. Tieman replied the zoning was there at the
time the subdivision was built. The subject property was zoned both C-2 or C-3, both which allowed
Service Stations.
COMMISSIONER KRONER asked about previous letters sent to the Petitioner from Mayor Zabrocki
and Mayor Sieman asking him to insure the signage met the Tinley Park regulations; he asked the
Petitioner why that was not done. Mr. Tieman replied Will County did not require what Tinley Park
required and at that time we had no intentions of trying to annex to Tinley Park. Mr. McEnery noted
there is a new sign Ordinance and asked what the previous sign Ordinance was when the Gas Station was
built.
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CHAIRMAN SHAW noted some of the changes to the signage would be a hardship to the Petitioner and
asked if the Petitioner is agreeable to make any changes to the changeable copy signs. Mr. McEnery
replied he is negotiable but would like some time to make those changes. COMMISSIONER KRONER
replied that this is not acceptable as there are now too many sign. MS. WALLRICH stated this could be
part of the Annexation Agreement and could include timing for compliance.
COMMISSIONER GRAY concurs with the other Commissioner on the stance with the signs.
COMMISSIONER ENGEL asked if this is part of the Staff’s recommendation, will the Petitioner
comply. Mr. McEnery replied he is negotiable. He would consider changing the changeable copy signs
to electronic signs, but would like some time to do that.
MS. WALLRICH summarized the recommended changes:
• Remove the “No Cook County Tax” sign and the additional “Dunkin Donuts” sign.
• Remove the two changeable copy signs on the C-Store.
• Remove the changeable copy sign on the car wash. (An electronic message sign could be put up
but there is a 20% size requirement so the electronic message sign would not be as big as the
manual changeable copy sign that currently exists).
• Remove the “Pet Wash” sign.
COMMISSIONER SHAW clarified the removable signage that would be recommended on the
Annexation Agreement.
COMMISSIONER MANI asked about the landscaping and suggested adding two (2) rows evergreens to
screen the residential area. MS. WALLRICH replied the current landscaping exceeds the code. Scott
Pritzheit, Architect replied the current landscaping meets and far exceeds the requirement of both Will
County and Tinley Park.
COMMISSIONER GRAY asked about the analysis of increasing the traffic by 20% after a liquor license
is in force. Mr. Werthmann replied the Petitioner noted the liquor sales may increase his sales volume by
about 20%. In the morning this is probably an over projection. From the gaming projection there would
be 5 seats and some of those people may already be there. The gaming positions may turn over 2 times
within an hour. A video was taken for six hours, and most of the time there were 2 cars waiting to enter
Harlem Avenue. The cars waiting never lasted more than a minute or two.
COMMISSIONER KRONER asked about the truck traffic. Mr. Werthmann replied in the morning there
were 6 trucks entering and exiting. Overall there were mostly passenger vehicles. On average there were
53 sales on the commercial pumps. There was no backup noticed.
CHAIRMAN SHAW noted this was a single day sample on the traffic study. Mr. Werthmann replied that
most of the time a traffic study is done on one day. This was a busy day compared to the study that was
done for Will County study however; the previous study did not include the Car Wash. Studies have
shown that 60% to 75% of the traffic is already on the road.
COMMISSIONER KRONER asked about parking and how many business licenses are at this location.
He noted there are more than three (3) businesses at this location. What is the correct amount of parking
spaces required? The spaces for vacuuming the cars are included in the total parking spaces. He stated
that Staff has taken a very liberal approach to the parking spaces. In the staff report it is mentioned that
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there is space to increase the parking and he questioned where that would be. MS. WALLRICH noted that
there was room south of the detention area.
Mr. McEnery replied thst he though there are three (3) licenses issued by the County for the property.
There is a Beggars Pizza license, a Dunkin Donuts and Occupancy License which includes a cigarette
license. MS.WALLRICH presented a photograph and the inside of the convenience store noting the
Beggars Pizza business is not a stand-alone business with employees, and is just a heated box displaying
pizza slices. She noted that in Tinley Park it would not require a separate business license, nor would the
car wash. However, the Dunkin Donuts is under separate ownership and a separate business license
would be required.
In response to questions regarding parking along the north side of the car wash where there are vacuums
MS. WALLRICH noted that there are no signs prohibiting using the parking for other uses. The Dunkin
Donuts can be considered a carry out but since there were two tables and 8 seats at the other end of the
convenience store. Staff considered it an eating or drinking place and assigned 10 parking spaces to that
use. There are various ways to assign the parking but she reminded the Commission that the ratios in the
code did not specifically address gas station convenience stores.
COMMISSIONER KRONER asked about the parking for semi-trucks, noting that there is no place for
the trucks to park.
CHAIRMAN SHAW asked for questions or concerns regarding the property values. He noted the studies
are based on EAV’s and they are not reliable.
COMMISSIONER GRAY asked about decibel levels and asked if they were measured. He asked if they
encroach on the standard of 65 decibels at the lot line. MS. WALLRICH replied this is in the County so
we would not have measured it. If there was a complaint and he was in the Village the noise levels would
be measured.
COMMISSIONER KRONER asked about the economic value to the Village and how was the $408,000
arrived determined. MS. WALLRICH noted this could not be disclosed. It was broken down between
Video Gaming tax, sales tax, property tax and licenses. CHAIRMAN SHAW noted the information was
given to the Village and they have done their due diligence and the amount has been verified.
CHAIRMAN SHAW asked for clarification regarding the reason annexation was not considered
previously. In the workshop a statement was made that a boundary agreement and is why an annex could
not be done at that time. Mr. Tieman replied the first choice was to go to the County as the property was
already there and under County jurisdiction and was already zoned. They did not want to annex to Tinley
Park. Mr. Tieman noted the boundary agreement cut the property in half.. The boundary agreement was
signed on June 18, 1996 and amended on November 7, 2006. By virtue of the amendment, changes were
made to the boundary lines. This amendment was for a period of nine (9) years and expired on November
6, 2015. As of November 7, 2015 there was no boundary line. MS. WALLRICH noted there would have
been great difficulty annexing to Frankfort as there is no contiguity.

CHAIRMAN SHAW asked for comments from the objectors.
#1: Camille Tess: Lives in Tinley Park. Commented on landscaping issues and property values, parking
issues and kids buying liquor at Lenny’s going to Hollywood Amphitheater. She noted that this area is all
single-family homes. Discussed letters previously presented to Commission and letters from previous
mayors.
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#2: Beth Kendall: Lives in Tinley Park. Commented on issues of “Truck Stop”. Lives in Tinley Trails
and neighborhood is negatively impacted by this business. Traffic issues – trying to get out on Harlem
Avenue due to traffic at gas station. This is not a “Win–Win” for Tinley Park, think of the residents.
#3: Linda Arnold: Presented letter and chart from HUD to the Commission. Request the Commission
denies annexation. FHA will not issue mortgage due to flammable tanks on property. Commented on
property values, truck/car parking, public safety, and 24 hour Video Gaming and hazardous materials.
#4: Angelyn Zmuda: Read a letter from neighbor that was not available to come to meeting. Letter
requesting Commission to deny the recommendation.
#5: Andy Tess: Commented on all issues. Commented on previous denials from Will County.
Requested Commission to deny the recommendation.
#6: Sandy Reanie: Read a Letter from her husband asking for denial of recommendation. Truck traffic
based on estimates on 191st St. location. Harlem Avenue traffic much higher. Need longer traffic study
rather than one day? Presented IDOT traffic study.
#7: Glen Arnold: Commented on issues and dangers to children due to traffic. Commented on previous
denials from Will County and letters from Mayors.
#8: Adrian Jaszek: Commented on traffic noise. Asked Petitioner if they would consider annex without
Video Gaming and packaged liquor sales. Mr. McEnery replied “No Comment”.
#9: Dale Carlson: Commented on Signs.
#10: Resident: Commented on traffic study. The traffic study should be done over weeks not one day.
#11: Norwood Woodline: Commented on traffic and trying to get out of subdivision onto Harlem
Avenue. Noise and pollution from trucks entering and exiting the station. Public Safety issues from Gas
Station. Alcohol will bring more crime.
#12: Diane Galanti: Commented on Hazardous materials on property. MS. WALLRICH replied the fire
code would address that. Ms. Galanti asked the Petitioner if he would consider annexation without
Gaming and packaged liquor sales. Mr. McEnery replied “No Comment”. She noted that she does not
live close, but is interested in residents in area. Why does this have to be considered a Truck Stop? MS.
WALLRICH replied this is a State Gaming definition. Tinley Park does not have a code for Truck Stop.
Attorney Connelly agreed with Ms. Wallrich’s statement. MS. WALLRICH suggested Ms. Galanti come
to the office and she can explain it to her.
#13: Sandy Reanie: Read Letter (presented to Commissioners) Commented on traffic in area and danger
to children in area. 700 residents signed petition to stop this with the original request. Children and bus
stops in area. Property values decreasing.
#14: Norwood Woodline: Why are we not following all the codes on signs and landscaping? MS
WALLRICH replied that the code allows all existing signs, however the Commission requested
compliance with Village Code. Staff worked with the Petitioner to bring the signs into closer compliance.
She further explained that this is a recommending Commission to the Village Board. Conditions can be
placed on the Special Use for the Service Station and Car Wash for additional landscaping or signs that
are uniquely and specifically attributable to the perceived negative impacts of the requested Special Uses.
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Staff does not typically make recommendations, however in this case since the Code allows the signs to
continue but the Commission requested compliance so Staff has made recommendations.
#15: Denise Lenz: Manager of Lenny’s station. Noted truck traffic is only an estimate and that Mr.
McEnery provided his best estimate. A study was done and there was more truck traffic on the study. The
traffic on Harlem southbound is difficult and it is not necessarily the Gas Station traffic. This does not
mean a semi-truck is blocking traffic. A stop sign or light could be put in.
#16: Resident – The big problem is the Gaming and the Alcohol.
Mr. McEnery commented on the fact that this was a vacant piece of property that was always going to be
a gas station. It was zoned properly to be a gas station. The County had Video Gaming and Liquor sales
and we applied for it. This was an approved use at this location. The County Board was forced to vote
against it due to politics at that time.
CHAIRMAN SHAW asked for final questions/comments from the Commissioners.
COMMISSIONER KRONER asked if there was an Ordinance on how close diesel fueling stations can be
from single-family homes. Should it be 500 feet? Attorney Connelly replied that State Gaming
requirements require Video Gaming to be 500 feet away from schools and churches. He will check on the
Village Ordinance regarding Gas stations.
CHAIRMAN SHAW asked for a consensus from the Commissioners that due to the late hour if the
hearing should be closed or continued to date certain.
COMMISSIONER KRONER would like to continue it.
ATTORNEY CONNELLY noted it would be a good idea to leave the Public Hearing open and come
back at the next Plan Commission Meeting on April 19, 2018.
A Motion was made by COMMISSIONER KRONER, seconded by COMMISISONER GRAY to
continue the Public Hearing on Lenny’s Food N Fuel to the next Plan Commission Meeting on April 19,
2018. The Motion was unanimously approved by voice call. PLAN COMMISSION CHAIRMAN
SHAW declared the Motion approved.
GOOD OF THE ORDER
None at this time.
PUBLIC COMMENT:
None at this time.
ADJOURNMENT
There being no further business, a Motion was made by PLAN COMISSIONER AUGUSTYNIAK,
seconded by PLAN COMMISSIONER MANI, to adjourn the Regular Meeting of the Plan Commission
of April 5, 2018 at 11:55 p.m. The Motion was unanimously approved by voice call. PLAN
COMMISSION CHAIRMAN SHAW declared the meeting adjourned.
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MINUTES OF THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE
PLAN COMMISSION, VILLAGE OF TINLEY PARK,
COOK AND WILL COUNTIES, ILLINOIS
APRIL 19, 2018

The Regular Meeting of the Plan Commission was held in the Council Chambers of Village Hall on
April 19, 2018 at 7:00 p.m.
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
ROLL CALL
Plan Commissioners:

Ken Shaw, Chairman
Peter Kroner
Tim Stanton
Lucas Engel
Eduardo Mani
Garrett Gray
John Curran
Chuck Augustyniak

Absent Plan Commissioner(s): Angela Gatto
Village Officials and Staff:

Michael Glotz, Trustee (left at 8:00)
Paula Wallrich, Community Development Director
Kimberly Clarke, Planning Manager
Thomas Condon, Village Attorney
Barbara Bennett, Commission Secretary

Guest(s):

Lyman Tieman, Leonard McEnery, Cass Wennlund

CALL TO ORDER
PLAN COMMISSION CHAIRMAN SHAW called to order the Regular Meeting of the Plan Commission
for April 19, 2018 at 7:05 p.m.
COMMUNICATIONS
None at this time
APPROVAL OF MINUTES
Minutes of the April 5, 2018 Regular Meeting of the Plan Commission were presented for approval. A
Motion was made by COMMISSIONER AUGUSTYNIAK, seconded by COMMISSIONER STANTON,
to approve the Minutes as presented. CHAIRMAN SHAW noted TRUSTEE GLOTZ was in attendance
and his name will be added. The Motion was approved by voice call. CHAIRMAN SHAW declared the
Motion approved.
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TO:

VILLAGE OF TINLEY PARK PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF TRUSTEES

FROM:

VILLAGE OF TINLEY PARK PLAN COMMISSION

SUBJECT:

MINUTES OF THE APRIL 19, 2018 REGULAR MEETING

Item #1

PUBLIC HEARING (Remove from Table): LENNY’S FOOD AND FUEL – 19420
HARLEM AVENUE
Consider a request for a Map Amendment for the subject parcel to B-3 (General Business
and Commercial District) with Special Use Permits to allow for the continuation of the
existing Automobile Service Station and Automobile Car Wash from the Petitioner,
Leonard McEnery.

Present were the following:
Plan Commissioners:

Ken Shaw, Chairman
Peter Kroner
Tim Stanton
Lucas Engel
Eduardo Mani
Garrett Gray
John Curran
Chuck Augustyniak

Absent Plan Commissioner(s): Angela Gatto
Village Officials and Staff:

Michael Glotz, Trustee (left at 8:00)
Paula Wallrich, Community Development Director
Kimberly Clarke, Planning Manager
Thomas Condon, Village Attorney
Barbara Bennett, Commission Secretary

Guest(s):

Lyman Tieman, Leonard McEnery, Cass Wennlund

A Motion was made by COMMISSIONER STANTON, seconded by COMMISSIONER CURRAN to
remove the Public Hearing from the Table for Lenny’s Food and Fuel. The Motion was approved by
voice call. CHAIRMAN SHAW declared the Motion approved.
CHAIRMAN SHAW noted there was already significant testimony, staff presentation and discussion
from the Petitioner, public and discourse from the Commission. There will be no further discussion on
this point. CHAIRMAN SHAW asked for a Motion to close the Public Hearing.
A Motion was made by COMMISSIONER AUGUSTYNIAK, seconded by COMMISSIONER GRAY to
close the Public Hearing for Lenny’s Food and Fuel. The Motion was approved by voice call.
CHAIRMAN SHAW declared the Motion approved.
CHAIRMAN SHAW stated that in the first Motion we should consider the Plan Commission’s role in
this project He has had discussion with the Village Attorney on how to frame the Motion. It is important
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that the Plan Commission express its role based on determining the suitability of unincorporated
properties for annexation. This is something outlined in the Village’s Municipal Code. This has been
discussed with the Village Attorney. With that he requested a Motion be entertained.
PAULA WALLRICH, Community Development Director noted there is additional new information that
should be shared and requested the Public Hearing be reopened. CHAIRMAN SHAW noted on advice
from the Village Attorney it is not necessary to reopen the Public Hearing and will only hear Staff’s
comments. MS. WALLRICH noted since the last Public Hearing Staff was contacted by Mr. McEnery to
discuss the signs and the concerns of the Commissioners. During that meeting Mr. McEnery agreed to
bring some of the signs into conformance with Village Code despite Code allowing the annexing of
existing signs as legal non-conforming signs. Based on the previous discussion at the Workshop and
Public Hearing Mr. McEnery has agreed to the following:

A.

Sign Name

Deficiency

Mr. McEnery’s Proposal

C-Store east

3 signs over limit, 28 SF
over
allowance(not
counting 39.6 SF of
changeable copy)
Size is ok- changeable
copy sign is prohibited
6 SF over limit
conforms
Size ok, 1 additional sign

Remove 2 wall signs (“No
Cook County taxes” and
second
“Dunkin
sign”
Agreed
to
remove
changeable copy sign
No change
No change
Agreed to remove “Pet
Wash” sign
No change
No change
No change
No change

C-Store north
B.
C.

Car Wash - east
Car Wash -north
Car Wash -south

D.
E.
F.

Gas N Wash Canopy – east
Gas N Wash Canopy- N & S
Car Wash Canopy
Truck Canopy/Directional signage

G.

Car Wash-Monument

H.

Gas N Wash Monument

3.31 SF over limit
conforms
conforms
2.33
SF
over
or
considered directional
Size is ok, 10” too tall;
changeable
copy
is
prohibited
1’10” too tall; size is ok,
Changeable EMC is ok

No change

No Change

It was discussed, per the Village Code, with any changeable copy sign that is allowed legally, if a
property elects to install an electronic message sign, then no temporary signage (banners and flags) will
be allowed. MS. WALLRICH noted that Mr. McEnery agreed to this condition.
MS. WALLRICH also noted there were concerns about parking. Mr. McEnery has agreed to stripe the
two truck parking spaces and as part of the negotiations with the Village Board regarding the Annexation
Agreement, he has agreed to have the parking situation monitored. If the parking becomes an issue in the
future, he would build additional parking on site south of the existing retention area.
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The last issue that was discussed was property values. There was a question regarding why the spread
sheet was not extended to the rest of the Village. MS. WALLRICH presented a memo from Brad
Bettenhausen, Village Treasurer, which defended his original EAV analysis noting there was no negative
trend of property value in the area since the construction of the service station in 2015.
CHAIRMAN SHAW asked for question from the Commissioners.
COMMISSIONER KRONER stated that Mr. McEnery should have been reminded that it was the
consensus of the Board that it was expected he come into full compliance to the Village’s sign ordinance.
Mr. McEnery should have also been reminded that he was warned by two former Mayors and a Trustee
regarding signs that were going up were not in compliance, based upon the plans that were submitted to
Will County. The biggest issue is that these hardships were brought upon by himself. He chose to ignore
the previous Village Board and Mayors and this Commission and he still wants to negotiate. He was told
at the very first hearing that the consensus of the Board was that he should come into total compliance
with the current sign ordinance. At the Public Hearing it was said that the Commission would look the
other way, due to the expense, on the monument signs leaving an opening for bringing everything else up
to compliance. This is disheartening and disingenuous that he does not want to work with this Village at
this time. Although Mr. McEnery does a lot of good for the community, from a business prospective this
is not a good position to take trying to get into this Village.
COMMISSIONER GRAY stated the changeable message sign on the east side, which is prohibited, on
the C-store will remain. MS. WALLRICH replied this is a manual changeable copy sign that Mr.
McEnery is electing not to change. If this is the decision of the Village Board he will be able to keep it.
CHAIRMAN SHAW asked the Commission if there were any comments or questions regarding the
Findings of Fact presented in the Staff Report. He asked the Commission to address the question of
suitability of annexation and asked for a Motion. CHAIRMAN SHAW stated he has a draft motion to
present.
COMMISSIONER KRONER, seconded by COMMISSIONER MANI made a Motion to read the draft
Motion as follows:
Move that, under 32.164 (b) POWERS AND DUTIES of the Village of Tinley Park’s Municipal Code,
the Plan Commission deem the property located at 19240 Harlem Avenue unsuitable for annexation based
on the following:
a) The existing conditions and improvements do not conform to the Village’s ordinances and codes;
b) The existing conditions and improvements cannot be made to conform without unreasonable
investments by the owner or acceptance of significant non-conformities by the Village: and
c) The existing conditions and improvements are inconsistent with the Vision, Objectives, and Goals
stated in the Village’s Comprehensive Plan.
COMMISSIONER STANTON asked where the draft Motion came from and why the Commission is
seeing it today for the first time. CHAIRMAN SHAW replied he drafted the Motion last week. This
was brought to the Village Attorney last week. He stated that any Commissioner can make a motion from
the dais. CHAIRMAN SHAW stated there has been a Motion made and seconded and comments are
restricted to the Commission. CHAIRMAN SHAW asked for comments on the motion.
COMMISSIONER CURRAN noted we should have it written in front of us so we can clearly understand
it. Are we making a motion to deny the annexation? CHAIRMAN SHAW replied the Motion references
the Municipal Code and it specifically speaks to whether or not the Plan Commission deems the property
suitable for annexation. COMMISSIONER CURRAN replied as read by COMMISSION KRONER the
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motion deems the annexation NOT acceptable. He questioned if the reason in this instance because the
Motion has the rationale for deeming it unsuitable, is this why it is written in the negative. Ordinarily the
protocol is to write Motions in the positive. CHAIRMAN SHAW stated the question at hand is the
suitability of the property fundamentally for annexation. He asked for it to be voted up or down.
COMMISSIONER CURRAN questioned if you vote “Yes” you are saying it is suitable for annexation
and if you vote ‘No” you are saying it is not suitable? CHAIRMAN SHAW replied in this instance you
are going against our ordinary protocol framing it in the negative and the question is “is it unsuitable”.
COMMISSIONER STANTON asked why this is being done and why is it being made more confusing
when it does not need to be? Why can’t it be straight forward? CHAIRMAN SHAW replied the reason
for the Motion is to address the fundamental question. COMMISSIONER KRONER asked if he could
read it in the positive. CHAIRMAN SHAW replied that there is a motion, it has been seconded and we
should just take this to a vote. COMMISSIONER CURRAN stated it should be clear, if you vote “Yes”
you are opposing the annexation and if you vote “No” you are supporting the annexation. CHAIRMAN
SHAW replied that is correct and we are speaking specifically to the suitability of the property itself for
annexation. The Motion recommends that it is unsuitable. COMMISSIONER GRAY noted further
clarification is needed. He stated that we cannot vote for something if we do not understand all the
parameters.
This references the Comprehensive Plan which needs further explanation.
COMMISSIONER GRAY questioned what is the Comprehensive Plan, and that clarity is paramount. It
is necessary to see this in front of you to make a valid decision.
CHAIRMAN SHAW called for a vote.
AYES: KRONER, MANI, AUGUSTYNIAK, and CHAIRMAN SHAW
NAYS: STANTON, CURRAN, ENGEL, GRAY
CHAIRMAN SHAW declared the Motion fails.
Motion was made by COMMISSIONER KRONER, seconded by COMMISSIONER CURRAN to
recommend that the Village Board grant the Petitioner, Leonard McEnery, on behalf of Lenny’s Food N
Fuel Harlem Avenue, LLC, a rezoning (Map Amendment) of the property located at 16420 Harlem
Avenue, upon annexation to B-3 (General Business and Commercial) and adopt Findings of Fact
submitted by the Applicant and Findings of Fact proposed by Village Staff and the Plan Commission at
this meeting.
COMMISSIONER KRONER noted that although he made the Motion, he does not support the Motion.
The Petitioner is overlooking the hardships and has not fulfilled the desire to the fullest. If this Motion is
passed it would cause injury to the use and enjoyment of the homeowner’s property immediately adjacent
to the property. This would be especially true if a 24 hour gambling license is approved by the Board.
This will impede the normal improvement of the surrounding properties. Adequate measures have not
been provided for ingress and egress. Busses and trucks are parking along the sides and the striping will
not help. Trucks are sitting out on 194th Street while waiting to pull in. The residential streets are not
fortified to handle the trucks. He would urge the Commission to vote against the Motion.
COMMISSIONER CURRAN stated the issues of the trucks being there exists now and not annexing into
Tinley Park these issues cannot be addressed by Tinley Park. By annexing into Tinley Park the Police
Department can control this issue.
COMMISSIONER MANI echoes COMMISSIONER KRONER.
AYES: STANTON, CURRAN, ENGEL, GRAY, AUGUSTYNIAK and CHAIRMAN SHAW
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NAYS: KRONER, MANI
CHAIRMAN SHAW declared the Motion approved.
Motion was made by COMMISSION GRAY, seconded by COMMISSIONER STANTON to recommend
that the Village Board grant the Petitioner, Leonard McEnery, on behalf of the Lenny’s Food N Fuel
Harlem Avenue, LLC, property located at 19420 Harlem Avenue, a Special Use for a Service Station and
adopt Findings of Fact submitted by the Applicant and Findings of Fact proposed by Village Staff and the
Plan Commission at this meeting consistent with the submitted plans with the following conditions:
1. Bring the following signs into conformance with Village Sign Regulations:

A.

Sign Name

Deficiency

C-Store east

3 signs over limit, 28 SF
over
allowance(not
counting 39.6 SF of
changeable copy)
Size is ok- changeable
copy sign is prohibited
Size ok, 1 additional
sign
Remove any temporary
signs or banners in
exchange for keeping
the manual changeable
copy
sign
on
the
convenience store and
the
car
wash
monument sign.

C-Store north
Car Wash - south
C.

Temporary Sign

Mr.
McEnery’s
Proposal
Remove 2 wall signs
(“No Cook County
taxes” and second
“Dunkin sign” )
Agreed to remove
changeable copy sign
Agreed to remove
“Pet Wash” sign
Agreed to remove
temporary signs.

2. Stripe the truck parking spaces.

COMMISSIONER GRAY noted the Manual Changeable Signs are prohibited and this establishment is
fairly new and exceptions should not be made.
AYES: STANTON, CURRAN, ENGEL

NAYS: KRONER, MANI, GRAY, AUGUSTYNIAK, and CHAIRMAN SHAW
CHAIRMAN SHAW declared the Motion failed.
Motion was made by COMMISSION STANTON, seconded by COMMISSIONER CURRAN to
recommend that the Village Board grant the Petitioner, Leonard McEnery, on behalf of the Lenny’s Food
N Fuel Harlem Avenue, LLC, property located at 19420 Harlem Avenue, a Special Use for a Car Wash
and adopt Findings of Fact submitted by the Applicant and Findings of Fact proposed by Village Staff
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and the Plan Commission at this meeting consistent with the submitted plans with the following
conditions:
1

A.

C.

Bring the following signs into conformance with Village Sign Regulations:
Sign Name

Deficiency

C-Store east

3 signs over limit, 28 SF
over
allowance(not
counting 39.6 SF of
changeable copy)

Mr.
McEnery’s
Proposal
Remove 2 wall signs
(“No Cook County
taxes” and second
“Dunkin sign” )

C-Store north

Size is ok- changeable
copy sign is prohibited

Agreed to remove
changeable copy sign

Car Wash - south

Size ok, 1 additional sign

Agreed to remove
“Pet Wash” sign

Temporary Sign

Remove any temporary
signs or banners in
exchange for keeping the
manual changeable copy
sign on the convenience
store and the car wash
monument sign.

Agreed to remove
temporary signs.

3. Stripe the truck parking spaces.

COMMISSIONER MANI noted if Lenny’s would like to come to our Village he should comply with our
sign ordinance.
AYES: ENGEL, CURRAN, STANTON

NAYS: AUGSTYNIAK, GRAY, MANI, KRONER and CHAIRMAN SHAW.
CHAIRMAN SHAW declared the Motion failed.
CHAIRMAN SHAW noted this will go before the Village Board on May 1, 2018.
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TO:

VILLAGE OF TINLEY PARK PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF TRUSTEES

FROM:

VILLAGE OF TINLEY PARK PLAN COMMISSION

SUBJECT:

MINUTES OF THE APRIL 19, 2018 REGULAR MEETING

Item # 2

WORKSHOP: TESLA SUPERCHARGING STATION - 7204 W. 191ST STREET
SITE PLAN APPROVAL, SPECIAL USE PERMIT WITH EXCEPTIONS
Consider granting Site Plan approval and consider a request for a Special Use Permit as a
Substantial Deviation with Exceptions to the Brookside Marketplace Planned Unit Development
from the Petitioner, Christina Suarez of Black and Veach on behalf of Tesla Motors, to construct a
Supercharging Station within the parking area of lot 13 in the B-3 Zoning District with the
common address of 7204 W. 191st Street.

Present were the following:
Plan Commissioners:

Ken Shaw, Chairman
Peter Kroner
Tim Stanton
Lucas Engel
Eduardo Mani
Garrett Gray
John Curran
Chuck Augustyniak

Absent Plan Commissioner(s): Angela Gatto
Village Officials and Staff:

Michael Glotz, Trustee (left at 8:00)
Paula Wallrich, Community Development Director
Kimberly Clarke, Planning Manager
Thomas Condon, Village Attorney
Barbara Bennett, Commission Secretary

Guests:

Jordan Rhyne, Andrew Levy

KIMBERLY CLARKE, Planning Manager displayed a PowerPoint presentation and explained the
Applicant plans to construct a Tesla Supercharging Station within the parking lot southwest of the Panera
and Visionworks retailers and behind or immediately north of the main entrance sign at 191st and Market
Place Drive. Tesla’s proposed Supercharging Station will incorporate ten (10) charging stations, five (5)
supercharger cabinets; one (1) utility transformer; five (5) autotransformers; two (2) pedestrian light poles
and one (1) switchgear assembly. The installation of this equipment will reduce the green space for the
center which therefore classifies this request as a major Substantial Deviation from the original Brookside
Marketplace PUD approvals.
MS. CLARKE displayed a plan of the entire Marketplace Shopping Center. The lot on which Tesla is
proposing to construct their Supercharging Station is known as Lot 6 of the PUD Plan. Per the
Annexation Agreement, the developer had the right to construct up to a maximum of eight (8) stand-alone
buildings on Lot 6. There are currently eight (8) buildings existing on Lot 6 therefore no additional
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buildings can be constructed unless there is an amendment to the PUD. In addition it should be noted the
property was granted a parking exception of 794 parking spaces. The ordinance requires 4,094 spaces for
the entire center and 3,300 were built.
The Brookside Market Place Shopping Center is zoned B-3 (General Business and Commercial District)
with a Special Use Permit for a PUD.
It abuts vacant property zoned ORI (Office and Restricted
Industrial District) to the west (formerly the Graystone Golf Course). Directly south is vacant land zoned
A-1S (Agricultural) in Will County (Lincoln-Way property) and R-1 (Single family Residential) Zoning
District in the Village of Tinley Park. The southwest corner of Harlem and 1491st Street is zoned B3 with
an approved commercial development, however the project has not moved forward.
The Brookside Marketplace Shopping Center is the only developed parcel at this immediate intersection.
Vacant properties on the east side of Harlem Avenue and south of the I-80 interchange are within the Rich
Township Entertainment and Tourism Overly district. This Overlay District is intended to support
entertainment, shopping, dining, hotel convention center, and concert venue oriented entertainment and
tourism.
MS. CLARKE displayed photos of the Bolingbrook and Country Club Hills Tesla Supercharging
Stations.
This site plan proposes utilizing existing parking stalls in the perimeter parking lot of the Panera Bread
Restaurant site. The plan calls for nine (9) back-in stalls and one (1) pull-in stall for a total of ten (10)
charging stations using ten (10) parking stalls for Tesla Vehicles. The Supercharging parking area is
approximately 200 feet away from the back of the Panera Bread Building. There is substantial equipment
that is associated with this station. Staff has expressed concern regarding the location of the equipment in
close proximity to the main entrance of the shopping center. MS. CLARKE displayed photos of the
proposed equipment. The equipment is quite large and Staff is working with the Applicant to address
screening. The autotransformer is about 7 feet in height with a proposed 8 foot fence around it. This is
placed on a concrete base with an approximate surface area of 266 sq. ft. Revised landscaping plans were
submitted to address some of the screening concerns.
Staff has requested the Applicant consider other locations in the center that are less conspicuous, yet still
proximate to eating and shopping establishments and easy to locate by the Tesla users. MS. CLARKE
displayed three (3) sites offered to the Applicant for consideration.
MS. CLARKE displayed photos of the Tesla Charging station signage. Each one of the ten (10) charging
stations has an illuminated Tesla Logo on the top that will only illuminate at night. There is additional
signage at each parking stall limiting the stall to only Tesla vehicles. There are other electric charging
stations near the Kohl’s store and Staff has requested that the Tesla signage be consistent with it. The
Applicant also provided a photometric plan proposing two (2) pedestrian light poles with LED fixtures.
Staff stated that any new lighting needs to be consistent with existing lighting design. It also should be
noted the existing parking in this area is shared per the existing Brookside Marketplace PUD document.
Panera Bread has a total of 58 spaces and therefore there would be a loss in parking if the stalls were
limited to Tesla use. Staff recommended that there should be no signage limiting the spaces to Tesla.
Staff identified the following open items:
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Open Item #1

Open Item #2

Open Item #3
Open Item #4

The proposed location is at the main entrance of the shopping
center; staff recommends an alternative location farther away
from the entrance.
A revised landscaping plan will need to be submitted that
proposes a more diverse plantings of deciduous shrubs,
ornamental grass, evergreen trees installed at 8 feet in height.
The proposed rock and mulch area behind the charging stations
needs to be reduced significantly. A natural appearing stone in
texture and color should be utilized.
Concerns about parking stall signs and illuminated signage on
charging stations.
Concerns about adding additional light poles.

CHAIRMAN SHAW asked the Applicant to make a presentation.

Jordan Rhyne, Tesla Product Developer explained the Tesla Supercharging Stations and
noted they chose this location due to the close proximity to I-80. Tesla cars will stop at
these charging stations for approximately 30 minutes. The location of the Marketplace will
allow car owners to stop at restaurants and shopping while they are waiting for their cars
to charge.

COMMISSIONER STANTON asked if they are proposing security cameras. Mr. Rhyne replied
that they would comply if required by the Board. MS. CLARKE replied at this location staff
would like to work with Tesla to provide security cameras at the entrance of the Shopping
Center to provide additional security.
Mr. Rhyne noted staff has requested the possibility of alternate locations and he stated they
are diligent in choosing their locations and try to please as many of the stakeholders as
possible. The property owner is not willing to grant use of the other proposed spaces.

COMMISSIONER GRAY requested the Mr. Rhyne to provide a better sketch up model of the
vegetation at the entrance of the Shopping Center. He also noted he would like the
vegetation to be something that would look good all year long.
COMMISSIONER KRONER asked about keeping the signs consistent throughout the Center.

Mr. Rhyne noted the illumination on the Tesla Signs cannot be turned off at night. He stated that it
might be interpreted they were out of order if not lit. CHAIRMAN SHAW noted the gasoline pumps
are always lit at night.
COMMISSIONER AUGUSTYNIAK asked if the charging stations are available 24/7. Mr. Rhyne
replied yes they are.
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CHAIRMAN SHAW asked about long term plans for expansion to add additional charging stations.
Mr. Rhyne replied as there is need that would be considered.

MS. CLARKE asked if there was a consideration to changing the location. Mr. Rhyne replied the
Property Owner would not allow any change. MS. CLARKE asked about the type of fence that
would be used around the equipment. It was also noted the transformer color could not be
modified due to fact that the paint is the only type/color that would be fire resistant. The signage
for each stall should not be specific to Tesla. The signs should be more uniform with the existing
sign on the other charging stations in the Center. Mr. Rhyne replied the fence would be a composite
material and the color change could be considered.

PAULA WALLRICH, Community Development Director asked about the other sites in Bolingbrook
and Country Club Hills and if they are close to the entrance of those Shopping Centers. A
photometric study of the existing conditions should be requested for this location. The other
locations as presented in the Staff Report should be considered so as not to take away from parking
at the Center. She expressed concern regarding where any expansion would occur and questioned
the aesthetics of allowing this use at the main entrance for the center. She noted that there may be
requests from other charging companies and recommended not setting a precedent to allow them
in such a visible location. COMMISSIONWE KRONER noted he agrees and there would be no
opportunity to expand on the proposed site. An alternative site should be considered. Mr. Rhyne
replied that another location could be a disadvantage in bringing power to it. It could disrupt the
entrance while installing the utilities. It would be a long utility run. It would also be more
expensive and people would be unhappy with the disruption while bringing in the power from
191st Street. The other disadvantage would be the walking distance during inclement weather to
shopping or restaurants. A location close to amenities is preferable. COMMISSIONER STANTON
asked about the timing of keeping the car plugged in to the charging station and how long a car
could stay there. Mr. Rhyne replied that a smart phone will keep the owner updated on the
charging status of the car. When the car is fully charged it will start pinging to move the car from
the charging stall. The person could be charged an idling fee. MS. WALLRICH asked the Petitioner
to provide a plan to the Commission regarding future expansion sites. She also noted that there is
not a significant economic return if it only takes 30 minutes to charge the car.
CHAIRMAN SHAW noted the current location is the most logical as long as it can be screened
properly. The Public Hearing will be May 3, 2018.
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TO:

VILLAGE OF TINLEY PARK PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF TRUSTEES

FROM:

VILLAGE OF TINLEY PARK PLAN COMMISSION

SUBJECT:

MINUTES OF THE APRIL 19, 2018 REGULAR MEETING

Item #3

WORKSHOP/RECOMMENDATION: PLAT OF RE-SUBDIVISION - VILLAGE
AND OWNERS’ SUBDIVISION
Consider a request for approval of a Plat of Re-subdivision for the VILLAGE AND OWNERS’
RESUBDIVISION from the Petitioner, Village of Tinley Park, on behalf of owners’ of properties
on Oak Park Avenue commonly known as 17424-17500 Oak Park Avenue.

Present were the following:
Plan Commissioners:

Ken Shaw, Chairman
Peter Kroner
Tim Stanton
Lucas Engel
Eduardo Mani
Garrett Gray
John Curran
Chuck Augustyniak

Absent Plan Commissioner(s): Angela Gatto
Village Officials and Staff:

Michael Glotz, Trustee (left at 8:00)
Paula Wallrich, Community Development Director
Kimberly Clarke, Planning Manager
Thomas Condon, Village Attorney
Barbara Bennett, Commission Secretary

PAULA WALLRICH, Community Development Director displayed a diagram of the four (4) properties
that are the subject of the re-subdivision along the west side of Oak Park Avenue. She stated that it
became apparent last year that there were discrepancies with the legal description for The Attic Door
located at 17424 Oak Park Avenue. There were surveying errors in the location of the south line of Lot B
in Hickory Square Subdivision which impacted the Attic Door property as well as the three (3) properties
to the south. Village staff met with all impacted parties and have proposed a re-subdivision of the
properties. The Attic Door had a sale pending and approached the Village regarding assistance with their
boundary survey. The Village hired Robinson Engineering to verify the survey monuments and
researched the title documents of all impacted parties. Staff coordinated meetings with the property
owners to recommend an equitable re-subdivision of the properties that located all improvements on the
appropriate properties. Some of the properties gained frontage on Oak Park Avenue; some lost frontage.
At this time all properties have agreed to the proposed plat and in certain cases some owners have been
compensated for loss of frontage along Oak Park Avenue.
A Motion was made by COMMISSIONER KRONER, seconded by COMMISSIONER
AUGUSTYNIAK to recommend that the Village Board grant approval for a Plat of Re-Subdivision for
the Village and Owners’ Re-Subdivision for properties commonly known as 17424-17500 Oak Park
Avenue (PIN Numbers 28-30-314-003-000 through 28-30-314-012-000) as depicted I Exhibit A.
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AYES: KRONER, STANTON, CURRAN, ENGEL MANI, GRAY, AUGUSTYNIAK and CHAIRMAN
SHAW.
NAYS: None
CHAIRMAN SHAW declared the motion approved.
CHAIRMAN SHAW advised this will go the Village Board on May 1, 2018

GOOD OF THE ORDER
1. Lankford - Painting Special Use Permit approved by the Village Board.
2. Senior Planner Dan Ritter will be starting on Wednesday April 25th.
3. Ethics filing needs to be completed by May 1.
4. Demolition on the Clark Gas Station on Oak Park Avenue will be done next week.
5. Incentive programs for businesses downtown being brought to the Economic Development
Committee on 5/24 and then on to the Village Board.
6. Staff developing Architectural Guidelines to assist in review of the facades and signs.
7. Plaza plans – Meeting to look at the latest plans.
8. Software final interview on April 26.
9. New Planner will be attending a Bike Summit on 5/7 in Chicago. Commissioners are also invited.
PUBLIC COMMENT:
None at this time.
ADJOURNMENT
There being no further business, a Motion was made by PLAN COMISSIONER AUGUSTYNIAK,
seconded by PLAN COMMISSIONER GRAY, to adjourn the Regular Meeting of the Plan Commission
of April 19, 2018 at 9:06 p.m. The Motion was unanimously approved by voice call. PLAN
COMMISSION CHAIRMAN SHAW declared the meeting adjourned.
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Regular Meeting of the Board of Trustees· Minutes
Motion was made by Trustee Berg, seconded by Trustee Younker, to RELEASE MINUTES
FROM CERTAIN EXECUTIVE SESSION MEETINGS. The following Executive Session
Minutes are under consideration by the Village Board for release:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

January 16, 2018 - 6:00 p.m. Committee Of the Whole
August 29, 2017 - 6:15 p.m. Public Works Committee
June 13, 2017 - 7:30 p.m. Public Safety Committee
February 7, 2017 5:00 p.m. Village Board
October 11, 2016 5:30 p.m. Committee of the Whole
September 6, 2016 -· 8:00 p.m. Village Board
November 24, 2014 5:30 p.m. Committee of the Whole

Vote on roll call: Ayes: Younker, Pannitto, Berg, Brady, Glotz, Curran. Nays: None. Absent: None.
President Vandenberg declared the motion carried.
Motion was by Trustee Brady, seconded by Trustee Berg, to consider Item #10 of this agenda,
consider Resolution 2018·R·055 authorizing the execution of an Annexation Agreement with
Lenny's Food N Fuel, LLC located at 19420 Harlem Avenue, prior to considering Item #9,
Ordinance Number 2018-0-044 approving the Annexation of a parcel of property commonly located
at 19420 Harlem Avenue To The Village Of Tinley Park. Vote by voice call. President Vandenberg
declared the motion carried.
Motion was made by Trustee Glotz to postpone Item 9 through Item 15 to the Village Board meeting
held on August 21, 2018. President Vandenberg declared the motion failed due to lack of a second.
Motion was made by Trustee Glotz, seconded by Trustee Curran, to place on first reading
RESOLUTION 2018-R-055 AUTHORIZING THE EXECUTION OF AN ANNEXATION
AGREEMENT WITH LENNY'S FOOD N FUEL, LLC LOCATED AT 19420 HARLEM
AVENUE. Mr. Leonard McEnery. Lenny's Food N Fuel Harlem Avenue, LLC, has petitioned
the Village of Tinley Park to annex his 4.87 acre parcel located at 19420 S. Harlem Avenue. The
property currently operates as a motor fueling facility for autos and trucks, a convenience store
with drive-up food service window for Dunkin Donuts along with another food service tenant
(Beggars Pizza), a carwash, and outdoor dispensing/filling of propane tanks. The proposed
annexation agreement sets forth a schedule for the Petitioner to bring the property into compliance
with Village Building and Sign Codes Additionally, The agreement does not provide any
commitment from the Village to issue Liquor or Video Gaming Licenses. However, Petitioner has
indicated a desire for both licenses and the agreement provides a right to disconnect within sixty
(60) days at the Petitioner's option. President Vandenberg asked if anyone from the Board would
like to comment. Trustee Glotz asked the Village Attorney if before this item moves to second
reading he will be reviewing the State of Illinois Liquor Code and the Municipal Code for
Nuisances. Village Attorney Connelly stated yes. Vote on roll call: Ayes: Glotz, Curran. Nays:
Pannitto, Berg, Brady. Abstain: Younker. Absent: None. President Vandenberg declared the
motion fails.
Conditioned upon the lack of approval for the Annexation Agreement with Lenny's Food N Fuel, LLC

s
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located at 19420 Harlem Avenue. Ordinance 2018-0-044 approving the Annexation of a parcel of
property commonly located at 19420 Harlem Avenue to the Village of Tinley Park and Ordinance 20180-043 granting a MAP amendment to B-3 (General Business and Commercial District) with Special Use
Penn its to allow for the continuation of the existing automobile Service Station and Automobile Car
Wash for Property located at 19420 Harlem Avenue (Petitioner Leonard McEnery) were not considered
by the Village Board.
Motion was made by Trustee Younker, seconded by Trustee Berg, to place the following agenda
Items prior to Item 12 Ordinance Number 2018-0-039 granting a Special Use Pennit to allow for
the construction of a one-bedroom residential unit above conunercial space in the B-3 (General
Business and Commercial Zoning District) Located At 6787 West l 59th Street (Haitham Abuzir):

•

ITEM 31 - CONSIDER ADOPTING RESOLUTION NUMBER 2018-R-050 AUTHORJZING
THE EXECUTION OF A DEVELOPMENT INCENTIVE AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE
VILLAGE OF TINLEY PARK, THE BOARD OF EDUCATION SCHOOL DISTRICT 227,
AND THE HARP GROUP, INC. RELATING TO THE HOTEL PROPERTY LOCATED AT
18501 HARLEM AVENUE;
ITEM 32 - CONSIDER ADOPTING RESOLUTION NUMBER 20 l 8-R-051
AUTHORIZING THE EXECUTION OF A DEVELOPMENT INCENTIVE AGREEMENT
BETWEEN THE VILLAGE OF TINLEY PARK, THE BOARD OF EDUCATION
SCHOOL DISTRICT 159, AND THE HARP GROUP, INC. RELATING TO THE HOTEL
PROPERTY LOCATED AT 18501 HARLEM AVENUE; and
ITEM 33 - CONSIDER ADOPTING RESOLUTION NUMBER 2018-R-052 APPROVING THE
FIRST AMENDMENT TO THE TINLEY PARK CONVENTION CENTER MANAGEMENT
CONTRACT BETWEEN THE HARP GROUP, INC, AND THE VILLAGE OF TINLEY
PARK.

Vote by voice call. President Vandenberg declared the motion carried.
Motion was made by Trustee Berg, seconded by Trustee Younker, to adopt and place on file
RESOLUTION NUMBER 2018-R-050 AUTHORIZING THE EXECUTION OF A
DEVELOPMENT INCENTIVE AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE VILLAGE OF TINLEY
PARK, THE BOARD OF EDUCATION SCHOOL DISTRICT 227, AND THE HARP
GROUP, INC. RELATING TO THE HOTEL PROPERTY LOCATED AT 18501 HARLEM
AVENUE. With the Oak Park A venue (Convention Center) TIF expiring the Village needs to
continue the financial assistance offered during the TIF that offsets the enonnous property tax bill on
the Holiday Inn property compared to neighboring Will County hotels. Rich Township High School
District 227 has agreed to abate taxes for up to 10 years or a total of$4 million in combination with
the Village and Elementary School District 159. This item was discussed at the Committee of the
Whole held on June 5, 2018 and recommended for approval. President Vandenberg stated that this
item was in its final adoption stage and asked if anyone cared to address the Board. No one came
forward. Vote on roll call: Ayes: Younker, Pannitto, Berg, Brady, Glotz, Curran. Nays: None.
Absent: None. President Vandenberg declared the motion carried.
Motion was made by Trustee Berg, seconded by Trustee Younker, to adopt and place on file
RESOLUTION NUMBER 2018-R-051 AUTHORIZING THE EXECUTION OF A
6

Village of Tinley Park, Illinois
Equalized Assessed Value (EAV) analysis
Tinley Trails subdivision
Frankfort Township, Will County, Illinois
PIN

Address

09-12-201-002-0000
09-12-201-003-0000
09-12-201-004-0000
09-12-201-005-0000
09-12-201-006-0000
09-12-201-007-0000
09-12-201-008-0000
09-12-201-009-0000
09-12-201-010-0000
09-12-201-011-0000
09-12-201-012-0000
09-12-201-013-0000
09-12-201-014-0000
09-12-201-015-0000
09-12-201-016-0000
09-12-202-017-0000
09-12-202-018-0000
09-12-202-019-0000
09-12-202-020-0000
09-12-202-021-0000
09-12-202-022-0000
09-12-203-003-0000
09-12-203-004-0000
09-12-206-001-0000
09-12-206-002-0000
09-12-206-003-0000
09-12-206-004-0000
09-12-206-005-0000
09-12-206-006-0000
09-12-206-007-0000
09-12-206-008-0000

19320
19326
19332
19338
7324
7318
7312
7306
7300
7248
19319
19325
19331
19337
7230
7307
7301
7249
7243
7237
7231
7324
7319
19325
7313
7307
19332
19337
7312
7306
19338

Kickapoo St
Kickapoo St
Kickapoo St
Kickapoo St
Blackhawk Dr
Blackhawk Dr
Blackhawk Dr
Blackhawk Dr
Blackhawk Dr
Blackhawk Dr
Shabbona Dr
Shabbona Dr
Shabbona Dr
Shabbona Dr
194th St
194th St
194th St
194th St
194th St
194th St
194th St
194th St
194th St
Kickapoo St
Blackhawk Dr
Blackhawk Dr
Shabbona Dr
Kickapoo St
194th St
194th St
Shabbona Dr

Total Tinley Trails subdivision
Dollar change
Percentage
Total Will County EAV
Dollar change
Percentage

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2017-18
Dollar
Change

1,290
105,897
87,963
108,051
1,290
1,290
162,265
97,366
111,285
127,394
97,251
107,781
117,628
94,376
94,115
92,156
87,672
71,839
92,182
96,891
96,181
108,283
95,705
101,662
85,931
96,340
111,211
100,311
107,413
105,842
98,272

235,020
115,235
95,790
117,570
314,880
309,410
176,348
105,985
121,076
129,620
105,860
117,277
127,953
102,743
102,461
100,337
95,475
78,308
100,118
105,471
104,453
117,822
104,184
110,643
93,587
101,111
120,996
109,178
116,878
115,174
106,720

162,054
124,253
92,290
126,763
181,483
170,791
189,949
114,309
130,532
139,979
114,174
126,447
137,925
110,824
110,521
108,238
103,011
84,556
108,265
113,757
112,925
127,033
112,373
119,317
100,981
95,840
148,302
117,741
126,019
124,187
144,527

148,328
126,985
91,290
129,557
185,645
174,273
194,323
137,827
133,420
142,691
116,653
129,233
140,998
113,220
112,909
110,569
105,211
86,295
110,184
116,226
114,961
129,834
114,808
121,925
103,130
94,840
151,635
120,310
128,795
126,917
147,352

130,154
130,620
90,790
121,295
175,913
179,943
200,635
141,879
137,296
147,098
119,858
132,920
144,821
116,288
116,199
113,548
108,734
88,416
113,525
119,649
118,494
133,680
118,080
125,373
105,814
94,340
156,258
123,680
132,505
126,552
155,996

124,038
127,409
90,790
118,303
171,638
175,479
195,779
138,403
133,928
143,406
116,900
129,655
141,277
109,414
113,327
110,370
105,535
86,197
110,622
116,696
115474
130,397
115,165
122,286
103,187
94,340
158,445
120,632
129,250
123,343
152,189

119,486
122,740
90,790
113,953
165,421
133,134
188,717
133,349
129,030
138,037
112,598
124,907
136,123
105,234
109,151
99,491
100,883
82,970
106,400
112,402
111,083
125,623
110,925
117,796
99,366
94,340
152,899
116,200
120,516
118,676
146,652

113,212
116,303
90,790
107,955
156,850
125,977
178,981
126,381
122,278
130,635
106,668
118,362
129,016
99,472
103,394
93,433
115,846
78,522
100,580
106,482
105,029
118,375
105,079
111,606
94,098
94,340
112,655
110,090
113,990
112,242
139,020

107,252
110,188
86,240
102,258
124,083
123,178
169,732
119,762
121,864
122,603
101,035
112,144
122,265
92,999
97,925
87,679
109,754
80,296
94,052
100,858
98,278
111,490
92,525
105,726
89,094
93,340
107,022
104,286
106,791
88,002
131,769

105,802
108,701
89,995
100,872
122,418
121,525
123,123
118,153
114,304
117,503
99,665
110,632
120,624
91,668
96,595
101,945
108,272
79,268
92,708
99,491
96,880
109,816
91,175
104,296
87,877
96,860
99,652
102,875
105,283
86,735
130,005

106,584
109,504
90,667
101,620
123,317
122,417
124,026
119,022
115,146
118,402
100,404
111,449
121,511
92,386
97,313
102,701
109,072
92,484
91,065
100,229
82,732
124,050
91,904
105,068
88,535
93,340
100,392
103,679
106,097
87,419
130,957

110,693
113,720
94,195
105,548
128,037
127,104
128,772
94,000
119,568
123,125
104,288
115,736
126,165
96,160
101,084
106,669
113,272
95,860
94,791
104,107
86,153
128,797
95,733
109,122
91,986
93,340
104,275
107,898
110,371
91,011
135,956

114,835
117,970
97,752
109,508
132,795
115,545
133,556
103,442
124,026
132,886
108,203
120,057
130,856
99,964
104,886
110,669
105,555
93,263
98,547
108,016
89,602
133,583
99,593
113,209
95,464
93,340
108,190
112,152
114,680
94,633
140,995

117,722
120,933
100,232
112,269
136,112
118,450
127,333
106,058
127,134
136,205
110,932
123,070
134,126
102,616
107,536
113,457
108,222
95,635
101,165
110,741
92,006
136,919
102,284
116,058
97,889
93,340
110,919
115,118
117,684
97,158
144,508

2,887
2,963
2,480
2,761
3,317
2,905
-6,223
2,616
3,108
3,319
2,729
3,013
3,270
2,652
2,650
2,788
2,667
2,372
2,618
2,725
2,404
3,336
2,691
2,849
2,425
0
2,729
2,966
3,004
2,525
3,513

2,863,133

3,957,683
1,094,550
38.2%

3,879,366
-78,317
-2.0%

3,960,344
80,978
2.1%

4,020,353
60,009
1.5%

3,923,874
-96,479
-2.4%

3,738,892
-184,982
-4.7%

3,537,661
-201,231
-5.4%

3,314,490
-223,171
-6.3%

3,234,718
-79,772
-2.4%

3,263,492
28,774
0.9%

3,357,536
94,044
2.9%

3,457,772
100,236
3.0%

278,004,875
37,033,557
15.4%

319,303,312
41,298,437
14.9%

345,055,393
25,752,081
8.1%

381,375,706
36,320,313
10.5%

366,012,157
-15,363,549
-4.0%

369,317,530
3,305,373
0.9%

356,107,180
-13,210,350
-3.6%

347,091,985
-9,015,195
-2.5%

331,734,777
-15,357,208
-4.4%

328,253,966
-3,480,811
-1.0%

Total Cook County EAV 1,134,420,535 1,172,323,081 1,251,412,975 1,380,331,896 1,430,084,786 1,442,783,211 1,251,755,583 1,145,025,203 1,066,577,781 1,016,027,998
-78,447,422
-50,549,783
Dollar change 155,310,852
37,902,546
79,089,894 128,918,921
49,752,890
12,698,425 -191,027,628 -106,730,380
Percentage
15.9%
3.3%
6.7%
10.3%
3.6%
0.9%
-13.2%
-8.5%
-6.9%
-4.7%

330,446,430
2,192,464
0.7%

336,476,660
6,030,230
1.8%

343,770,343
7,293,683
2.2%

Exempt
2018

Assessor
Market
2018

2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
-4.7%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.7%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.7%
2.5%
2.7%
2.5%
2.7%
2.5%
2.5%
0.0%
2.5%
2.6%
2.6%
2.7%
2.5%

6,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
11,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
11,000
6,000
11,000
6,000
15,691
6,000
6,000
26,023
6,000
6,000
11,000
11,000
6,000

371,166
380,799
318,696
354,807
426,336
373,350
399,999
336,174
399,402
426,615
350,796
387,210
420,378
340,848
340,608
358,371
342,666
304,905
336,495
350,223
309,018
428,757
353,925
366,174
311,667
358,089
350,757
363,354
386,052
324,474
451,524

Average MV

365,279

3,533,831
76,059
76,059 <-----'
2.2%
348,588,376
4,818,033
1.4%

989,772,042 1,032,425,212 1,177,159,971 1,169,484,236
-26,255,956
42,653,170 144,734,759
-7,675,735
-2.6%
4.3%
14.0%
-0.7%

Total Village overall EAV 1,412,425,410 1,491,626,393 1,596,468,368 1,761,707,602 1,796,096,943 1,812,100,741 1,607,862,763 1,492,117,188 1,398,312,558 1,344,281,964 1,320,218,472 1,368,901,872 1,520,930,314 1,518,072,612
Dollar change 192,344,409
79,200,983 104,841,975 165,239,234
34,389,341
16,003,798 -204,237,978 -115,745,575
-93,804,630
-54,030,594
-24,063,492
48,683,400 152,028,442
-2,857,702
Percentage
15.8%
5.6%
7.0%
10.4%
2.0%
0.9%
-11.3%
-7.2%
-6.3%
-3.9%
-1.8%
3.7%
11.1%
-0.2%
Yellow highlight
Residential property abutting commercial retail property.
Green highlight
Residential property abutting commercial office property.
2005/2006 values highlighted in bold - 2005 reflects vacant lot value; 2006 includes one-time pro-rated valuation for portion of prior year that completed dwelling existed.
Tax years 2009 through 2014 generally will reflect market valuation adjustments attributable to the Recession.
Equalized Assessed Value (EAV) includes all owner-occupied homeowner exemptions granted.

2017-18
Percent
Change

Last Sale
Date Amount
Jul-09
Jul-98
Nov-13
Apr-04
Feb-05
May-12
Aug-04
Feb-15
May-13
Dec-16
Apr-99
Oct-17
Apr-02
Feb-04
Sep-97
Nov-97
Oct-98
Oct-98
Mar-99
Jun-03
Nov-00
Apr-98
Sep-00
Jul-04
Oct-98
Oct-97
May-12
May-04
Mar-99
Oct-98
Feb-08

399,500
60,000
288,000
342,000
480,000
352,000
479,000
300,000
310,000
409,900
265,000
299,000
85,000
377,000
250,000
60,000
65,000
270,000
260,000
339,900
270,500
55,000
255,500
350,000
235,500
60,000
215,000
390,000
275,000
278,805
387,000

Barbara Bennett
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

azordan@mokena.org
Thursday, August 01, 2019 3:13 PM
Paula Wallrich
[WARNING Possible Village Email Compromise]RE: Lenny fuel - gas n wash

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Hello Paula:
It’s good to hear from you. Yes, I think about retirement but the numbers just don’t work yet. It could be a while.
Regarding the Gas N Wash ‐ Lenny has a packaged liquor license on 191st Street and qualifies for video gaming by way of
being categorized as a truck stop. There really are not that many trucks that go in there but the threshold for diesel fuel
sales is fairly low to qualify for a truck stop. As is typical with his stations, it is very busy and you sometimes have to wait
for a pump. The Dunkin Donuts drive through also does very well. As far as parking goes, he does have a couple trucks
from time to time that park in an area just off site while they grab some lunch and perhaps play a few games. We have
had no notable police issues. The station is always very clean and well stocked. As you mentioned, no one really lives
nearby so we never have noise complaints.
Let me know if you have any further questions or concerns.
Thanks,
Alan
Alan Zordan
Director of Economic and Community Development
Village of Mokena
P: 708‐479‐3930
F: 708‐479‐1137
Sign up for the Village e‐news at www.mokena.org
This email transmission may contain information that is privileged, confidential and/or exempt from disclosure under
applicable law and is for use of the addressee(s) only. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that
any disclosure, copying, distribution, reliance upon, or use of the information contained herein is strictly prohibited. If you
received this transmission in error, please immediately contact the sender, and destroy the material in its entirety,
whether in electronic of hard copy format, either by deletion or otherwise.
Think before you print and save a tree.

“Where Our Customers Come First”
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From: Paula Wallrich [mailto:pwallrich@tinleypark.org]
Sent: Wednesday, July 31, 2019 9:13 AM
To: Alan Zordan
Subject: Lenny fuel ‐ gas n wash
Good morning Alan‐ Flash from your past! Hope all is well with you. I am still over in Tinley Park but working towards
retirement. Down to 4 days/week. Have you been thinking about it? It is a tough decision.
We are working with Lenny McEnery on annexing his station on Harlem Ave. He wants to put in gaming and liquor. It has
Board support but I want to be prepared for neighbor objections. I know the station on 191st if very successful, I just
wondered if you have had any police issues at that station? I obtained a report from Will County Sheriff on the Harlem
station and can FOIA similar from Mokena but just was curious of your opinion. Have there been any complaints
regarding parking there? Any unexpected trouble you have experienced? You are lucky in that you don’t have any
residential adjacent to it. I think Lenny runs a nice station; the landscaping always looks well maintained.
Anyway – any kind of info would be helpful‐ I appreciate it!
Thank you
Paula J. Wallrich, AICP
Planning Manager
(708) 444‐5100 | pwallrich@tinleypark.org
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Barbara Bennett
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Brad L. Bettenhausen
Friday, July 26, 2019 11:02 AM
Paula Wallrich
RE: lenny's
Tinley Trails EAV analysis 2005-2018.pdf

Updated schedule attached adding two additional years of property tax data.
As I look at the data, the takeaways I note are

1. Neighborhood remains very stable. Only one new sales transaction since last analysis. That sale
occurred in October 2017.
2. There has been overall growth in the Tinley Trails EAV over the past 4 tax years.
3. The rate of growth in the Tinley Trails EAV exceeded the rate for the entire Will County portion of
Tinley Park.
4. The rate of growth in the Tinley Trails EAV was better than, or in line with, the rates for Cook County
and Tinley Park overall (factoring in that 2017 was a triennial reassessment year for Cook County
properties)
5. The only decrease in EAV noted within Tinley Trails between 2017 and 2018 was clearly the result of a
tax appeal.
Please remember that the underlying market values used for Will County property tax assessments has traditionally
been fairly comparable to the “real” market (what a home can be sold for).
As you are preparing, also be reminded that the most vocal family at the past meetings on this matter are not residents
of Tinley Park. We need to make sure our commissioners and elected officials are aware of this ahead of time.

Brad L. Bettenhausen
Treasurer/Finance Director, Village of Tinley Park
Trustee Kimberly Heights Sanitary District
Historian/President Emeritus, Tinley Park Historical Society
phone 708-444-5000 -5099 fax
bbettenhausen@tinleypark.org
This message, including attachments, is confidential and may be privileged. If you are not an intended recipient, please notify the sender then delete and destroy
the original message and all copies. You should not copy, forward and/or disclose this message, in whole or in part, without the permission of the sender.

 Save a tree! Only print if necessary.

From: Paula Wallrich
Sent: Thursday, July 25, 2019 4:08 PM
To: Brad L. Bettenhausen
Subject: lenny's

1

I was hoping to avoid redoing some of this stuff from the last time Lenny’s was going through‐ but apparently the
opposition (residents) will pick up where they left off. Last time you providing information addressing the resident’s
claim of declining property value. Attached is the spread sheet you provided and here is what I stated in the report. I
think just another statement from you would suffice instead of running numbers‐ unless you notice something when you
look at last year’s numbers. Thank you—will need for PH on Aug 15‐ packet going out Aug 9
1. Property Values- Exhibit A illustrates that property values in the neighborhood and specifically for those homes
immediately adjacent to the subject property. The recession impacted all housing valuations between the years 2010
and 2014. In 2015, Village-wide housing values began to increase. This was also the year that Lenny’s was built.
Looking at the spreadsheet, especially the home highlighted in green, there was comparable increases with other
homes in the neighborhood. This increase continues through projections for 2017. There was a question at the Public
Hearing about why the projection for next year was not included for the rest of the Village. As explained by Staff at
the meeting, this would have taken significant staff time to do and would not result in any further explanation of the
trends that the spreadsheet was indicating. The actual percentage changes were fairly minor; it was the trend that
was significant. This has been verified by our Village Treasure, Brad Bettenhausen who created the first spread sheet.
Please see an email from Mr. Bettenhausen regarding any concerns raised at the meeting regarding the validity of
his study.

Paula J. Wallrich, AICP
Planning Manager
(708) 444‐5100 | pwallrich@tinleypark.org
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Barbara Bennett
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Brad L. Bettenhausen
Friday, July 26, 2019 10:38 AM
Paula Wallrich
RE: lenny's

I would not expect any significant change in any of these figures.
I don’t know if Lenny’s has any updated sales data that they can provide that would potentially change the Sales Tax or
Video Gaming projections.
He currently has 5 locations with video gaming.
The location at 88th Avenue and 191st Street has been a top performer in the State for some time. For the most recent 12
months reported it ranked #3 in VG tax to the local municipality at $80,687
His location in New Lenox ranked #6 in the State for the most recent 12 months at $69,693
The highest VG tax generated by any location in Tinley Park for the most recent 12 month period produced $48,793 as a
reference point.
I think the numbers are sound.

Brad L. Bettenhausen
Treasurer/Finance Director, Village of Tinley Park
Trustee Kimberly Heights Sanitary District
Historian/President Emeritus, Tinley Park Historical Society
phone 708-444-5000 -5099 fax
bbettenhausen@tinleypark.org
This message, including attachments, is confidential and may be privileged. If you are not an intended recipient, please notify the sender then delete and destroy
the original message and all copies. You should not copy, forward and/or disclose this message, in whole or in part, without the permission of the sender.

 Save a tree! Only print if necessary.

From: Paula Wallrich
Sent: Wednesday, July 24, 2019 5:22 PM
To: Brad L. Bettenhausen
Subject: lenny's
As you may know we are bringing back lennys to plan commission on aug 1. Not much has changed in their application
so I am using a lot of the background information. One think you put together for me last time was the following—this is
from April 2018. Would you be able to update these numbers. I have asked the same of Lenny‐ but haven’t received
anything yet. Thanks!

Note to file per disc with Brad B
1

Sales tax‐ 299,250
VG tax 87,581
Prop tax 15,100
Licenses 6,100
408,031
Paula J. Wallrich, AICP
Planning Manager
(708) 444‐5100 | pwallrich@tinleypark.org
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PLAN COMMISSION STAFF REPORT
August 15, 2019
Public Hearing
UPDATES FROM THE AUGUST 1, 2019 WORKSHOP ARE NOTED IN RED

Text Amendment-Racino Entertainment Complex
Zoning Code

Petitioner
Village Tinley Park
Municipal Code
Zoning Code
Approvals Sought
Text Amendment
Project Planner
Kimberly Clarke, AICP
Community
Development Director

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The State of Illinois passed a new gaming bill (SB 690 HA) that will support and enhance the
Illinois horse racing industry. The Bill provides for one new suburban racetrack and
combined Casino (Racino) to be located in either Bloom, Bremen, Calumet, Orland, Rich,
Thornton or Worth Township. The Mayor and Village Board have expressed an interest in
entertaining the possibility of the creation of a new entertainment district, which will
incorporate a Racino. As part of the gaming application process, the Village must provide for
a racetrack and casino as permitted uses within the Zoning Code.
Staff is proposing a text amendment to the Tinley Park Zoning Ordinance, Section II.B
(Definitions) and Section V.B. (Schedule of Regulations) for a Racino Entertainment Complex.
The purpose of this amendment is to add definitions and to modify the schedule of use
regulations to permit a Racino Entertainment Complex in the Office and Restricted Industrial
District (ORI) as a Permitted Use.
At the August 1, 2019 workshop there were no comments on the open items.

Text Amendment-Racino Entertainment Complex

Background
Horse Racing has been a part of Illinois history since the early 1830s. Well-known racetracks in Illinois are Arlington
Racetrack, Balmoral Park (closed), Hawthorne Race Course & Suburban Downs, Fairmont Park and Maywood Park.
The horse race track industry consists of on-track betting, off-track and other gaming activities and services.
The State of Illinois passed a new gaming bill (SB 690 HA) that will support and enhance the Illinois horse racing
industry. The Bill provides for one racetrack to be located in either Bloom, Bremen, Calumet, Orland, Rich, Thornton
or Worth Townships. TPMHC is a site being considered for the construction of a new racetrack and combined Casino.
The Mayor and Village Board have expressed an interest in entertaining the possibility of permitting a Racino. As part
of the gaming application process, the Village must demonstrate a racetrack and casino are permitted uses within the
Zoning Code. Listing such uses as a permitted use will not automatically approve such development. The development
will be required to go through the necessary site plan approval process to critically analyze the design and impacts to
the community.

Definition of Racino Entertainment Complex in Tinley Park
Staff is suggesting a definition to further articulate what is meant by a Racino Entertainment Complex.
Racino Entertainment Complex: A racetrack combined with a casino and other similar and compatible uses included but
not limited to spectator events conducted outdoors in open or partially enclosed facilities as a for-profit enterprise which
typically charges an entrance fee.

Zoning
If it is the desire of the Village to allow a Racino, the Village has two options on how they can permit the use. The
easiest way is to list it as a permitted use in the Zoning Code. As of right now, the only viable location within the
Village’s boundaries is The Tinley Park Mental Health Center (TPMHC) site. This property is approximately 280-acres
in size and is zoned Office and Restricted Industrial District (ORI). A listing of all permitted uses for said zoning district
is attached.
ORI Office and Restricted Industrial District is intended to provide land for medium to large office buildings, research
activities, and non-objectionable industrial activities, which are attractively landscaped and designed to create a “park-like”
setting. The low intensity and limiting restrictions are intended to provide for permitted uses which will be compatible with
adjacent residential and commercial developments.
Although a Racino is not an office or industrial use, it will be compatible with other uses currently permitted in ORI
such as restaurants, hotels, banquet facilities and convention centers. Currently the Hollywood Amphitheater is
zoned ORI but it was also approved as a Planned Unit Development (PUD). Similarly, it is anticipated a future Racino
Entertainment Complex may be developed under a PUD due to the mix of uses and overall scale and design which
will require flexibility within the zoning code. In general, the ORI district has a larger minimum lot of 40,000 sq.ft., large
minimum lot width (150 feet) and larger maximum story height of five stories which may accommodate a future
entertainment district.
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Text Amendment-Racino Entertainment Complex
SCHEDULE I- SCHEDULE OF PERMITTED USE (BY USE TYPE)
R-1
R-2
R-3
R-4
R-5
R-6
R-7

B-1

B-2

B-3

B-4

B5

ORI

M-1

MU-1

X

X

X

X

X

P

X

X

Dining, Drinking, and Entertainment Establishments

Racino
Entertainment
Complex

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Open Item #1: Discuss permitting a Racino Entertainment Complex as a Permitted Use in the ORI district
Creation of a New Entertainment Overlay District Another approach the Village can consider if they want to
encourage a future Racino location, is to establish an Overlay District that lists a Racino as a permitted use. Overlay
zoning is a regulatory tool that creates a special zoning district, placed over an existing base zone(s), which identify
special provisions in addition to those in underlying base zones. The Village currently has the Rich Township
Entertainment and Tourism Overlay District; Mixed-Use Duvan Drive Overlay District; and an Urban Design Overlay
District. Specifically, the Rich Township Entertainment and Tourism Overlay District is intended to provide unique
uses and district-wide areas for entertainment, shopping, dining, hotel and tourism area in the Village. A listing of all
permitted uses for said overlay district is attached.
The Village can create a new entertainment district similar to the Rich Township over the TPMHC property to
encourage specific uses and prohibit others under the existing ORI Zoning District. For instance, the Village may want
to encourage Transient Orientated Development (TOD) near the 80th Avenue Train station as well as encourage
additional outdoor recreational uses. These uses are currently not listed within the ORI District.
Open Item #2: Discuss the creation of a new Entertainment Overlay District
Amending the Existing Rich Township Entertainment Overlay District
Another opportunity for a future Racino to locate is within the existing Rich Township Entertainment Overlay District.
This district currently has the amphitheater and golf course located within it. This district identifies a tourism-oriented
business as a permitted use. However, staff recommends adding a Racino as a permitted use.
Open Item #3: Discuss the amending the existing Rich Township Entertainment Overlay District to include a Racino
as a permitted use.

SUMMARY OF OPEN ITEMS
Staff identified the following open items for discussion at the workshop:
1. Discuss permitting a Racino Entertainment Complex as a permitted use in the ORI Zoning District.
2. Discuss the creation of a new Entertainment Overlay District
3. Discuss amending the existing Rich Township Entertainment and Tourism Overlay District to include a Racino
Entertainment Complex as a permitted use.
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Text Amendment-Racino Entertainment Complex

MOTIONS
If the Plan Commission wishes to take action, an appropriate wording of the motion would read:
Motion 1: “…make a motion to recommend that the Village Board approve Text Amendments to Section II (Definitions)
and Section V.B. Schedule I (Schedule of Permitted Uses) of the Village of Tinley Park Zoning Ordinance as indicated
in Staff’s most recent staff report dated 8/15/2019. The proposed Text Amendments would create a new definition for
“Racino” in Section II (Definitions) and amend portions of Section V.B. Schedule I to allow “Racino” as a permitted use
in the Office, Restricted and Limited Industrial (ORI) Zoning District.
Motion 2: “…make a motion to recommend that the Village Board approve Text Amendments to Section V.D.3 Rich
Township Entertainment and Tourism Overlay District of the Village of Tinley Park Zoning Ordinance as indicated in
Staff’s most recent staff report dated 8/15/2019. The proposed Text Amendment would amend paragraph A.3. Uses
to list a “Racino” as a permitted principal in the overlay district.
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August 15, 2019 – WORKSHOP / PUBLIC HEARING
Text Amendment – Planning/Zoning Fee Changes
Petitioner
Village of Tinley Park

Property
Village-Wide
Approvals Sought
Text Amendment

Project Planner
Daniel Ritter, AICP
Senior Planner
Upon reviewing the appropriateness and adequacy of numerous Village fees, Community
Development staff identified a number of commercial and development-related fees that
are comparatively low. Staff looked at creating adequate fee levels that cover appropriate
costs for new projects. Most of the fees have not been updated in over 10-20 years. Due to
the time that has passed since the last updates, fees are extremely low and many do not
cover a standard level of “hard” or “up-front” costs associated with the request.
While reviewing the fee levels, staff also encountered an issue that Village fees are scattered
throughout many different codes and ordinances. This not only makes it very difficult for
customers (residents, property owners, developers, contractors, etc.) to know where to find
specific fee information, but also makes it difficult to enforce or update fees consistently.
To enhance efficiency and increase customer service, staff has proposed that a
comprehensive fee schedule be developed in the Code of Ordinances, which will list all fees
charged by the Village. In addition to staff and customer clarity, the changes will make any
future amendments easier to complete.
Staff was directed to proceed with the fee changes as proposed at the June 25, 2019
Community Development Committee meeting. Other department fee changes are in the
process of going through their respective Committees before the final text amendments
are drafted. As part of the adoption of the new comprehensive fee schedule ordinance,
amendments to the Zoning Code are necessary to remove the fees currently listed there.

Text Amendment – Fee Updates

For any fee, there is a policy decision to be made as to how much of the total cost of a project incurred will be covered
by the fee. Traditionally, municipalities (including Tinley Park) have not sought to charge an applicant all of the costs
related to development projects because the review of projects is an appropriate use of the General Fund. It is
assumed that projects performed for a fee will increase property values for the subject property and quality-of-life
for residents. Most fees are usually set with the goal of covering any “hard” or “up-front” costs related to projects
(postage, mailings, paper, third-party consultant fees, etc.) so that the Village’s general fund is protected from incurring
any costs from private projects that can potentially end up incomplete or abandoned. Due to decreasing revenue
sources, many communities have begun to adopt a policy that private development projects should pay their own
way and all associated costs so that existing residents are not subsidizing any portion of private projects.
The proposed fee increases are primarily those that are assessed for new development projects (commercial and
residential). The only increases to residential-related fees is for Residential Variation requests. Surrounding
communities were included in the attached analysis to understand where each proposed fee level falls in comparison
with our neighboring communities. For many fees, Tinley Park is currently the lowest. These comparisons show that
there is room to cover a greater amount of the upfront costs and protecting the general fund, while also ensuring that
Tinley Park remains competitive within the commercial and development communities.
The planning, zoning, and building fee increases were reviewed at the June 25, 2019 Community Development
Committee meeting. Other departments have brought their increases forward to their applicable Committees over
the last few months. All fee increases and the comprehensive fee schedule is currently scheduled to go to a Committee
of the Whole meeting in early-September 2019 and the text amendments going before the Village Board soon after.

All fee amounts referenced in the Zoning Code are proposed to be relocated to the Village’s Code of Ordinances along
with all other fees charged throughout the Village. Below is an example of the existing and proposed text regarding
fees for Special Uses. This will be similar to all sections within the code. The exact section of the Code of Ordinances
and wording has yet to be determined.
Existing Section X.J.3 (Special Uses – Initiation)
“Initiation: An application for a Special Use may be made by any person, firm, or corporation having a free-hold interest, an
option to purchase, or any exclusive possessory interest which is specifically enforceable on the land which is described in
the application for a Special Use. The filing fee for a Special Use shall be four hundred (400) dollars.”
Proposed Section X.J.3 (Special Uses – Initiation)
“Initiation: An application for a Special Use may be made by any person, firm, or corporation having a free-hold interest, an
option to purchase, or any exclusive possessory interest which is specifically enforceable on the land which is described in
the application for a Special Use. The filing fee for a Special Use shall be adopted by the Board of Trustees in the
Comprehensive Fee Schedule (Title XXX, Appendix XXX of the Tinley Park Code of Ordinances)”
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Text Amendment – Fee Updates

Following below is a list of the fees located in the Zoning Code. The amount of the fees has already been discussed
and approved at the Community Development Committee. The chart indicates the current location in the Village Code,
current fee level, proposed fee level, and comparison fees of neighboring communities. The recommendation for
each fee is proposed at either the average or slightly below average compared to neighboring communities. In
addition, new fees have been introduced that were not previously codified.
The purpose of the Public Hearing is to recognize the proposed changes and remove any reference to fees in the
Zoning Ordinance. The Plan Commission’s recommendation for this text amendment will be reviewed by the Village
Board at the same time they consider the adoption of the new Fee Schedule Ordinance, thereby ensuring that there
is always a code requiring fees for development .

Fee Type

Code
location/
Ordinance
#

Current Fee

Proposed
Fee

Comments

Annexation

Zoning
Code –
N/A

$0

$750 > 1
acre
$1500 1-5
acres
$3000 < 5
acres

Raise – based on
staff time,
upfront costs
and comparable
communities.

Variance Commercial

Zoning:
Sec. X-G-2
(2007-O024)

$200

$500 + $75
per
additional
Variation

Variance Residential

Zoning:
Sec. X-G-2
(2007-O024)

$150

$250 + $75
per
additional
Variation

Rezoning

Zoning:
Sec. X-K

$400

$750
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Comparable (O =
Orland Park, F=
Frankfort, M =
Mokena, N = New
Lenox)

O: $750 – 1,350
N: $1350 – 4100+
(+ $200
Annexation
Agreement)
F:750-3000+
M: $800+
Raise - based on O: $500
staff time,
N: $850
upfront costs,
F: $300
and comparable M: $1400 (includes
communities.
separate Public
Avoids repetitive hearing fee that
or arbitrary
can be split among
requests. Clarify multiple
multi-request
applicants)
fees.
Raise - based on O: $500
staff time,
N: $350
upfront costs,
F: $200
and comparable M: $1025 (includes
communities.
separate Public
Avoids repetitive hearing fee that
or arbitrary
can be split among
requests. Clarify applicants)
multi-request
fees.
Raise - based on O: $500
staff time,
N: $600 – 2000+

Text Amendment – Fee Updates

(2007-O024)

Special Use
Permit / PUD

Site Plan
(Includes site
layout,
architectural,
landscaping
and lighting)

Plats
(Preliminary/
Final
Subdivision,
Easement,
etc.)
New
Development
Approval Not
Including
Public
Improvements
Zoning or
Subdivision
Code Text
Amendment

Zoning:
Sec. X-J-3
(2007-O024)
Zoning:
Sec. III-U
(1987-O002)

$400

$500

$0

$500
New/First
Approval
$300
Amendmen
t

Subdivisio
n: Sec. XIIIF (2007-O041)

$1 per lot
(min. $100 for
preliminary;
$50 for final)

$500 + $5
per lot for
multi-lot
plats

Subdivisio $300 acre,
n: Sec. XIII- $1000 min.
E (2007-O041)

Eliminate

Zoning
and
Subdivisio
n Codes –
N/A

$500

$0

physical changes
to maps and
comparable
communities.
Raise - based on
comparable
communities.

F: $800
M: $1400-1800
(includes separate
hearing fee)
O: $500
N: $850+
F: $500
M: $800
Raise – based on O: $600-1500 +
staff time,
Landscape review
upfront costs,
fees $2500-5000
and comparable N: $250 +
communities.
Landscape review
Removal of other fees of $500-1050+
unused
F: $700 ($100-300
development
amendment)
fees below.
M: $350
Raise - based on O: $500 + 25 per
staff time,
lot
upfront
N: $150 + 25 per
recording costs
lot
and comparable F: $500 - 4000+
communities.
M: $1600
Eliminate – Not
N/A
Utilized.
Combined with
Site Plan and
Plats.
Raise - based on N/A
staff time,
upfront costs
and comparable
communities.
Avoids repetitive
or arbitrary
requests.

Staff identified the following open items for discussion at the workshop:
1. Discuss the incorporation of planning and zoning fees into a comprehensive fee ordinance.
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Text Amendment – Fee Updates

If the Plan Commission wishes to take action, the following motion is in the appropriate form:
“…make a motion to recommend that the Village Board approve Text Amendments to
Section III-O-6-(2)-(C) (Outdoor Display Fees), Section IX.B.2. (Sign Fees), and Section X
(Administration and Enforcement) of the Village of Tinley Park Zoning Ordinance as
indicated in Staff’s most recent Staff Report dated 8/15/2019. The proposed Text
Amendments increase a number of planning and zoning-related fees and move all fees
to a Comprehensive Fee Schedule located in the Village of Tinley Park’s Code of
Ordinances.”
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Interoffice

Memo
Date:

8.15.19

To:

Plan Commission

From:

Kimberly Clarke, AICP
Community Development Director

Subject:

Text Amendment-Masonry Requirements

Staff is requesting to remove this item from the agenda until further notice. Staff is working
through the text amendment in conjunction with the overall building code update. It is our
intention to bring fourth these amendments through at the same time.

